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ABSTRACT 
This is an empirical research on the quality of life 
(QL) of cancer and control patients in Hong Kong. The 
objective is to develop and validate a Chinese quality of 
life questionnaire (CQLQ) and a Chinese pain questionnaire 
(CPQ) which will clinically be useful for the assessment of 
needs of terminally ill patients. Being the first of its 
kind, this study takes a multi-stage effort to identify, 
conceptualize, and test the components and determinants of 
patient‘s quality of life. 
The design of the CQLQ started with establishing an 
inventory of 1067 itemized needs of patients identified by 
medical and health professionals and expressed by cancer 
patients. A panel of 4 professionals (with satisfactory 
interrater reliability) categorized the findings which led to 
the construction of a classificatory model of 6 fundamental 
dimensions and 30 categories of patient needs. The 
classifcatory model formed the basis of operationalizing the 
QLi definition into six dimensions: (i) Health and 工llneiss,. 
(ii) Human Relations & Support; (iii) Living Activities & 
Interest, (iv) Psychological Well Being; (v) Philosophical— 
Spiritual—Religious Well Being; and (vi) Fulfilment 
Completion of Tasks. With this six dimensions, the CQLQ was 
constructed, pilot-tested, revised and tested against 
Spitzer's QL Index for criterion validity. Results yielded 
high concurrent validity of no less than p=.01 level of 
significance for the selected items. Test re-test 
ix 
reliability of the CQLQ's 6 (dimensions yielded Reliability 
coefficient Alpha of no less than .67 (p=.000). 
The development of the CPQ modelled on the McGill Pain 
Questionnaire. An inventory of 73 Cantonese pain descriptors 
were collected from a 100 healthy and 100 pain subjects. The 
revised inventory was converted into a questionnaire, tested 
on a group of Hand Injury (N=32) and Low Back Pain (N=38) 
patients* Feedback from the findings led to further 
revision, and the CPQ was pilot—tested the second time with 
pain patients (N=34)• Replicating the Melzack's experiment, 
the pilot stucaies supplied data for establishing a scoring 
I 
system for a Pain Rating Index and a Pain Intensity Scale. 
Following the final revision of the CQLQ and the CPQ, 
the two newly constructed questionnaires were used to 
understand the QL and pain of Chinese patients with life 
threatening illnesses. A total of 76 cancer patients, 34 
Orthopaedic and traumatic control patients, and 32 healthy 
normal controls were interviewed. Apart from asking about 
the quality of life and pain, a variety of social, economic 
and psychological information on the patients were also 
obtained. 
The major results of the final study on the CQLQ and CPQ 
were: (i) the CQLQ has concurrent validity using Spitzer's QL 
Index as a criterion, (ii) the CQLQ has evaluative power and 
can pick up changes and no change in the environmentally 
manipulated conditions. (iii) the proposed structural 
cognitive approach and the overall QL and Specific QLs 
provicae data to uncover the structure and components of 
XV 
Chinese Quality of life, (iv) the CPQ demonstrated ability to 
measure Chinese pain and has the ability to discriminate pain 
in a Chinese population, (v) the CPQ can provide data to 
measure pain intensity, form and pattern, (vi) feasibility 
study opens up the possibility of apportioning QL for 
research purposes. 
Major results on the three groups of subjects were:(i) 
cancer patients reported less pain and higher QL than patient 
controls. Significant raise in QL during palliative phase 
was observed in Hospice Care patients. The greatest raise 
concentrated on ^Psychological Well Being,, �Philosophical— 
I 
spiritual—religious Well Being' and ^Fulfilment & Completion 
of Tasks,, (ii) A structure of Chinese QL evolved from the 
final study. The 6 components of specific QL were regressed 
onto the Overall QL with the 6 components accounting for 78% 
(R—square ^787) of the Overall QL. Three components with 
significant weighting in order of importance are the 
^Complete of Task', �Psychological Well Being, and 
�Philosophical—spiritual—religious Well Being,• This 
structural cognitive approach to quantify QL seem to offer a 
means to apportion components of QL for research purposes. 
xi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM 
1.1 Introduction 
As modern medicine develops towards the direction of 
cure since Galieo and Pasteur, the death of a patient is 
often seen as a failure: an inability to cure and an anti-
thesis to curative medicine. It is no coincidence, 
therefore, that so much has been written only to say that we 
know so little about the phenomenon of death. Simpson aptly 
remarked over ten years ago that "Death is a very badly kept 
secret; such an unmentionable ••• topic that there are over 
750 books now in print asserting that we are ignoring the 
subject" (Simpson, 1979). 
That the attention of the medical profession has focused 
more on curative care is understandable. But there is always 
a limit even modern medical technology can do about certain 
diseases. When curative medicine reaches such limits, death 
becomes inevitable and imminent. Death, as an end of a life, 
is not simply a biological event, but is also a psychological 
and social process for the patient and relatives. At this 
final phase of life, the dying patient merits the continuous 
attention of the caring professions (Ramirez—Rivera, 1985; 
Garner J. 1976) . There is indeed a great deal that can be 
done by medical and non-medical practitioners to lessen the 
patient‘s physical pain, alleviate his anguish, and above 
all, prepare him and his relatives to face the impending 
death in human and dignified ways. Simply put, a dying 
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patient's quality of life can be improved despite the fate of 
an inevitable death. 
1.2 Death and Quality of Life (QL) 
In fact, it is in the context of the patients ‘ impending 
death that the issue of patients‘ quality of life is raised. 
When informed of their illness, cancer patients often report 
that it is like hearing a death sentence. During treatment, 
they have to go through physical suffering of the illness and 
the treatment‘s side-effects. For those who do not recover, 
they have to face deteriorating health, fading hope and 
increasing symptoms. Death is both an end of life and all 
the human values that life may accomplish. Death threat 
brought about by terminal illness smashes all possibilities 
of participating, appreciating and concerning what one has or 
will be attained. Death becomes the greatest obstacle to 
hope and shatters human ability and confidence to change 
one's lot. 
Even for those who are diagnosed early or have 
controllable cancers, they still have to endure the tedious 
period of treatment, suffering and suspense before they are 
pronounced healthy and in total remission. 
Whichever group a patient falls into, he will go through 
the process of coping of the predicament: shock, anti—shock, 
struggle for survival, or collapse (Selyes, 1956). When 
illness takes a long course, it is no longer a purely 
physical matter as the whole person is being affected. The 
threat of death brings about a crisis, in which the patient 
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is forced to relinquish all control over oneself, others and 
things. The process of dying leads man to seek deeper 
insight into oneself and one's relationship with others. 
While ..to a normal person "learning how to live is learning 
how to die" (Natanson, 1978) , to a terminally ill patient, 
learning how to die is learning how to live the last moments 
of life. The dying process brings one closest to one's 
physiological and emotional existence and one becomes more in 
touch with the self as the illness progresses. Previously 
sophisticated needs of attending an opera, or having a 
banquet gives way to simple pleasures of being able to eat, 
having a bowel movement, watching one‘s closed ones doing 
things, being awake without pain and resting without fear. 
In other words, new needs come to replace old ones and the 
priority of needs in life changes. 
Assessment confined to patients‘ physiological changes 
will only reveal deterioration as the illness progresses. 
But beneath the deteriorating body, some great transformation 
may be taking place in the patient ‘ s emotion and mind. 
Ability to elicit patients’ needs and wishes would be a great 
step towards improving their quality of life. What in fact 
is quality of life in a patient's world? Bernheim (1987) 
introduces the concept of "quality of life" into clinical 
research in the hope of improving patient care. He sees 
health care as essentially a human transaction. As such, 
apart from knowing the medical treatment and its side 
effects, patients should also be informed of their 
psychological therapeutic options. He asserts that meeting 
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patients' psychological needs arising from illness and 
treatment side effects should be part and partial of health 
care. 
Moreover, Bernheim also argues, health care implies 
early detection of needy cases for care. Sensitive detection 
of needy cases should be the corner stone for good patient 
care and he stresses that "medical and consumer partner need 
to come up with an acceptable technique to quantify the 
quality of life, or else the economy oriented partners will 
unavoidably tend to disregard it" (Bernheim, 1987). A review 
by Bardelli and Saracci (1978) reports that over the period 
1956 to 1976 fewer than 5% of trials measured quality of life 
as distinct from toxicity,* among those that did, most used 
the Karnofsky scale or similar scales to assess patients* 
functional status. It is therefore not surprising that the 
WHO 1977 Meeting on Standardization of Reporting Results of 
Cancer Treatment states: 
"An accurate assessment of subject‘s response is 
not possible as the methodology does not exist. 
In reporting result of treatment, performance 
status of patients should be recorded by an 
approved scale during, as well as before, 
treatment, and subsequently at regular intervals 
and assessed as a measure of the quality of life. 
The patient's weight should also be regularly 
recorded and reported, together with some measure 
of toxicity or side effect from treatment. All 
collaborating groups concerned with evaluation 
treatment should attempt to develop reproducible 
scales which might further measure the quality of 
life" (WHO, 1977). 
Satorious claims that the lack of adequate methods 
prevents scientific evaluation of the impact that a disease 
or treatment given for it have on quality of life and 
consequently obstructs efforts aimed at improving patients, 
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quality of life. He further emphasizes that methodological 
progress in measuring quality of life may help in the 
production of methods needed to monitor effects of economic, 
technological and social innovations and changes on the 
quality of life (Satorious, 1987), 
1.3 Pain and Quality of Life 
An instrument aims at sensitively assessing a patient‘s 
quality of life must include those aspects of life that a 
patient cares most. Personal clinical experience and Western 
Literature reveals that pain is an essential concern that is 
common to almost all patients and pain and QL more so for 
cancer patients (Breitbart 1989; Morris, Suissa, Sherwood, 
Wright, Greer 1986) . But it is also an area that is often 
overlooked in studying patients‘ quality of life (McKegney 
P.F., Bailey Yates 1981). The neglect may be partly due to 
the sighting of pain as a mere physiological phenomenon that 
does not have direct relation to quality of life. To a 
patient, however, pain is more than a sensual feeling. 
Leriche (1968) argues that pain is a total experience in that 
"physical pain is not a simple affair of an impulse 
travelling a fixed rate along a nerve. It is the resultant 
conflict between a stimulus and the whole individual". For 
a person who is already assaulted by physiological 
deterioration, threatened by death, and irritated by 
treatment, the overwhelming impact on his overall well—being 
cannot be underestimated. Thus it is impossible to study 
meaningfully patients' quality of life without at the same 
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time studying their pain. Quality of life indeed cannot be 
adequately measured out of the context of a patient's pain 
experience. 
Levy (1989) further argues that understanding a 
patient's pain may produce fruitful feedback to cancer 
therapy. Despite the fact that the vast majority of cancers 
can be controlled by analgesic drugs (工nterrisi, 1989) , there 
is a need for a valid pain measuring tool to understand 
prevalence of pain in cancer patients (Portenoy, 1989)• 
Therefore, measurement of pain is not only important for the 
control or alleviation of pain, helpful monitoring of 
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or surgery, but also useful to 
monitoring care in institution and community (Coyle, 1989)• 
In brief, pain influences patients‘ quality of life and that 
pain and quality of life should be understood together in 
care and rehabilitation of patients (Ferrel et al, 1989,• 
Roessler, 1990). Needless to say, such assessment and 
monitoring requires a good instrument to capture different 
dimensions of pain to facilitate observation and care. 
To recapitulate the discussions in the previous two 
sections, it may be said that the concept of quality of life 
and its relation to pain is fundamental to cancer care, be it 
in the curative or the palliative stage. Without bringing 
the concept of patients' pain and quality of life to the 
foreground, health care for the terminally ill may sometimes 
be counterproductive and become a source of frustration for 
both the patients and carers. 
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1.4 Measuring Quality of Life in Chinese Population 
With quality of life coining into perspective, caring for 
terminally ill patients requires some redressing of emphasis. 
Instead of concentrating primarily on the body, attention now 
spreads to cognitive and emotion. In other words, it demands 
a holistic perspective of looking at the patient as a person 
with a suffering body, upsetting psychology, and disturbed 
social milieu. Unfortunately, clinical studies in this area 
of death and dying have been found lagging behind 
philosophical, theological and anthropological researches. 
It was only until late seventies that systematic work in the 
West was started (Saunders, 1976, 1983 and Kubler-Ross, 1970) 
and the movement of approaching and helping the dying 
patients - the Hospice Movement 一 began. In the last 
fifteen years or so, a good number of studies have been 
carried out, the results of which have helped to define and 
shape the development of palliative care (Greer, Mor, Morris, 
Sherwood, Kidder & Birnbaum 1986; Saunders 1980; Kassakian, 
Bailey, Rinker, Steward, Yates 1979; Yondorf B. 197 5) . But 
these are knowledge and practices of the Western societies. 
Given the social and cultural characteristics of Chinese 
society, some variation from the West in the phenomenon of 
death and dying is expected, though little empirical is 
known. 
Over the recent decade, Hong Kong has ivitnessed a 
growing interest in palliative care. Voluntary groups have 
sprung up to help the dying patients and their relatives. 
Immediately both the volunteers and caring professionals are 
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confronted with a spectrum of questions: How do Chinese 
patients perceive death? What do they care most in the face 
of impending death? What are their needs? And above all, 
how do carers assess patient's needs and deliver care 
accordingly? 
A review of literature on Chinese concepts and 
approaches to death yields disappointingly few hints to 
answer these questions. Classical Chinese works rarely 
discuss the topic of death in the first place. When it is 
discussed at all, the literature mainly reflects academic 
pursuit in the philosophy of life, certainly not in the 
context of care. Of the few modern empirical studies that 
address the issue of care, they mainly base their theoretical 
assumptions on Western findings (Hour, S.S. , 1975; Tsai , 
C.H. , 1975) . Furthermore the assessment of patients' 
conditions, mood and needs are mainly based on Western 
instruments and theoretical framework without due 
consideration to the local social and cultural context (Chou 
P.H. 1978; Chen C.H. 1982; Huang H.M. 1985; Shen S.L. 1977). 
From the perspective of a professional carer, to be able 
to identify patient needs, assess need fulfilments are basic 
pre—requisites of care. Over the years, there has been 
growing information in the West on the meanings of death to 
patients (Feifel, 1977), quality of life of the terminally 
ill (Hillier R. 1987; Feigerburg 1987), pain measurements 
(Melzack, 1975), death anxiety measurements (Templer, 1970; 
Dickstein, 1972) and patients‘ social support (Norbeck, 
1981). For the Chinese population, there is a lack of data 
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as to whether Western information and measures could or 
could not be transferred and be used validly and reliably in 
a Chinese context. There is as yet no systematic research to 
investigate into nor link up important areas of death, such 
as the needs and expectation of the dying patients, quality 
of life and its measures in a Chinese population. 
1.5 The Research Problem and Sample 
In view of the urgent need for relevant knowledge and. 
instruinents to facilitate the expanding efforts to care for 
terminally ill patients, the present study proposes a multi— 
stage research leading to the development of Chinese Quality 
of Ljife and Pain Questionnaire • In terms of logical 
sequence, this study attempts: 
(a) to identify Chinese values and attitudes 
towards illness, dying and death to form the 
jDasis of a Chinese quality of life 
questionnaire, and to elicit local Chinese 
pain descriptions in order to construct a 
Chinese pain questionnaire modelling on the 
McGill Pain Questionnaire； and 
(b) to test these questions in a Chinese context 
Described as above, this study is partly exploratory and 
partly explanatory. The attempt to construct and validate 
two instruments of measuring quality of life and pain is 
exploratory in that they are the first of its kind in a 
Chinese population. With the help of the two questionnaires, 
data will be collected to throw light on the nature and 
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expression of patients， pain, and the determinants of their 
quality of life. 
At different stages of the study, different samples of 
subjects appropriate for the specific objectives of that 
stage of study will be selected. The sample size and method 
of selection will be discussed in Chapters III, IV, and V. 
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CHAPTER 工1 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Introduction 
• V 
Given the fundamental objective of developing an 
instrument to measure the quality of life of terminally ill 
patients in Hong Kong, it is imperative that the instrument 
has to take into proper account the social and cultural 
milieux of Hong Kong society. Central to the issue is the 
conceptualization of the phenomenon of quality of life in a 
Chinese population, and more specifically how it may be 
understood with regard to patients. 
The study of quality of life, as a focus of systematic 
investigation, has originated, developed and prospered in 
Western societies. Any attempt to research on the quality of 
life of the local population must give due consideration to 
the body of knowledge that has accumulated in the West. 
In Part A of this Chapter, major works on quality of 
life will be first reviewed to help formulating a view on 
quality of life relevant to the Chinese population. This is 
followed in Part B by a discussion on the Western and Chinese 
ideas of death and dying. The aim is to anchor the issue of 
quality of life in the context of care for terminally ill 
patients. Finally, in Part C on the basis of the foregoing 
discussion, the conceptual framework of this research will be 
proposed and the research problem outlined in Chapter I will 
be elaborated. 
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Part A: The Concept of Quality of Life 
2.2 Definitions of Quality of Life 
There is no single commonly accepted definition of 
quality of life, nor has this concept reached its maturity to 
have golden rules to arrive at a uniform definition (Spilker, 
1990) . Quality of life is no doubt a complex concept. But, 
as Van Dam and his associates (1981) have observed, this 
increasingly wide—spread term frequently went undefined in 
studies. Schipper, Clinch and Powell (1990) even go as far 
as commenting that "at present time most so-called quality of 
life studies utilize this terminology without definition 
which renders very limited conclusion for the findings" (p. 
11) . Despite these inadequacies, the state of art in 
defining the quality of life has advanced considerably since 
the last decade. 
After reviewing the various definitions of quality of 
life, from Aristotle's conception of happiness, to the World 
Health Organization's definition of health as "well being", 
and various "satisfaction" concepts. Caiman (1987) suggests 
the inclusion of his concept of the "gap" between the 
expected and the actual reality for a new definition of 
quality of life. 
In a compirehensive review of existing works, Schipper, 
Clinch and Powell (1990) observe that there are five major 
conceptual approaches which have contributed to the 
development of the concept of quality of life: (i) the 
psychological conception, (ii) the trade-off or utility 
concept, (iii) Ware's community—centered orientation, (iv) 
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the reintegration concept, and (v) Caiman's gap principle. 
Without going into the details of each of these approaches, 
it is useful to take the review by Schipper and associates 
(1990) as the starting point for further discussion. -k-
The Psychological View: This perspective focuses on the 
psychological state of the patient and emphasizes its effect 
on his experience of illness. It makes a distinction between 
disease which physicians attend to and illness which the 
patient experiences. Quality of life reflects the patient-
perceived, illness side of the problem (Kleirnnan, 1986) and 
is therefore affected by patients‘ perception of symptoms, 
distress they have, coping and so on. Moreover, it has also 
been shown that psychological and physiological states are 
interactive in such a way that the perception of a patient 
may directly influence the illness outcome. The apportioning 
of these effects is of course an important issue to be 
resolved. 
The "Utility" Trade-off Approach: Schipper, Clinch and 
Powell (1990) also report that patients who suffer from the 
same disability may hold varying preferences in life. Some 
prefer survival at any cost and yet others would not consider 
life to be worth living under certain circumstances. The 
process of illness, treatment and the resultant behaviour of 
the patient is always centered around and never away from the 
constant conscious or unconscious balancing of gains and 
losses of each action and decision. In this sense, patients 
make utility trade-offs as they seek to maximize the quality 
of life. 
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The Community—Centered Concept: This approach puts the 
issue of patients’ quality of life in the wider context of 
the community (Ware 1984). As Schipper, Clinch and Powell 
remark, it suggests that a person‘s quality of life variables 
are "in concentric circles with physiologic parameters of the 
disease in the center and spreading out in turn to personal 
functioning, psychological distress/well—being, general 
health perceptions and finally social/role functioning" 
(1990:14). They also point out that in the third level 一 
psychological status - most existing measures concentrate on 
the distress end of the continuum and are not sensitive to 
changes that occur at the well-being end. But when Ware 
treats physical illness as the center of concentric circles, 
he has opened up the issue of 'weighting' or 'apportioning' 
relative values of the component parts of the quality of life 
construct. These two points are particularly worth noting 
for test construction, for if a wider range of changes in 
illness - positive as well as negative and their apportioning 
in the overall quality of life is understood, planning and 
enhancing the quality of care could take a different 
perspective. 
Reintegration to Normal Liiving Approach: First proposed 
by Wood & Williams (1987) , the concept of "reintegiration to 
normal living" is to be taken as a proxy for quality of life. 
By this they mean the reorgariization of physical, 
psychological, and social characteristics of an individual 
into a harmonious whole. This concept is similar to Llyod‘s 
(1977) therapeutic adaptation, When a person has an illness, 
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he can choose the route of therapeutic adaptation- Lloyd 
(1977) describes how a patient appraises the illness, seeks 
medical advice and actively cooperates with treatment. The 
person would modify his activities during illness according 
to the type and degree of disability but would resume former 
activities and abandon the sick role after recovery. 
However, if disability persists, alternative sources of 
gratification would be sought. There are reports suggesting 
that a patient successfully overcomes an illness, if he/she 
takes it as a challenge. The illness appears to facilitate 
personality expansion or the development of intellectual and 
creative abilities that are previously untapped (Engel, 1962 ； 
Lloyd, 1977). Before one arrives at a therapeutic adaptive 
mode of handling one's illness, or when one's illness has 
reached a point whereby the patient could no longer look to 
recovery as an end, one would seek other forms of 
gratification• When the patient finds new means to cope with 
the permanent losses brought about by the illness, he/she 
will try to reintegrate to normal living and resume quality 
of life. 
Caiman‘s Gap Principle: Caiman argues that the quality 
of life cannot be adequately understood unless it is certain 
as to what it is compared. To him, the extent of the gap 
between the patient's expectations and achievements measures 
the level of quality of life. On the other hand, the gap may 
also be defined in terms of the difference between the 
patient's actual achievements and his or her potential 
achievements (Powell and Powell, 1987). 
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The review by Schipper, Clinch and Powell (1990) has 
raised several fundamental issues in the conceptualization of 
the phenomenon of quality of life. 
Firstly, in terms of the composition or structure of the 
quality of life, it is a multi—dimensional entity• It is 
manifested in several dimensions of reality with the patient 
being the focus. What these dimensions are, and how they may 
vary await clarification. The above review shows that some 
are becoming evident in previous works: physiological, 
psychological, individual—functional, and social. Are there 
any components that have not yet been discovered? There is 
an urgent need to identify the essential elements that 
constitute the entity of quality of life if progress is to be 
made. 
Secondly, in terms of the epistemological nature of 
quality of life, it is patient—based and patient—perceived• 
This immediately brings up the question as to whether 
knowledge about a patient's quality of life is subjective or 
objective. The problem needs to be resolved because it 
affects judgement on what is the reliable knowledge about the 
patient, and how this knowledge may be obtained. (Slevin, 
Plaut, Lynch, Drinkwater & Gregory, 1988; Aaronson, 1990), 
Thirdly, closely related to the above is the 
methodological problem of measuring the quality of life. In 
designing and developing a reliable tool of measurement, 
there are such problems as whether the instrument is 
culturally neutral or culturally specific, how may the 
concept of quality of life be operationalized, and so on 
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(Campos & Johnson, 1990; Sartorius, 1987). 
These questions will be addressed to in the following 
sections. 
2.3 Towards a Structural Definition of Quality of Life 
As has been reviewed earlier, a number of concepts have 
contributed significantly to the development of the idea of 
quality of life. These various concepts serve to direct 
attention to specific areas which affect a patient's quality 
of life. Indeed the constituent of quality of life has been 
an interest for many researchers (Campbell, Converse & 
Rodgers, 1976; Wilkening, McGranahan, Lievine, &Croog, 1978). 
From Wenger‘s listing of the key items to Caiman‘s dimensiori 
and Schipper•s four components (Figure 2.1), the gradual 
clarification of concept can be observed. These various 
paradigms seem to take the position that quality of life is 
a subjectively arrived at evaluation of the overall degree of 
well being of the life experience • Quality of life as 
defined in Figure 2.1 encompasses some commonly held 
important components of life. The prioritizing of the 
components within the overall quality and the standard of 
well being are highly individualized and is related to a 
person‘s past experience, present conditions and future 
expectations. Therefore, a person‘s quality of life may be 
reflected by an overall evaluation of the general conditions 
of life and at the same time by one or several component 
quality of life. 
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Figure 2.1. Paradigm of Quality of Life paaaweaaaaaMgaaaaMMaaaBaeaxaoaBaaMaBgasBj MeangaaMaaBaaBa^ gMaaeamaMMma 
Wenger et al 1984 Levine & Croog 1984 
I. Functional capacity — I. Performance of social roles 
一 daily routine activities II. Physiologic state 
-social aspect III.Emotional state 
-intellectual aspect IV. Intellectual functioning 
-emotional aspect V. General satisfaction 
-economic aspect VI. Feeling of well-being 
II.Perceptions about 
-health status 
- well being 
-symptoms of disease under 
study 
-other diseases 
Caiman 1987 Schipper 1990 
I. Physical Dimensions I. Physical and occupational function 
一 physical - task-oriented function 
-toxicity - self-care 
-body image & mobility - physical/intellectual/ 
recreational effort to get things 
II. Psychological, Social, done 
Spiritual Dimensions 
Psychological II. Psychological function 
Interpersonal - overall mental state 
Happiness — anxiety, fear, depression 
Spiritual - sense of well being, hope 
Financial - denial, psychosis 
III.Wider Dimensions III.Social Interaction 
Individual 一 net effect of an individual's 
Cultural desire for interaction 
Political — ability to make contact 
Philosophical contacton—purposeful, casual social 
Time - goal directed 




一 other symptoms & effect 
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In other words, a structural definition of the concept 
of quality of life is adopted in this research. It takes the 
patient's quality of life to be his or her level of well — 
being, this is structurally related to a number of components 
‘I..' 
representing essential dimensions of needs and experience of 
the patient. It is assumed that quality of life may be 
comprehended at two levels. 
Firstly, at the holistic level, a patient's quality of 
life may be understood as the summary view of his or her 
state of well—being (or the lack of it) taking into account 
of what are essential to his or her existence. 
Secondly, at the component level, quality of life is 
manifested in several dimensions of human existence, each 
contribute variably to the overall level quality. 
Defining quality of life in this manner has two 
advantages. In the first place, it becomes possible now to 
conceive quality of life as being an entity whose components 
may vary over time, between societies, and between social 
groups and patients. This paves the way to the cross-
cultural and cross—sectional understanding of quality of 
life, It may also help to build a contextually sensitive 
instrument, since the components that constitute the overall 
quality of life in each culture, social group, or patient 
type may be adjusted accordingly. 
Moreover, the overall and the component quality of life 
will provide quantitative measures to investigate into the 
apportioning of the components and to study the structural 
relationship of quality of life. This may be one way to lead 
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to understand and uncover the relative weighting of the 
components in the overall level which Schipper (1990) 
describes as a "vexing and largely unresolved problem". 
The task of this research is to find out the components 
that encompass Chinese quality of life and to design a 
comprehensive quality of life questionnaire that could serve 
to seek to understand the apportioning of components within 
the overall quality of life. As to what may be the 
components within the overall quality of life would be 
investigated in the folloTving sections. 
2.4 Quality of Life: Subjective or Objective? 
(A) Cognitive Mechanism in Quality of Life Evaluation 
The discussion of the major properties of the quality of 
life in the review above by Schipper, Clinch and Powell 
(1990) has led them to arrive at a piragmatic definition of 
the concept. In their words, "'Quality of Life‘ represents 
the functional effect of an illness and its consequent 
therapy upon a patient, as perceived by the patient" (Ibid: 
16). Moreover, they also conclude that four domains 
contribute to the overall level of a patient's quality of 
life. These include: physical and occupational function； 
psychological state； social interaction and somatic 
sensatiorK On examining the definition and its major 
components, an undeirlying presupposition of a cognitive 
process can be detected. A process of cognitive appraisal is 
involved in the following: the patients‘ perceived 
experience of the illness and illness impact, the patients‘ 
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constant evaluation of all aspects to arrive at a utility 
trade—off, the apportioning of relative values in the 
concentric circles and deciding which comes closer to the 
core, the reorganization of different aspects of life to meet 
the changes of illness in order to achieve reintegration to 
normal life, and the patients, estimation of the gap between 
achievements and expectations• In other words, the implicit 
assumption is that the patient is as rational as or even more 
so than an average healthy person. He or she is continuously 
exercising mental calculus to balance the gains and losses, 
with reference to his or her system of values, in the hope to 
maximize quality of life. 
It is therefore not surprising that Wood stresses the 
importance of increasing patients‘ appraisal and coping 
skills to enhance quality of life rather than just aiming at 
directly increasing patient satisfaction and happiness. This 
is an area where Cox & Mackey‘s model of cognitive appraisal 
in human reaction to stress may help to understand the 
dynamics of feedback and cognitive appraisal (Cox, 1978:19) • 
With reference to Cox's stress model Figure 2.2, one may 
take a closer look at the psychic process of a patient. When 
the disease is severe and prolonged, the patient would most 
likely have experienced actual and perceived demands in the 
illness period. If the patient adjusts well, he will be able 
to match his actual capability with perceived capability to 
cope with the changes brought about by the illness. An 
imbalance will occur in the case of high anxiety so that the 
perceived demand becomes so overwhelming which makes it 
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difficult for him to match it with the actual demand. On the 
other hand, an imbalance may also happen in mis judgment of 
perceived and actual capability. At each point of the 
psychic process, a patient evaluates and feeds back to his or 
her own system the cognitive, physiological, psychological, 
emotional and behavioural responses. This constant 
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With the above understanding, it may be argued that 
/ 
there is an underlying process that is cognitive appraisal of 
the different components with regard to a patient's quality 
of life. Granted this, any instrument intended to measure 
the patient's quality of life should take into consideration 
of this element of appraisal to capture this cognitive effect 
in the reporting of quality of life, 
(B) The Primacy of the Patient 
When cognitive appraisal enters into accounting for 
quality of life, one then places quality of life into a 
subjective nature. Whether quality of life is subjective or 
objective (Dupuis, 1987； Campos & Johnson, 1990; Cohen, 1982) 
and whether an assessor or the patient should report on 
quality of life has been much debated (Slevin et al., 1988). 
When quality of life is understood as being objective, 
there are criteria for quality of life such as nutrition, 
population density, housing, sanitation, migiration, social 
mobility and religious practices• Campos et al. (1990) argue 
that on the surface these are objective indicators but 
different cultures may link these to less objective aspects 
of culture such as value, attitudes and ideology. Campos and 
others take food as an example to illustrate that stable and 
predictable supply of food might be more important for 
quality of life than absolute per capita protein/caloric 
intake (p.165). Many studies raise the doubt of using 
objective quality of life indicators arguing that as 
objective conditions are related to subjective experiences 
(Palmore & Luikart, 1972; Bharadwaj & V/ilkening, 1977). 
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Campos et al. even conclude that 'objective measures do not 
assess the quality of life, but rather the quantity of life 
(Ibid.:166). 
Another question is related to the observer/evaluator 
.Ir • 
role. Schipper (1990) states that scientists brought up in 
the tradition of Western basic sciences tend to view medicine 
in Flexneirian terms. But as far as the quality of life and 
the experience of having an illness are concerned, "the 
ultimate observer of the experiment is not a dispassionate 
third party, but an intimately involved patient" (p.178). He 
further argues that there is increasing evidence of real 
links between basic physiological function and the broader 
psychosocial issues. Subjectivity is therefore important to 
help patient and the caring team to work together to reduce 
and control symptoms and effects of illness. 
It seems that much of the debate has missed the central 
issue• The crux of the matter isi what do we want to know, 
the patient ‘ s evaluation of his or her quality of life or 
another person‘s evaluation of the patient‘s quality of life? 
The concept of quality of life, as has been discussed above, 
is concerned with the patient as a subject. Despite the 
illness, or, perhaps because of the illness he or she 
suffers, the patient is a rational human being with a schema 
of values he or she wants to attain. What are these values, 
how are they prioritized, and in what combination will they 
give the patient the maximum level of quality of life is 
something only the patient himself or herself can tell. No 
any other person, no matter how close to or knowledgeable 
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about the patient, can say for the patient. Doing so will 
reduce the patient from being a subject to an object. 
There is no underestimating of the value of a third 
person's evaluation of the patient's quality of life implied 
in the above position • The crucial point is that the 
assessor, whether a professional carer or the patient's 
relative, is not the person who experiences the illness, and 
hence all the consequences it brings about. Therefore, a 
third person‘s assessment can never be a substitute of the 
patient's own evaluation. The assessor‘s judgement on the 
patient‘s quality of life, however, has an important role to 
play in understanding the caring of the patient. A 
comparison of the patient's own evaluation with that of the 
assessor's may reveal how close the two perceptions are. A 
similar or close assessment may indicate a correspondence 
between the type and level of care provided and what the 
patient expects, On the other hand, diverging assessment may 
indicate the otherwise. 
In designing an instrument to measure a patient's 
quality of life, this study takes the subjective approach to 
gather data directly from patients. But at the same time it 
would be beneficial to have a rater version. This is of 
particular use when the expected and perceived capability or 
demands are at great discrepancies. Quality of life measure 
may have a subjective version and a rater‘s version. Which 
version to use would be determined by the source and the 
purpose needed. In fact in some circumstances both sides of 
the coin should be investigated to help understand the level 
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of discrepancy for initiating care and change. 
2.5 Quality of Life and Social Cultural Context 
Over the past decade huge numbers of geneiric and 
disease-specific quality of life measures have proliferated. 
Fallowfield (1990) reports over 200 measures and tests 
currently employed to assess the various components of 
quality of life. There are so many measures in existence 
that experts in the field are calling for a halt, and pledge 
people not to "reinvent the wheel" (Schipper, 1990:180) but 
to consolidate on the existing measures. Studies also 
suggest that there are adequate generic instruments (Bergner 
et al., 1981; Hunt et al • , 1980; Sachett et al. , 1977) 
available and new developments should focus on disease— 
specific measure and that a compelling case must be made to 
justify the development of new general measure (Jaeschke & 
Guyatt, 1990; Aaronson et al. , 1988; Ganz et al • , 1991; 
Dupuis, 1987; Selby et al.； 1987). 
This is a justifiable plea for societies in the West 
where values, language and culture are understood and in part 
shared among them. However, when a population under study do 
not share the same language, culture and values of the West, 
it is unrealistic to just borrow from existing measures. In 
this regard, the call by Campos and Johnson (1990) for the 
need for culturally sensitive methods to assess quality of 
life should be taken seriously. 
Campos et al. (1990) defined culture as "a shared 
conception and perception of reality that is socially 
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transmitted to succeeding generations ... Culture includes 
learned and shared ways of interpreting the world and 
interacting in society, and thereby provides all individuals 
with ideas about what is good or bad, desirable or 
undesirable, valued or devalued, in life" (p.163). They 
point out that quality of life perceptions are largely 
"culture bound" and that standards for evaluating quality of 
life vary between societies. Studying quality of life with 
measures developed from a totally different background runs 
the risk of putting personal needs into a pre—tailored jacket 
and being "ethnocentric". This is important in particular to 
generic questionnaire as this reflects the roots of human 
needs and related to wider issues such as social 
relationships, roles, thoughts and attitudes. 
Existing literature on psychosocial oncology and 
measurements indicates that there is as yet no quality of 
life questionnaire constructed in Chinese for the Chinese to 
measure seriously ill patients. 
Most researches and publications on care of the dying 
has been from Taiwan and a few publication from Hong Kong. 
The only study entitled quality of life study in a Chinese 
population is on Children - in Single Children versus 
multiple children families (Poston and Yu, 1985) rather than 
a patient population. Research papers investigating care of 
the dying and patient needs mainly focus on Kubler—Ross•s 
stages of acceptance as theoretical framework and deriving 
instiruments directly from Western concepts without studying 
the efficacy of the translation or cultural bound properties. 
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(You, S.P. & Lin, 1978; Tang J.Y., 1973; Huang, H.M., 1985; 
Chou, P.H., 1985; Tsai, C.H., 1975; Hour, S.S. , 1975 & Sheu, 
S .L. , 1977) . Other works focus their interest on 
psychosocial care, mourning and grief, ethical issues of care -k�.. 
for the dying, family attitudes and patient preferences in 
knowledge of the truth and euthanasia (Chen, C.H., 1982; 
Tien, L.J., & Soong, 1984). Moreover, most of the research 
papers are mainly case reports (Tien, L.J. & Soong, 1984; 
You, S.P. & Lin, 1985). When they are not case reports, the 
subjects are helping professionals (mainly nurses and medical 
students) rather than patients (Sheu, S.L., 1977 ； Tsai, C.H., 
1975) . In the rare occasion when patients are studied, 
patients' quality of life is assessed by a third person 
instead of the patients themselves. (Huang, H.M., 1985). The 
only reported paper available with finding from a patient 
sample is on death anxiety of leukemina patients (Lee et al., 
1984). However this study also employs Western designed 
scale to assess Chinese children in Hong Kong. 
Implicit in the existing quality of life literature on 
Chinese population is the underlying assumption that Western-
developed instruments are culturally neutral and that they 
can be applied to the study of Chinese population without 
difficulty. 
The present study does not take this assumption a 
priori. The foregoing discussion and the researcher‘s 
clinical experience with terminally ill patients in Hong Kong 
and in Britain raise doubt on the above position and instead 
suggest pursuit in the opposite direction. In the following 
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sections in this Chapter, Chinese ideas on death and dying 
will be reviewed to verify if the doubt is justified. There 
is another aim of the following review. Most, if not all, of 
the existing measures of quality of life are for the general 
patient population or disease—specific• As the focus of the 
present research is on the terminally ill patients, more 
specifically, cancer patients, it is not sure how their needs 
will differ from those of earlier stage patients. It is this 
issue which we now turn to. 
Part B: Ideology and Psychology of Death and Dying 
2.6 Chinese Ideas on Death and Dying 
It is commonly accepted that 
Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism are the three fundamental 
systems of ideas that shape Chinese worldviews and outlooks 
of life. The distinction between these schools of thought 
are mainly for scholars. As for the common people, they 
integrate the various schools of thought, interpret and use 
them according to their own belief system and practices 
(Tsui, B., 1987)• 
(A) Confucianism 
Confucianism does not purport to seek knowledge or 
understanding of life after death but stresses on task of 
this life. One of his students once asked Confucius on the 
problem of ghost and spirit, Confucius remarked that "If one 
has not lived up to the task of man, how could one live up to 
the task of ghosts" J When the student pursued by asking 
"What about death?" Confucius replied that "Not knowing 
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2 life, how does one understand death". 
Holding such attitudes, it is not surprising to find 
that Confucius persuaded people to concentrate all human 
effort to present life perfection and avoid handling death 
and life after death issues. Confucius did not query the 
prospect and possibilities of life after death. He only 
asserted that those issues should not concern people. 
From a psychological point of view, not facing the 
issues of death and whether there is life after death does 
not reduce one's death anxiety. Moreover, not handling it 
may lead to prolonged or pathological grief in certain 
circumstances. One might venture to wonder whether there is 
any correlation for Confucius' advocation for giving up all 
daily routines and work in a three years' mourning period for 
parental death. Such practise is also reinforced by the 
circular time concept, that one person' s death is not the end 
as the existence of the person is perpetuated in their 
offsprings. Offsprings are trained from early childhood that 
their bodies are endowed through their parents therefore they 
have to look after them because of their parents. One's 
body is only a branch that branches off from one's parents ^  
and in case of parental death, one's own body would become 
the remains of the existence of ones parents.^ 
Deceased parents‘ continued existence in living 
children's body leads to the importance of procreation 
especially that of the male descending line. This is one 
form of circular time existence which would lead to the 
security of existence through eternity. These beliefs are 
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dated back to the Shang Dynasty when a number of rites were 
practised to respect ancestors and spirits• 
Confucianism places all non—existential issues to beyond 
human fathom and therefore does not let them get into the way 
of worldly issues and tasks. Confucianism is a philosophical 
system with a wish to develop a perfect society with perfect 
personalities• Therefore dwelling in death, ghosts and 
spirits will divert man's perfectionistic mission (Tsui, B., 
1987). Confucianism might not directly deal with death and 
dying issues but the search for excellence and perfectionisni 
and the strong emphasis to be good citizens may have its own 
role to play at the end of a person's life. 
(B) Taoism 
For those who wish to understand life in a more 
philosophical perspective, that many happenings are 
phenomenon and one's experience just happens to be in the 
process of all happening. Taoism would put a person‘s mind 
in peace. 
Taoism in philosophical thought believe that human is a 
constituent of ‘ matter‘ and ispirit’ （Chi). The ‘spirit‘ 
exists in the universe and will not end or disappear. Death 
therefore is a business for the ‘matter‘ and does not affect 
the •spirit’， the spiritual existence• Therefore Chuang Tsu 
\ 
talks about the transformation of the 'spirit' from one 
existence to another at death. Death is but a change of 
form, and there is no damage of the essence, there is change 
of place of belonging and no actual death.^ In the midst of 
accepting death is a form of change Chuang Tzu advocated 
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meaning as an important component. Chuang Tzu in his 
•Ljeading to Happiness ‘ relates that being old and without 
meaning, has a lot of worries and yet not meeting death, must 
be very painful Is this not the beginning of the thought 
of quality versus quantity of life? 
Where death is only a transformation and that living 
might not be better off, Chuang Tzu did not advocate for 
elaborate grief. It is therefore not surpirising that when 
Chuang Tzu lost his wife, he did not cry but went off to beat 
his drum and sang aloud. 
The ability to believe that one continues to exist in 
some form after death helps warding off the fear of 
annihilation. The idea that death levels all human beings 
and a possibility that present suffering might not exist in 
the transformation reduces the degree of loss and therefore 
does not warrant elaborate grieving. 
These concepts about death have made significant 
influence on traditional Chinese folk beliefs and behaviours. 
As the deceased and the living belong to and exist as the 
same clan, though in different form, one of the goals of the 
living is, therefore, to enhance the welfare and health of 
this community (Tsui 1987: 33) . Taoist prayer, rituals and 
rites are efforts to bring peace and prosperity for the 
\ deceased and the alive community. 
(C) Buddhism 
Buddhism as a religion is still very alive in the 
present Hong Kong culture as shown in monastery, funeral 
rites and in Chinese festivals- Its influence on people‘s 
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conception of and attitude towards death and dying cannot be 
ignored. Hui, Chan and Chan (1989) studied death cognition 
among Hong Kong teenagers. From a sample of 2,762 students 
aged 13-18, half of whom educated in Protestant, a quarter in 
Catholic, and a quarter in non—religious schools. The 
results indicated that modern formal education did not erode 
traditional beliefs. Buddhist and Taoist beliefs about death 
was the first factor in their factor analysis. It was found 
that students believed in life or existence in another world 
after death. In an anthropological analysis of Chinese 
traditional behaviour towards the dead, Moser (1975) observed 
that the death of a person was "not construed as a total 
severance from the world of the living, but as the starting 
point for a series of continuing social interactions which 
cut across the boundary between life and death" (p.167). 
Buddhism is a complex system of beliefs and has 
developed into diverging branches of thoughts. At the risk 
of oversimplification, its basic postulates on life and death 
may be summarised as follows. 
Life and death is just like a fire wheel.^ If a person 
still possesses emotion, then the cycle of going through the 
six possible re-incarnation states is like a wheel with no 
beginning and no end. There are three good states: the 
I 
heavenly, the human and the neither heaven or human states 
and there are three evil states: the hell, the evil ghost and 
the animal state. As long as there is love there is desire 
and life comes from desire.^^ It is only when a person could 
dispel of ones desire, love and hatred that the reincarnation 
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cycle stops and reaches the state of Buddhahood. To reach 
is to discard fantasy and return to truth, transform back to 
the original form^^. When one reaches this state, one enters 
a kingdom of no suffering and pure happiness therefore it is 
• I..' 
called the navana^^ 
Buddhism might offer some meaning into suffering and 
might offer some way to transcendence for pending losses and 
total loss in facing of one's death. It may even be able to 
provide meaning to converts of other religions which also 
purport to resolve the crisis of facing death^^. 
(D) Mohism (Mo Tzu) 
Mohist‘s view on death stands in contrast to the 
orthodox thinking and is detested by Confucianism, hence less 
known by scholars (Ronan 1978) . It is so insignificant in 
the scholarly tradition that two of his three books on life 
after death were lost. Nevertheless, his ideas on life after 
death might have permeated to common people and provided them 
the source of imagination in facing death. 
He believes that when man dies, he becomes a ghost of 
some form. This belief is handed down from the Shang Dynasty 
and advocate to respect heaven and serve ghosts. 
Acknowledging the existence of ghosts and spirits, Mo Tzu 
believes in life after death. Moreover, life after death is 
an extension of existence that continues the relationship of 
the living with the superior power. 
In contrast to the Confucist teaching, this belief has 
the effect of cushioning the sense of loss for the dead when 
one knows the end for closed ones is the beginning of life in 
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another form. Therefore Mo Tzu advocated detachment for the 
dead. If ones close relative dies, one forgets them and 
elaborate burial is not necessary. Such advocate of Mo Tzu's 
philosophy could not be taken out of context. He lived in a 
time of poverty, war and suffering. There was a scarcity of 
everything for the living, one therefore cannot contemplate 
and prepare elaborately for the dead. Apart from 
acknoivledging the co—existence of ancestral ghosts and their 
understanding of life circumstances there is often no other 
means to furnish elaborate burials. 
How much of Mohist ideas has been accepted by people, 
especially in Hong Kong today, could be seen in the popular 
folk religious practises and beliefs. Law's (1991) thesis on 
the history of Taoism development in Hong Kong highlighted 
‘fu (扶者(i ) practise in the serious Taoist temples, 
that is using sandtray and a woodpen to conmninicate with the 
supernatural. Other common folk religious practices 
including, 'Wen Mi' ( 米 ) a n d , qing xian,(言青 i山)that is 
asking for rice which actually a spirit is invited via a 
medium to communicate with the living are common practises of 
Chinese when difficulties and doubts become a conflict and 
they resort to the supernatural. Mohist is one of the first 
to advocate for the existence of ghost during the Waring 
Peiriod and this is further developed by 'gui gu zi ‘ ( 鬼 谷 子 ) 
to become present day practise. The very widely common folk 
customs related to spirits, ghosts and the dead reflects the 
direct and indirect influence of Mohist teaching. 
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2.7 Western Religions in Hong Kong 
Apart from traditional religions and 
practises, Hong Kong is also subject to 




institution, churches, hospitals and social services are run 
by Western religious orders. How do these Western religious 
beliefs affect Hong Kong Chinese is · another interesting 
research problem. We can only infer from the Western works 
what this influence may be. In his thesis on spiritual pain, 
Kearney (1980) distinguishes between the spiritual and 
religious dimensions. He defines spiritual as an essence of 
human. 11 Spiri tual issue are issues of the soul (deepest 
self) and concern deepest values and meaning. They are the 
concern of every man and woman" (Ibid.: 4 8) . On the other 
hand, the religious is "the particular belief system which 
enable an individual to conceptualize and express his 
spirituality .religious issue are the concern of a 
particular group within a society" (Ibid. :48). Spiritual 
issues are personal issues that cannot be communicated in 
religious vocabulary and as Kearney states, if used, it might 
be counter productive for patients without a religion. 
In the care of patients how do we recognize and identify 
spiri tual needs. Kearney (Ibid.) ref ers to Frankl V.' s 
(1984) description of the common spiritual task of humans as 
they approach their death to be a struggle, a confusion, a 
discomfort, an anguish, a suffering. He equates this last 
task and experience with "spiritual pain ll • He introduces a 
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When a person's personality and the deepest self meet 
there is "connection, alignment, harmony and meaningfulness• 
But the other extreme are the experiences of disconnection, 
disharmony, non-alignment, and disintegration which 
constitute spiritual pain" (Ibid:50). To capture either the 
positive or the negative aspects of spiritual experience in 
the dying philosophical, religious, and or spiritual aspects 
have to be included for assessment in this project. 
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2.8 Local Folk Beliefs on Death and Dying 
Local obituaries suggest some implicit Chinese values in 
death. These values may be detected from the curses and 
wishes in Cantonese colloquial expression. Normally Chinese 
-s-' 
wish birthday folks for long life of a hundred years, but 
when a person is angry the curse takes the form of a death 
wish- Death wishes have different intensities varying from 
the mild, for example, dropping dead to the severe, for 
example, being condemned to the eighteenth hell, to 
uncomfortable forms of death such as 'dead with eyes 
opened’ implying without peace, ‘ prolonged death struggling 
for breathingimplying suffering and lingering• Perhaps 
the worst curse is the ‘unnatural‘ death implying trauma and 
accident without preparation and not dying on a bed. The 
curse may even go beyond death: such as one may 'die without 
a burial place ‘ ^^ or simply not having a good death. The 
last three groups are believed to be the worst for even after 
death, a person‘s soul remains homeless wandering and 
starving in the wilderness. 
On the other hand, there are positive and respectable 
aspects of death in the folk beliefs. Chinese feel that 
death is a very serious matter therefore advocates for 
careful management of the dying process. Apart from wishing 
people with longevity, it is also common to thank people by 
wishing a good death implying little suffering at a mature 
time. Maturation for death comes when one's blessings and 
longevity has reached abundance. The manner of departing 
this world could not be matched by a ‘ no illness therefore 
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suffering free d e a t h ‘ A s a token of thanks or expression 
of friendship one might even send a coffin as a gift long 
before death in ancient China. The seriousness of purpose of 
Chinese concept of the dying process might be related to the 
-«r.. 
Buddhist tradition. The Tibetan Book of the Dead (MacHovec, 
1972 Trans.) highlights the importance of timing for the 
delivery of the soul as this may determine the nature of 
future existence: buddahood, manhood, animal or ghost. The 
stress on learning to meditate while one is healthy has the 
preparation for this final departure as the ultimate goal. 
If one meditates well, one lets go of the last breathe with 
little choking, peace and good timing. 
2.9 The Psychology of Death and Dying 
The frustration of the never again, the fear of death 
and its process, the threat of when and how, the despair of 
what would become of, are just but some of the results of the 
awareness of futility of life. This has led philosophers to 
look for meaning of human existence in the totality of Being, 
the inythologists to describe the collective experience, the 
religious to look for transcendence and life afterwards. On 
the other side of death‘s prism, psychologists depart to look 
at the psychological trauma, the experience and coping, the 
hope and dimishing hope, the maturation process, the 
psychological rebirth and in practical words the seeking of 
what should a person become under such a condition. 
(A) Death Anxiety and Fears 
Day (1979) describes modern man's concern about death as 
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death anxiety in that it is (i) a physically and a mentally 
painful awareness of being powerless to do anything about a 
personal matter; (ii) a premonition of an impending and 
almost inevitable danger; (iii) a tense and physically 
exhausting alertness as if facing an emergency; (iv) an 
apprehensive self-absorption which interferes with an 
effective and advantageous solution of reality problems； (v) 
an irresolvable doubt concerriing the nature of the 
threatening illness (Day, 1979). The awareness of one‘s 
serious condition usually comes from the pain and disability 
involved in the illness, and the deteriorating health despite 
good compliance in medical care. At this stage death anxiety 
will become part of their existence. The way that a patient 
reacts to this difficult condition determines his or her 
feeling of well being. 
Viewed from Erikson's perspective of human psychosocial 
stages, when one reaches a level of •generativity' in 
psychosocial maturity one is more concerned for family, 
society and future generations; when one arrives at 
•integrity I one experiences a sense of fulfilment and 
satisfaction with one's life and begins to prepare or acquire 
a willingness to face death. The ability for a person to 
arrive at a stage of •generativity• and 'integrity' is not a 
matter of chance. The person has to struggle and survive the 
pains of growth and its accompanying trials and tribulations 
before reaching those level of maturity. Among them, illness 
is seldom at a far distance especially when one has arrived 
at a stage of willingness to face death (Erikson, 1977). 
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When a person has an illness, one may choose the route 
of therapeutic adaptation. Llyod (1977) describes how a 
person appraises the illness, seeks medical advice and 
actively co-operates with treatment. The person would modify 
one's activities during illness in accordance to the 
disability- He or she will resume former activities and 
abandon the sick role after recovery. However, if the 
disability persists, alternative sources of gratification 
will be sought (Ibid:355). There are reports suggesting that 
patients take the illness as a challenge and successfully 
overcome it. In the end, the illness appears to have 
facilitated the patients， personality growth or the 
development of intellectual and creative abilities that have 
been previously untapped (Engel, 1962; Llyod, 1977). Before 
one arrives at a therapeutic adaptive mode of handling one's 
illness, or when one's illness has reached a point whereby 
the patient could no longer look to recovery as an end, 
individuals might query why one should have to go through 
such suffering- This, in turn, may open up a series of 
philosophical or religious search for a satisfactory answer. 
Circumscribed by a person's personality traits, previous 
experience, premorbid attitudes, his inquiry may engage in a 
series of hypothetical formulation as to the causes that lead 
to illness and death. In the process of grieving and 
suffering. One may perceive illness and the impending death 
as a challenge, a loss, a mishap, a punishment, a threat, a 
final step before death and final maturation (Lloyd 1977 ； 
Kubler-Ross,1970; Parkes, (1972). 
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(B) Psychological Reaction of the Sick 
When patients suffer from a serious illness, a lot of 
limitations befall their lives. The most observable are 
health, mobility, social status and appearance. It is when 
a person cannot influence the external environment with the 
loss of health, functioning and others that one's personal 
space, rights and dignity will become the greatest concern. 
This shift of awareness and emphasis brings a person to start 
focusing on one's internal life. The tranquillity of mind 
and emotions, the upholding of personal respect and ciigriity, 
the feeling of personal pride in individual activities, and 
so on now take overriding importance in affecting one‘s state 
of well being. 
Lloyd's (1977) discussion on the therapeutic adaptation 
and the patient's psychic adjustment, unfortunately has not 
dealt with what happens to a person who never recovers. This 
is a time when a person looses other many observable and 
unobservable things. Previously independent person now tend 
to share decision making with or if not taken over by the 
supporter or carer. When one gets very ill one risks the 
chance of being rushed to the hospital despite one's wish to 
stay home. Feifel's (1977) new meariing of death highlights 
the fear and threats to dying patients' respect and dignity. 
Most deaths now take place in hospitals where patients 
are with strange people and in unfamiliar beds. This is 
quite contrary to the past when patients died at home. Just 
as reported by Feifel (1977), severely ill patients have 
little decisions to make as relatives decide on when to 
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hospitalize the patient. This is made worse when large 
extended families fragment into the nuclear ones. During 
critical period of facing imminent death, the lack of 
support, loss of roots, security and stability will render 
the impact and threat of death more prominent. 
Indeed, Feifel (1977) also reports on the changing 
concept of death which makes coping with one‘s last journey 
more difficult. In the past death is a metaphysical event 
that commands respect, but with medical advancement death is 
frequently perceived as a failure to cure. If one is in a 
conventional busy hospital where cure and acute care is the 
emphasis, chronically ill and palliative patients will 
experience the difference of course of their illness• Under 
such hospital environment, one also witnesses life treated as 
equivalent to a summation of organs and patients fear the 
prolongation of life with diminished quality of the remaining 
life. Low morbidity nowadays has decreased direct contact of 
death, coupled with the fact that little is reported on 
natural, uneventful peaceful pasting away has helped to bring 
much fear to the very sick. 
Facing all the external and internal changes of severe 
illness, having to cope with no hope of recovery, a patient 
is confronted with the full force of death anxiety. What 
else is there to contribute to maintaining the patient's 
peace and tranquillity at midst these losses and changes to 
facilitate positive growth and maturation? Therefore, 
measuring the psychological well being of the dying may throw 
light on the quality of life of dying patients. 
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On the issue of facing death, Chinese in Hong Kong tend 
to take a very behaviourist approach 一 desensitization is the 
practice. Standing by the road side, sitting in a bus or ear 
dropping in a restaurant, it is common to hear colloquial use 
of the word ' d e a d ' (死） o r 'ghost' (鬼）• This could be 
in form of an expression of anger, for example to be angry 
with someone, the person would be called 'dead person's head' 
( 死 人 頭 ） ， o r 'dead ghost'(死鬼）• On the contrary, this 
could also be used as an endearing term. For example, to 
name a good friend 'dead m a t t e r , (死顆 ），'nasty ghost' 
( 衰 乂 智 ) i m p l i e s endearment. Talking about being dead when 
one is alive is an interesting practise which might echo the 
Chinese mythological and philosophical approach to death 一 
one is living with the community of the dead, it is just a 
matter of time that one crosses the border to a different 
existence. 
Nevertheless, death is still a most unwelcomed visitor. 
The concept of a pecking order of death (Feifel, 1977) does 
exist in Chinese- While no one wishes anyone to die but if 
death must invade the community, the eldest and the least 
able should go first. It is common that obituaries are 
entitled as 'bright soul‘s premature departure‘. 
Hong Kong Chinese's coping with death is also partly 
reflected in colloquial expressions such as 'Heaven is 
jealous of the young and beautiful ‘ 'Mse's early 
death，，23 to express grief for the young. When elderlies die 
at very senior ages (eighty or above) , the funeral is call ‘a 
laughing funeral,, ^彳 and mourning gowns v/ill have a red dot 
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to depict the longevity enjoyed by the deceased. 
To summarise what has been discussed in the above 
sections, it may be argued that Chinese concepts of 
immortality, philosophical thoughts and spirituality all have 
an important role to play in Chinese ways of handling death. 
In time of death these seem to be very much alive in Hong 
Kong Chinese despite high widespread Westernization in the 
territory. From the above discussion the areas of focus for 
identifying needs of dying patients seem to be ‘psychology, 
philosophy and spiritual' well being of patients• The strong 
wish for health and freedom from suffering with understanding 
supportive persons make ‘health and social‘ aspects as 
indispensable. Thus, in the search for Chinese needs from 
existing literature for terminally ill patients, five areas 
of focus are selected. They are: (i) health, (ii) social, 
(iii) psychological, (iv) philosophical, and (v) spiritual 
aspects. This preliminary classification model will provide 
the starting point for clarification and refinement before a 
proper instrument is designed to measure them. The work to 
clarify and refine this classification is reported in Chapter 
III. But before turning to the discussion of that attempt, 
a review of what instruments are available is in order. 
Part C: Measuring the Quality of Life of 
Terminally 111 Patients 
2.10 Quality of Life of End Stage Cancer Patients of the West 
Morris et al (1986) report that the concern of the dying 
changes. In their words, "Friends and family are seen in a 
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new way. Values change. What was once important may become 
insignificant, while things once ignored have great weight" 
(Ibid:48). In their attempt to uncover what the quality of 
life of the dying is really like, Morris and associates 
followed more than 300 patients for 9 weeks at the point when 
patients entered hospice care either at home (U.S.), in 
hospital—based palliative care units (Montreal), or 
conventional hospital for terminal care. A number of 
instruments have been employed to look at different aspects 
of quality of life. They include: (i) Karnofsky Performance 
Index, (ii) the Spitzer QL Index (Montreal sample) or the 
Health Care Financing Administration (HRCA) QL Index (where 
the item "mobility is substituted for "activity" in the 
original Spitzer QL Index) (U.S. Sample), (iii) the Spitzer 
Uniscale QL Index, (iv) an integrated Pain & Discomfort 
Index, (v) the HRCA Emotional QL, (vi) a scale measuring 
Awareness and (vii) an overall scale measuring social QL 
( 工 b i d ) . 
Results confirm their prediction that quality of life 
consistently deteriorates as function of proximity to death, 
However Pain and social QL fluctuate least during the 9 weeks 
of assessment and least average dramatic drop near death is 
observed. It is worth pointing out that among their sample, 
the 25% of patients having lowest quality of life actually 
show an improvement one week prior to death in all 
measurements with the exception of pain and social QL. 
Although no explanation has been offered for this increase it 
is possible that since this group is detected to be worst, 
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more efforts have been put in to understand or change their 
condition which facilitate an improvement. Or equally 
possible is that this group of patients have worked through 
some internal conflict so that their mood and interest 
improve and that-their perspective of life takes a new turn. 
Whichever is the case, this change is worth noting as the 
researchers later conclude that their data demonstrate a need 
to employ a number of different quality of life measures in 
the study of terminal cancer patients. 
Another finding worth pointing out is the association 
between presence and absence of pain and the best and worst 
quality of life groups. Pain is found in the "worst" group 
of patients which account for almost 20% of the all patients 
studied during the 9 weeks prior to death. Moreover they 
also find that although pain levels are relatively stable 
over time but pain in general increases slightly as death 
approaches. Thus they emphasize that pain must be considered 
a key component of quality of life and that ‘pain is a 
crucial QL measure in terminal cancer studies and must be 
separately measured' (Ibid:55). Their results suggest that 
terminal cancer patients in the U.S. and Montreal need most 
in (i) alleviating physical distress and pain, increasing 
mobility, self care, (ii) alleviating psychological distress, 
reducing depression and fear as death approaches and (iii) 
maintaining social involvement and support. 
Liinn, Liinn and Harris (1982) researched on effects of 
counselling for late stage cancer patients with matched 
controls. They found that the counselled group showed more 
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positive change than the control. There was a reduction in 
depression, increase in life satisfaction and self-esteem, 
the experimental group also reported delay and less 
alienation and more internal control. Psychosocial 
• V-
counselling enhanced quality but did not lengthen survival 
and make death a more positive experience. The efforts made 
in counselling might indir^ectly answer the question of need 
that enhanced the changes observed. They were (i) reducing 
denial but maintaining hope, (ii� enhancing feelings of 
control over part of the environment, (iii) expressing or 
fulfilling wish to complete unfinished business, planning for 
their children and or deciding about treatment, (iv) 
encouraging meaningful activities, (v) listening to life 
review and reminiscence, (vi) just being with patient sitting 
quietly, and (vii) seeing families at patients‘ request. 
Findings of these researches inciirectlY indicate that a good 
instrument to measure both negative and positive changes in 
quality of life for terminally ill cancer patients have to be 
very comprehensive. 
2.11 Factors Affecting Quality of Life of Terminally 111 
Patients 
To study quality of life as a dependent variable, one 
must be able to capture it in a context where the independent 
variables are known and hopefully under as much controlled 
situation as possible. The variables that affect quality of 
life as reviewed from different studies vary and the 
components can relate to many aspects of daily living, 
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illness, social and environmental conditions (Morris, et al. 
1986 ； Liinn, et al. 1982) and the variables that have been 
found to exert important effect on quality of life are pain, 
coping, psychological states and these are discussed in the 
following section. 
(A) Pain 
Increasing studies of cancer pain reveal the need to 
consider pain as a quality of life factor. On the one hand, 
there has been the call for a need of quality of life measure 
for pain management (Coyle, 1989; Roessler, 1990; Breitart, 
1989)• McKegney et al (1981) reported that in their study of 
last 90 days of life, patients with initially higher score on 
emotional disturbance and more external control of self, 
experienced an increase in pain. More than 80% of patients 
approaching death had significant pain problems. Ferrell et 
al (1989) stressed the use of quality of life as a measure of 
outcome in pain research as this enables the investigator to 
focus on the patient. Padilla and Grant (1985), and Padilla 
et al (1983) also proposed that quality of life measures are 
important outcome variable for evaluating pain management and 
efficacy of care. 
On the other hand, despite the advancement of pain 
control, pain still presents a major problem in the care of 
advanced cancer patients. Therefore the presence or absences 
of pain is an integral part of quality of life. Breitart 
(1989) reported that ‘some 15% of patients with nonmetastic 
cancer have significant pain. Sixty percent to 90% of 
patients with advanced cancer report debilitating pain and up 
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to 25% of all patients with cancer die in pain' (p. 2336). 
Ramirez-Rivera (1985) made a plea for 'first relieve 
suffering' particularly v/ith the terminally ill. 
Above reports unequivably indicate that future stuciies 
on terminally ill cancer patients need to include pain 
assessment. Morris et al (1986) even concluded from their 
study that pain assessment was most related and yet 
independent of quality of life measures in their study and 
that the instrument ‘ cannot be easily "proxied" by any of the 
other measure‘. 
(B) Coping 
Cohen M. (1982) describes malignancy as having a 
"massive assault on the physical and psychological integrity" 
of the person and that this brings about "psychosocial 
morbidity". This illness is a threat to all aspects of 
living. Baltrusch and Waltz (1987) describe it as associated 
in the minds of people with fears of dying, damage to one's 
body, and loss of independence. Under this threat, patients 
adjust differently to their illness conditions. Moos and Tzu 
(1977) reported positive coping behaviour and sense of 
mastery in adaptive tasks and adequate interpersonal 
relationships related to maintenance of good quality of life 
among some patients. Temoshok (1987) also observed that 
patients with coping style of appeasing, hopelessness, and 
helplessness are proned to poorer prognosis when compared to 
patients with personality of the fighting spirit and verbally 
expressive patients. Ability in problem solving and 
adjustment to environment have been oberserved as important 
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independent variables affecting changes in quality of life as 
failure to cope or non—coping has been a source of distress 
(Beck et al, 1961) . However, with a group of very ill 
patients, it is difficult to include a test on locus of 
control or coping (Levenson, H. 1974; Rotter J.B. 1971). 
Instead one has to ask the patients to evaluate their problem 
solving and environmental adjustment abilities to see whether 
this is a confounding variable contributing towards different 
levels of quality of life. 
(C) Psychological State 
Having cancer is like a death sentence to many patients, 
the presence of fear, anxiety and depression is common among 
cancer patients (Craig and Abeloff 1974, McGuire et al, 1978, 
Derogates et al 1983, Holland J.C. & Zittoun 1990). 
Psychological state is certainly a variable that affects 
quality of life. The Self Rating Questionnaire (SRQ) 
(Harding et al, 1980) and the general Health Questionnaire 
(GHQ) (Goldberg, 1972) are the two mental health related 
questionnaires standardized with norms and cut off points 
that have been adopted for Hong Kong patients by workers in 
the field (Chan and Chan, 1983； Wong, Chen, Chan-Ho, Chan, 
1985) . The GHQ is a thiirty一土tem questionnaire with a four — 
choice response format whereas the SRQ is a twenty—four—item 
questionnaire with ‘yes‘ and ‘no‘ answers. If one is having 
an indepth study of the emotional state of cancer patients, 
the SCL-90R {Derogates et al 1973) would be a better 
alternative as it could differentiate between vegetative 
states from anxiety and depression. However, as the 
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population being studied is the severely ill patients, they 
respond better to easily understood, short questions and 
answers. Therefore the SRQ is a more practicable choice. 
(D) Other Factors 
It is likely that a patient's existential circumstances 
will exert some effect on his or quality of life, though they 
may do so indirectly. Among the complex set of social and 
economic factors that affect a patient's living conditions, 
the following may be of significance. They include (土） the 
patient‘s demographic characteristics such as sex and age, 
(ii) family characteristics such as marital status and family 
size, (iii) personal social characteristics such as education 
and religious affiliation, (iv) personal economic status such 
as employment and income source. These background variables 
will throw light on how the social economic situation of a 
patient may be related, albeit indirectly, to his or quality 
of life. 
2.12 Existing Measures of Quality of life and Pain 
(A) Quality of Life Measures 
Reviews of instruments and research in quality of life 
have captured much attention and effort (Fallowfield, 1990; 
Ganz, 1990; Dupuis, 1987; Bardelli & Saracci, 1978). As yet 
there is no single existing test or method to assess overall 
quality of life satisfactorily. The more precise the purpose 
of a research, the better one can find an instrument to 
measure reliable and valid data. The purpose of the present 
review, therefore, is to seek tools that are suitable for 
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cancer patients who have been diagnosed as entering 
palliative phase where curative care has just been 
terminated. 
This population is often characterized as weak, easily 
fatigue, declining physical health and facing death in a 
matter of months. Therefore, a test that can tap the well 
being of the tentative classification model of Chinese 
quality of life for the terminally ill becomes the task. 
Moreover, Chinese residents in Hong Kong aged 40 or above 
tend to have low level of formal education. Thus a test that 
can both be administered and/or self—administered must be 
considered. 
The ideal test is one that aims at supplying the health 
care team with information that helps understand patients 
condition, enhance coininunicatiori and eventually aid in the 
improvement of patients' quality of life. The heavy clinical 
load for doctors and nurses in Hong Kong precludes much time 
in interviewing or administering long questionnaires. 
Therefore a short informative screening form reliably 
measuring areas of need is essential. A short screening 
format is urgently needed for the Hong Kong caring team as 
evidenced by enquiries from many oncologists to the present 
researcher to aid develop such a questionnaire• 
In more practical terms, the purpose of the following 
search is to select tests (i) suitable for terminally ill 
cancer patients,* (ii) able to capture palliative phase 
patients' positive as well as negative aspects of changes； 
(iii) short enough for very weak patients to respond to; (iv) 
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sensitive to needs of Chinese patients,* (v) taking the 
subjective approach in assessing quality of life; (vi) 
capable of self-administered and when necessary administered 
by an interviewer; (vii) sensitive to measure change within 
a patient over time or between different treatment 
approaches； (viii) easily administered for repeated measures; 
(ix) useful to enhance the care of the patient. 
Given the above criteria, the psychologically slanted 
tests are either too long or do not meet the requirement of 
measuring all the structural components of quality of life 
proposed earlier. The psychological tests reviewed have 
included the following: the sickness impact profile, the 
McMaster Health Index, the Nottingham Health Profile, the 
Psychological General Well—being Index, the General Health 
Rating Index and Quality of Well-being Scale by Dupuis 
(1987). 
On the other hand, the generic instruments reviewed by 
Selby (1987) that are relevant for cancer patients 
unfortunately only focus on assessing psychological and 
social domain. The Psychosocial Adjustment to Illness Scale 
(Morrow et al, 1986), the General Health Questionnaire 
(Goldberg, 1972), the Present State Examination (Wing et al. 
1976), the Symptom Checklist-90 (Derogates et al, 1973) and 
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond and Snaith, 
1983) are all tests for psychological or psychiatric 
functioning and do not evaluate specific quality of life nor 
its component. So although the General Health Questionnaire 
has local Chinese norms for Hong Kong (Chan & Chan, 1983) , it 
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is not a relevant questionnaire for the purpose of this 
study. 
Test specifically designed for cancer patients to assess 
functional status was first introduced by Karnofsky & 
Burchenal (1949), it is short but its reliability is doubtful 
(Hutchinson, Boyd & Feinstein, 1979) . The Functional Living 
index; Cancer (FLiIC) scale was shown to have good validity 
and reliability (Schipper H, Clinch J, McMurray A & Levitt 
M., 1984) and Selby (1987) reported strong concurrent 
validity with other measures. This could have been a good 
choice of measure were it not for its length of 22 items and 
its lack of philosophical, religious and spiritual items. 
Adding these 3 items onto the existing 22 would produce an 
even longer questionnaire. 
Among the existing questionnaires that have been tested 
on terminally ill (Morris et al 1986; Padilla et al 1983; 
Ferrell et al, 1989), the two 5—item QL Index Spitzer and by 
Karnofsky seem most appropriate for their quick 
administration. However, the Karnofsky questionnaire has been 
criticized for its lack of content validity (Selby, 1987) 
which leaves the QL Index as the only short validated and 
reliable questionnaire. Although, Ferrell‘s (1989) study has 
an item that is related to 'worries about unfinisheci 
business‘ the 28 items included many illness related 
questions that do not suit the present study. 
To summarize the above review, it may be concluded that 
most tests are usually (1) too lengthy; (ii) for research 
rather than clinical utility,* (iii) lacking in quantifiable 
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means for the approportioning of components of quality of 
life,* (iv) lacking the philosophical spiritual, and religious 
aspects; and (v) enquiring about social support rather than 
an interaction of formal or informal nature. 
It is under the above limitation and the fact that the 
QL Index has been used for the terminally ill population that 
it could be selected to serve as concurrent validation 
instrument for the present study. In a study tour early in 
1988, the present researcher had discussed the present study 
v/ith Prof. Spitzer and he had kindly consented and 
recommended that the QL Index would be a good instrument for 
concurrent validity in this study. 
According to Spitzer et al (1981), the QL Index 
possesses 10 attributes that merits present consideration. 
That it is (i) simple and short, (ii) comprehensive, (iii) 
compatible with community views and needs, (iv) quantitative, 
(v) with few restrictions and easy application, (vi) 
validated, (vii) acceptable to clinicians and patients, 
(viii) sensitive to change, (ix) able to discriminate well 
among groups and (x) with concurrent validity with Apgar 
Scale. Despite all the attributes of Spitzer‘s QL Index, 
it's first item "activity" was not designed for the needs of 
a terminally ill population (Morries, 1986) where they did 
not use this item for their study. However, its other 
attributes are fitting for concurrent validity testing of the 
newly designed Chinese Quality of Life questionnaire. 
As for measuring the philosophical, spiritual and 
religious dimension, Templer‘s Religiosity Scale seems to be 
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the most thorough tool available. Unfortunately it is too 
lengthy for the present study. 
(B) Measures of Pain 
Among the various existing measures of pain, the McGill 
Pain Questionnaire (Melzack, 1975) seems most promising. The 
McGill pain questionnaire allows patients to select their 
pain descriptors. A review of pain measurements by Anciano 
(1985) concluded that using language to assess pain is a 
valid and reliable method to develop pain measurement 
(Anciano 19&5). The McGill pain questionnaire measures pain 
in 3 forms: sensory, affective and evaluative. Yang, Cai and 
Wu (1984) in their acupuncture initiated pain research showed 
that Chinese in Shanghai reported two components of pain: 
sensory and emotion which includes affective and evaluative 
terms. Given this finding in a Chinese population, it seems 
fitting to pursue with the McGill•s methodology to establish 
a Chinese pain test. 
The McGill Questionnaire also provides a present pain 
intensity measurement over a 6—point scale (0-5)• This 
present pain intensity score has been used together with 
quality of life scales and has been used as a criterion-
related concurrent measurement for study of cancer patient's 
quality of life (Ferrell et al 1989). 
In reviewing literature on McGill Pain Questionnaire, 
McGuire (1984) reported difficulty in understanding of pain 
terms by their cancer patients. It might be possible that 
pain terms are culture bound and society specific, therefore 
the terms and format of question may need adapting as the 
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linguistic environment changes. This has been the case with 
Corson and Schneider (1984) ’s attempt to adapt the McGill 
Pain Questionnaire into the Dartmouth Pain Questionnaire with 
acceptable levels of reliability and validity. Chen and 
Treede 1985 adapted the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) into 
a German version and concluded that the MPQ is effective in 
differentiating properties of pain in a German population. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the McGill Pain 
Questionnaire will provide a major model for the development 
of a Chinese Pain Questionnaire. 
At about the same time when this review was in process, 
one of two co—advisors of the researcher, Christoph Yung, 
initiated an attempt to adapt the McGill Pain Questionnaire 
into a version in a Chinese dialect as there has been a great 
need for a local pain questionnaire. The local dialect 
Cantonese is spoken by over 85% of the Hong Kong population. 
A preliminary list of pain terms were collected from one 
hundred subjects. With Yung‘s consent, the present research 
continues his earlier effort, The steps that have been taken 
will be reported in Chapter IV. 
2.13 Summary 
In this Chapter, major existing works have been reviewed 
to lead to a structural, patient-centered definition of 
quality of life. At the first level, the overall quality of 
life is an evaluation of the degree of well being of one's 
overall life experience based on the commonly held important 
components of life. At the second level, the specific 
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quality of life is an evaluation of the degree of well being 
of certain specific component (s) of life. Tentatively, five 
dimensions of health, social, psychological, philosophical, 
and spiritual well being have been put forward as a working 
guide to the construction of a Chinese quality of life 
questionnaire. The review also leads to the position that 
quality of life is culture — specific, and so should be the 
tool used to measure it. Review on the ideas of death and 
dying helps confirm the relevance of the proposed dimensions 
of quality of life. Finally, instruments to measure quality 
of life and pain have also been reviewed with conclusions 
that will guide the construction of the quality of life 
questionnaire and pain questionnaire. In the following 
Chapter, the efforts taken to construct a quality of life 





















16. A deceased Chinese theology doctorate candidate in Hong Kong himself a 
Christian, has provided a vivid account of the meaning and comfort that 
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CHAPTER III 
TOWARDS CONSTRUCTING A CHINESE QUALITY OF LIFE 
QUESTIONNAIRE (CQLQ) FOR THE TERMINALLY ILL PATIENTS 
3-1 Introduction: The Need for a Chinese Quality of Life 
Questionnaire (CQLQ) 
Dying precedes death. To a patient with terminal 
illness, it is a recognizable process. Though originally a 
biological change, once dying is realized by the patient, it 
will most certainly generate complex responses and needs 
beyond the bio—medical realm. For‘the medical and health 
care professionals who work to lessen the suffering of the 
terminally ill patients, the identification and understanding 
of the needs of patients are of fundamental importance. This 
is why an instrument which can reliably measure the needs of 
patients is so essential to the work of the caring 
professions. 
Chapter Two reviewed tools that have been developed in 
the West aimed at tapping and assessing the needs of dying 
patients• While proven effective in Western societies, the 
extent of its relevance and usefulness in a Chinese 
population has not been demonstrated. Various western tests 
were applied to geriatric and oncology patients by 
oncologist, nurses, geriatrian, and the present research. 
These tests fail po address Chinese patients, pain and their 
quality of life because of the difference of values, 
attitudes and/or format of questioning. Given the fact that 
individuals are socialized by the society in which they live 
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to perceive, evaluate, feel and act in certain ways, it is 
not unreasonable to assume that the needs of patients may be 
culture — specific • This research takes departure from the 
above assumption and proceeds to develop a questionnaire that 
is intended to assess the quality of life of the Chinese 
patients in Hong Kong. Awaiting for a more appropriate 
label, the questionnaire that is being developed is called 
the Chinese Quality of Life Questionnaire (CQLQ, for short) 
in this research. This Chapter summarises the efforts that 
have been taken by the researcher in developing the 
Questionnaire. In essence, four surveys have been conducted 
on different subjects to design and pilot—test the 
Questionnaire. The four preparatory surveys are as follows: 
(i) Preparatory Survey I •  Identification of the Needs 
of Patients by Medical and Health Care 
Professionals 
(ii) Preparatory Survey II: Identification of the Needs 
of Patients by Terminally 工 1 1 Patients 
( 土 士 土 ） P r e p a r a t o r y Survey 工 工 工 ： F i r s t Pilot Test of the 
CQLQ 
(iv) Preparatory Survey IV: Second Pilot Test of the 
CQLQ 
In the following sections, each of the surveys will be 
discussed in details. 
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3.2 Preparatory Survey I: Identification of the Needs of 
Patients by Medical and Health Care Professionals 
(A) Purpose 
The purpose is to collect an inventory of the needs of 
patients suffering from terminal illnesses. They will form 
the basis of conceptualizing and constructing the Chinese 
Quality of Life Questionnaiire • This involves two steps: 
firstly, the selection of plausible itemized needs which may 
be included in the final questionnaire, and secondly, the 
reduction of the large number of concrete and specific items 
into a few general categories. ‘ 
(B) Sample and Method 
Perhaps with the exception of the patients themselves, 
the medical and health workers who have taken care of dying 
patients are probably among those who know best about 
patients, needs. Hence they were selected to be the first 
source of soliciting patients' needs. The method employed in 
data collection was an indirect one. Instead of asking these 
professionals to recall what they considered to be patients' 
needs, the strategy taken here was to treat them as 
hypothetical patients. The underlying assumption was that 
their frequent experiences with dying patients who had 
suffered from bereavement must have somehow influenced their 
perception of death and dying, and hence the needs of dying 
persons. Medica} and health care professionals working in 
all local general hospitals and mental health clinics were 
approached through their respective professional associations 
to complete a self—administered, open-ended questionnaire 
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(Appendix 3.1a, b, c) . Aside from supplying some basic 
demographic information, the subjects were asked to list and 
rank ten items that they considered most important for the 
best quality of life. They were then asked to list and rank 
again ten items for the best quality of life under the 
hypothetical condition that they had only three months of 
life expectancy. A total of 135 medical and health care 
professionals responded (For distribution of respondents, see 
Appendix 3.2). From the 135 completed questionnaires, a 
total of 1,253 items were obtained for the normal conditions 
and 1,067 items for the hypothetical three-month life 
expectancy condition. They vary in specificity and 
concreteness. In any case, they were here assumed, not 
without reason, to reflect what people consider to be the 
important elements in their quality of life in either normal 
time or in the situation of facing imminent death. For our 
present purpose, however, only the 1,067 items under the 
hypothetical three-month life expectancy condition were 
relevant. The reason for asking the normal condition was to 
lead them to the awareness of the issue of quality of life 
and to prepare the subjects for the appropriate frame of mind 
to answer the questions. 
(C) The Reduction of Items: Categorization and 
Reclassification of Needs 
Having collected the large number of itemized needs, the 
next step was to categorize them according to our 
classification model of needs. They would serve as the 
operational guide to measure patients' quality of life. To 
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ascertain that our classification model provides the suitable 
framework for such purpose, a panel of four persons (a 
psychiatrist, a sociologist, a clinical psychologist and the 
researcher) independently categorize on a structured form 
(Appendix 3.3) the five dimensions discussed in Chapter Two. 
It was found that most items could be classified under one 
dimension or another without much difficulty. Some items, 
however, might be classifiable into more than one dimension 
while some could not be put into any of the five ；without 
either missing or distorting their meanings. A different 
strategy, therefore, had to be adopted. The panelists agreed 
that items of similar nature (in the panelist‘s own 
judgement) should first of all be grouped together without 
necessarily following the classification model. This yielded 
a total of 41 categories, each with varying number of items 
(Appendix 3.4). 
As mentioned above, in categorizing the items, some 
inadequacy of the classification model was revealed. 
Firstly, a number of items (for example, preparation for 
one's death, fulfilling one•s wishes and responsibilities for 
the loved persons, or simply telling one's life story) could 
not be satisfactorily put into any of the five dimensions. 
Discussions among the panelists produced the consensus that 
a new dimension called "Fulfilment and Completion of Tasks" 
should be introduced to give proper attention to this type of 
needs. 
Secondly, it was also found that the dimensions of 
philosophical and spiritual needs had much in common and the 
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operational boundary between them was not easy to establish. 
Many items relating to personal growth, maturation, abstract 
ideals or transcendence could be grouped into either one or 
both of them. Panelists agreed that the philosophical, 
spiritual and religious, needs would better be grouped into 
one called the "Philosophical — Spiritual—Religious" dimension. 
Moreover, it was also revealed that the items on the 
biomedical needs were seldom purely biological or medical. 
They were often expressed in terms of human elements rather 
than straight physiological matters. As these items reflected 
needs not limited to the biological'or medical area, it was 
more appropriate to be broadly renamed as "Health and 
Illness". 
As a result of the creation of new dimensions and 
merging of old ones, the original five dimensions were now 
replaced by the new classification schema of (i) health, (ii) 
social (iii) psychological (iv) spiritual, and (v) completion 
of task. 
After the above realignment, the panelists then assigned 
the 41 categories into the new five dimensions. Most 
categories were clear cut with high agreement between 
panelists except for some categories that bordered on two 
dimensions. These were the following five categories: (i) 
sex life,* (ii) the care and provision for children, partners 
and other persons; (iii) concern and wish for the health and 
happiness of people they care and general concern for 
mankind; (iv) moral and psychological support in care or in 
thought. 
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Panelists agreed that ‘ sex life‘ was to be re-grouped 
under the mairital category of the "social" dimension. This 
was because human sex life was regarded by panelists as more 
than a biological need and should be categorized as a social 
relationship itenu The category "providing care and 
fulfilling responsibility" was moved into the newly created 
"Completion of Tasks" dimension from the social dimension. 
The category 'wishing people health, happiness and betterment 
of mankind‘ were taken to mean interest in and concern for 
people and was grouped under the "Social" dimension. The 
category "Moral and Psychological support" was classified 
into the "Social" dimension as moral support is sometimes 
used synomously with psychological support 岸中支"J"条）in 
the local connotation. 
This re — categorization gave rise to a majority of social 
categories (18 out of a total of 41) . A re — examination of 
the social c:ategories reviewed that they were delineable into 
two main areas: one focusing more on the person‘s interaction 
with the social environment such as , living，， 'functioning，， 
'activities' and ‘ interest‘, and the other concentrating more 
on the person‘s relationship with persons such as 'human 
relationship, and ‘ support‘ . The social dimension was 
therefore split into two dimensions. This division gave rise 
to seven categories of human relationship and support; eleven 
categories of relationship with the social enviironinent 
(Appendix 3.4a). 
(D) Toward an Operational Definition of Six Dimensions 
of Quality of Life 
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In short, the selection and reduction exercise has 
clarified empirically the different aspects of patients‘ 
needs. It has also led to a revised classification framework 
to measure patients’ quality of life. More specifically, a 
patient's quality of life is now assumed to be composed of 
six dimensions addressing to six fundamental needs of 
terminally ill patients. The six dimensions are: 
1. Health and Illness 
2. Human Relationships and Support 
3. Living, Activities and Interest 
4. Psychological Well Being 
5. Philosophical/Spiritual/Religious Well Being 
6. Fulfilment, Completion of Tasks. 
Having arrived at a modified classification model, the 
panelists now separately assigned each of the 41 categories 
of items into one of the six dimensions (Appendix 3.5). In 
order to find out consistency among panelists, the Pearson 
Product Moment Coefficient (r) was computed as a measure of 
inter—panelist reliability (Table 3.1) . A high degree of 
correlation between the four panelists was found with the 
reliability coefficient alpha equal to 0.9732. Given the 
high degree of agreement in the classification, the 41 
categories can now be used to guide the operational 
definition of the six dimensions of the quality of life of a 
dying patient. Discussion among raters and the example of 
needs help to formulate the operational definition essential 
for the substantiation of the six dimensions• Presenting the 
most representative examples could help to give some 
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qualitative essence of how the six dimensions and the 





Inteiriratei: Reliability between 4 Panelists 
EOHBIHIBBOaaSBBBBIBBBC&IBpBBB^^B^BBSSSBBaPSB^BSpSBSBBSSBS^BSaSaBB^SSSBSSSBBSBBBS^BBBBSBS^pSISSBBBBSBB^BIBSSBBBaBB 
Rater 1 Rater 2 Rater 3 Rater 4 
Rater 1 .8395 .9078 .9954 
( 4 0 ) ( 41) ( 40) 
p= .000 p= .OOP p= .000 
Rater 2 .9215 .8479 
( 4 0 ) ( 39) 
p= .000 p= .000 
Rater 3 .9056 




The categories that had been classified into each of the 
six dimensions were then grouped accoirding to their specific 
focus into five categories as listed in Appendix 3.6 to 
represent specific aspects of a given dimension of needs. 
With the above elaboration, the quality of life is now 
conceptualized as consisting of six dimensions and thirty 
specific aspects. Results with frequencies and percentage of 
the thirty categories under the umbrella of 6 dimensions of 
needs are documented in Appendix 3.6. 
In brief, the selection and reduction exercise above has 
yielded two results: firstly, it ' has led to a revised 
conceptualization of the quality of life such that the 
concept may now be more attuned to the local Chinese context, 
and secondly, it has produced a basis for operational 
definition and guide the measurement of six dimensions of 
needs of terminal patients. 
3.3 Preparatory Survey 11: Identification of the Needs of 
Patients by Severely 111 Patients 
(A) Purpose 
The needs of patients relevant to quality of life as 
perceived by informed professionals have been identified. It 
is important to find out whether they correspond to the needs 
as experienced by patients during the terminal phase of their 
illness. When pa:tierits are in a very sick condition and are 
at the final stage of their life, ethical consideration 
precludes using the same method of data collection above. 
Instead, a questionnaire, called the Illness Condition 
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Interviewing Schedule (ICIS) specifically constructed for 
terminally ill patients has been used. This is a semi — 
structured interview schedule to tap the six dimensions and 
thirty categories of itemized needs derived above. 
(B) Method and Instrument: the Rationale 
When one seeks information from a very sick patient on 
his/her needs, one inevitably arouses the patient's thoughts 
and emotions about death. For both ethical and practical 
reasons, the interview has to have a built—in supportive 
therapeutic element helpful to the patient. Otherwise it 
t 
would be very difficult, if not impossible to elicit the 
genuine needs from the patient or the interviewer would run 
the risk of emotionally draining the patient• The interview 
is a delicate process. While gathering data, one needs 
simultaneously to enhance the patients‘ emotional expression 
towards the illness situation, their understanding of illness 
reaction and life changes since illness and at the same time 
be prepared to channel the emotional eruptions during the 
interviewing process. The built—in therapeutic component 
helps a patient gradually to become aware of the least to the 
most threatening issues about his/her illness and re— 
establish their emotional stability at the end of the 
interview. In such a way, one tries to sustain or reinforce 
a patient's emotional stamina while guiding him/her to review 
and reveal his/her needs. 
(C) The Illness Condition Interviewing Schedule (ICIS) 
The Illness Condition Interviewing Schedule (Version I, 
1987)工CIS (1) (Appendix 3.7) starts with an introduction 
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explaining the interview purpose followed by seeking the 
diagnosis of illness as known by patient to understand the 
patient‘s perspective. Then the patient's present condition, 
affect, and psychological states are obtained. These first 
few questions help the interviewer to form an initial 
understanding of the patient's state of conditions and to 
establish a congeriial relationship with the patient. Both 
are necessary for the interview to proceed to the more taxing 
issues. Patients are asked about their attributed causes of 
illness, changes in their life since illness, their basic 
needs whether fulfilled or unfulfilled. 
Gradually the interview enters into human relationship 
aspects. They are asked to talk about their closest 
person(s) in their life and the most helpful persons during 
their illness and whom they communicate their illness 
information to. The patient is now gradually unfolding from 
medical, psychological to the social level of awareness. 
This is to prepare them for the more personal and abstract 
level of thinking. 
At this point, the patient's viev/s on death and dying, 
philosophy of life and spiritual aspects of life are 
approached. This is followed by asking about the more 
personal and threatening issues, for instance, their worst, 
or most difficult, or unhappy experience in life, and their 
contact with death events. These questions tap on the 
negative aspects of the illness and would likely generate 
some emotional commotions. 
There is a need to get a balanced view of the patient's 
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experiences and his/her reflections on them as well as to 
stabilize his/her emotional stability before ending the 
interview. The interview shifts to the positive aspects of 
the patient's experience: his/her most happy or rewarding 
experience in life, his/her value and usefulness to others. 
By so doing, the patient is guided to realize the more 
positive aspects of his/her life. The positive changes since 
illness are also explored. 
It is at this point that the patient's social and 
economic conciitions (occupation, family, finance, etc.) are 
enquired into. Such information 'is useful to find out 
whether the patient needs other assistance. It has the 
important secondary aim to bring the patient back to the 
reality of everyday life. The interview ends with asking the 
patient's expectation from the professional caring team and 
theii: comments on the interview. 
The interview schedule is originally constructed in 
English and later translated into a Cantonese version. 
(D) Pilot Test of the ICIS 
As a trial run, ten oncology terminally ill patients 
were interviewed with the Illness Condition Interviewing 
Schedule. Some sessions were audiotaped and evaluated by the 
thesis advisor. Results suggest that the 工 C I S is a good tool 
for information gathering on needs of terminally ill 
patients. The questions cover all the six d i m e n s i o n s c o p e 
while supplying good support to facilitate genuine responses. 
The patients responded positively to the interviews and 
supplied detailed, genuine information requested. Moreover, 
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they welcomed the opportunity of expressing their feelings 
and talking about their predicament and disclosed important 
issues of their lives during the interviev/. 
The ICIS effectiveness were so encouraging that the 
results of the ten interviews demonstrating its usefulness as 
a tool was reported in the International Conference of 
Palliative Care 1988 (Yung and Chan—Ho, 1988). The 工 C I S was 
then commented upon by a psychiatrist who works for the 
Hospice as a volunteer, two consultant oncologist and a 
consultant radiologist for further improvement• Revisions 
based on the pilot run and comments lead to the constiruction 
of the third versions of the ICIS (Appendix 3.8 Chinese 
version). The revised version, the ICIS III is therefore 
ready to interview cancer patients for surveying terminal 
patients' needs. 
(E) The Sample 
A total of 30 oncology palliative patients were 
interviev/ed by the Illness Condition Interviewing Schedule 
(ICIS). Twenty-two of them were in-patients referred to the 
Ljiaison Team Clinical Psychology Unit of a general hospital. 
They were interviewed by a clinical psychologist. Eight were 
interviewed by two Hospice counselling nurses at the 
patients' home. The counselling nurses were trained for the 
use of the ICIS 工工工 by the present researcher to ensure inter 
interviewer consistency• 
Four of the patients showed psychological disturbance 
and adjustment problems and were, therefore, excluded from 
the present analysis for fear of unreliable information. 
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This yielded a total of 26 subjects (9 female and 17 male) 
for analysis. 
(F) Findings and Analysis 
The interviews were done in the local dialect 
(Cantonese), recorded and were later transcribed verbatim, 
into written Cantonese. The two clinical psychologists who 
were panelists in categorizing the needs of patients in the 
Preparatory Survey 工 went through the transcripts 
independently, identifying and recording the needs of 
patients according to the classification model of six 
dimensions and thirty categories derived earlier (Appendix 
3.9). 
In going through the transcripts, the two Clinical 
Psychologists were required to decide, in their own 
judgement, whether any of the thirty categories of itemized 
needs could be identified. The objective is to find out 
whether they appeared or not rather than how frequently they 
did. This is the theme detection approach in content 
analysis (Holsti 1969). Using the ‘ theme‘ as recording unit 
has its merits and disadvantages. ‘ It is almost 
indispensable in research on propaganda, values, attitudes, 
beliefs’ (Holsti p.116). The draw back is that coding themes 
is usually time consuming and the coder must be able to 
reduce the sentence into component theme before they may be 
placed in the proper categories. Therefore the present 
research need highly skilled person who have expertise in 
care of the dying to record themes. Therefore two 
psychologists who work in medical psychology field acted as 
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raters. On the other hand, the operation definition 
(Appendix 3.5a to f) provided by the first study also helps 
to give a guide to boundaries between categories. Apart from 
assigning themes to the established categories the raters 
were also required to detect any needs that had escaped 
inclusion into the thirty categories so that the inventory 
might be enriched to reflect adequately patients' needs. 
The average total number of needs identifieci by the two 
panelists was 439 out of a possible total of 780 (Appendix 
3.10) • The number of identified categories of needs also 
varied between the six dimensions. ‘ It was also found that 
Panelist I reported more needs than Panelist II. Panelist 工 
was the interviewer of eighteen patients and the eight 
patients interviewed by hospice counsellors were supervised 
by her. Naturally she had better knowledge of the patients 
and hence more sensitive to their needs in reading the 
interview transcript• 
In any case, the six dimensions and the thirty 
categories had provided sufficiently wide spectrum and 
divisions to encompass the needs expressed by the twenty—six 
cancer patients. Moreover, no additional itemized need was 
discovered by the two Clinical Psychologists• 
(G) Inter-panelist Reliability 
That the needs of the patients are identifiable from the 
interview transcript is one thing, but whether the needs 
discovered are consistent between the two panelists is quite 
another. What is at issue is whether the classification 
model provides sensitive and unambiguous guide to produce 
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consistent results. To ascertain that the two panelists, by 
following the classification framework, yielded consistent 
findings, the Pearson Correlation Coefficients (r) and the 
reliability coefficient (alpha) were computed between the two 
panelists for each of the six dimensions (Table 3.2). It was 
found that the degree of association between the 
identification results varied from one dimension to another, 
but none showed a Pearson r lower than 0.54, and no 




Inter-Panelist Reliability Tests for Preparatory Survey II 
Event Health Human Living Psycho. Phil. Fulfil Total • • 
jggmmpQpgim^2BBflHB^BBBI^BBDB88BB3SIBSSB8BBBSS^BS SBB8BB8BB83SBBBBS g^gggjgggggUjgpgQ BB^BSBBBSSBSBS BBSE&B^B39S3SSiB9BS SSSSSSSI^BBBSSSBSBB 9ES^B3SSSB1BBBB BSE9HBBS8S3DB^^9BB 
Pearson r: PI & P2 0.5448 0.6762 0.8710 0.7913 0.9195 0.9068 0.8782 
(N=26) * 
Level of significance p= 0.002 0.000 Q.OOQ 0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 
Reliability coefficients 0.6645 0.8068 0.9310 0.8656 0.9665 0.9482 0.9345 
alpha= 
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3.4 Design of the Chinese Quality of Life Questionnaire 
(CQLQ) 
To recapitulate what has been achieved so far, the 
Preparatory Survey I has produced, from medical and health 
professionals, a pool of itemized needs of patients, and the 
analysis of which has led to a revised classification model 
of six dimensions with thirty categories of patients’ needs. 
Preparatory Survey II has confirmed the viability of the 
classification model with data obtained directly from cancer 
patients. Thus relatively solid ground has been laid for the 
f 
construction of the Chinese Quality of Life Questionnaire 
(CQLQ)• 
The objective of the CQLQ is to assess a patient's level 
of quality of life at a particular point in time. 
Corresponding to the three-level conceptualization of the 
phenomenon, a patient‘s quality of life is proposed to be 
measured at three different levels. At the first level, a 
patient,s overall level of quality of life may be assessed. 
At the second level, a patient's level of quality of life in 
terms of each of the six dimensions may be evaluated. 
Finally, at the third level, a patient's level of quality of 
life with respect to specific aspects within a given 
dimension may be measured. As the measurement moves from the 
first to the third, the degree of specificity and 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Granted the above, the CQLQ is to be constructed 
accordingly. This involves, first of all, the 
operationalization of each of the thirty categories of 
itemized needs in terms of a statement by means of which a 
patient's degree of satisfaction over a particular need is 
assessed. Similarly, each of the six dimensions are 
operationally defined to enable measuring their degree of 
satisfaction. Lastly, the overall quality of life is 
operationalized to lead to the assessment of the overall 
level (Appendix 3.5a to f). 
Since the questionnaiire is targeted at the severely ill 
patients, its length has to be kept within narrow limits, for 
both ethical and practical reasons. On the other hand, a 
patient's quality of life may also be assessed from the 
perspectives of his/her relatives, or the medical and health 
care workers, both of whom are more likely to be able to 
handle a more detailed and longer interview• These 
considerations have led to the decision of designing two 
versions of the CQLQ: 
(i) CQLjQ-Long Form: all three levels are assessed and 
suitable for patient's relatives and carers 
(Appendix 3.11 and 3.11a)； 
(ii) CQLjQ—Short Form: only the first and second levels 
are assessed and suitable for patients and raters 
(Appendix 3.12 and 3.12a). 
As this research is focused on the terminally ill 
patients themselves, only the CQLQ-Short Form will be 
employed in the data collection. 
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Moreover, as has been stated in Chapter I, one of 
objectives of this research is to measure the change of a 
patient's quality of life over the development of his/her 
illness. Therefore, in both the Long Form and Short Form of 
the CQLQ, the patient's quality of life at the pre—illness 
phase, curative phase, and palliative phase is assessed. 
3.5 Preparatory Survey III: First Validation of the Chinese 
Quality of Life Questionnaire 
(A) Purpose 
t 
The major purpose of this pilot survey is to validate 
the CQLQ. Validity concerns its accuracy. A valid 
instrument measures what it purports to measure or does what 
it was designed to do Criterion—related validity reflects the 
correlations of the new instrument and an external criterion 
(Nunnally 1978) Concurrent validity is measured by collecting 
the criterion data simultaneously with the administration of 
the test. In this research, this involves firstly validating 
the CQLQ against similar standardized instrument developed in 
the West, and secondly finding the validity of the CQLQ-Short 
Form in measuring the six dimensions of quality of life. 
(B) Sample and Method 
Spitzer’s Quality of Life Index (Appendix 3.13a to d) 
was selected for validity test purpose as it is short and is 
designed to be used by non—psychologist in a medical setting. 
Spitzer,s QL Index has at least four areas coinciding with 
the proposed CQLQ-Short Form. Spitzer's QL Index was first 
translated into Chinese, back translated into English and the 
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discrepancies were amended. It is against this Chinese 
version of the Spitzer's QL Index that the validity of the 
CQLQ-Short Form is to be tested. 
A group of the first year bilingual medical students 
from the Chinese University of Hong Kong were recruited to 
take part in the validation exercise and also for the testing 
of practicability of the questionnaire. The subjects 
completed both the CQLQ-Long Form and CQLQ-Short Form as well 
as the English version of Spitzer‘s QL Index (Appendix 3.13a 
to b) . A week later they were asked to complete the Chinese 
version of Spitzer's QL Index. A total of 133 medical 
students were approached, of whom 116 responded and 109 
completed all the questionnaires. As they were healthy 
medical students, the three phases of the development of 
illness were not applicable. Thus, their quality of life of 
only two time points were gathered: the first being the pre— 
Medical School stage, and the second being the period over 
the past seven days. 
(C) Findings and Analysis 
Validity of the translation of Spitzer‘s QL Index 
The Pearson Correlation Coefficients (r) between the 
answers of the Chinese and English versions were computed to 
find out how closely they produce the same answers. As shown 
in Table 3.3, high correlation has been found. 
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Table 3.10 
Correlation between the Chinese and English Spitzer's QL 
Index (N=109) 




Q3 .7373 夂大 
Q4 .8603•大 
Q5 .8039^^ 
？earson Correlation Coefficient Test 
Significant Level:大大.001 (one tailed) 
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Validity of the CQLQ-Short Form Against the CQLQ-Long 
Form 
Similar Pearson r has also been computed between the six 
dimensions and their* constituent aspects. As shown in Tables 
3.4 to 3.9 the correlation was all statistically significant. 
The correlation coefficients were high for all dimensions 
except the ‘Health and Illness* items where correlation was 
moderate although significant. This is understandable, the 
questionnaire was designed for the very sick, the medical 
students were healthy young adults, the question of illness 
t 
was seldom an issue to the subjects. 
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Table 3.10 
CorrelaticMi of Short Form Item One with the Long Form 
Short Phase Long Form 
Form 
Health Pains/ Treatment/Tx Appearance Appetite 
Condition S 卿 ton effectiveness 
Discomfort 
Health Pre- .6044** .4683** .5940** .4023** .5466** 
Medical 
School 
and N = 73 
Present .6870** .6515** .6285** .4834** .5313** 
Illness QL 
I N = 72 
1 tailed signif. *=.01 
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Table 3.10 
Correlation of Short Form Item Two with the Long Form 
‘ 
Short Form Phase Long 
Form 
Family/ Support Relationship To love Moral/ 
Human Marital with Close and Psychological 
life one's be Support 
loved 
Relationship Pre- .6722** .6827** .7481** .7159** .7199大大 
Medical 
School 
and N = 65 
Present .6374** .4332** .6546* .5791** .4743大大 
Support QL 
N = 65 




Correlation of Short Form Item Three with the Long Form — — I I I - _ — 
Short Form Phase Long Form 
Financial Mobility Work and Entertainment Ability 
Living, Situatiai (hone/ Functioning /Interest to 
visiting help 
trips) others 
Activities Pre- .4400** .6112** .5552** .5443** .5370** 
Medical 
School 
and N = 109 
Present .3609** .4318** .4855* .5138** .6221** 
Interest ql 
N = 109 
1 tailed signif, * =.01 
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Table 3.10 
Correlation of Short Foim Item Four with the Long Form 
Short Form Phase Long 
Form 
Freedom/ Happiness Psycho- Dignity Peace and 
liberty logically and Tranquiling 
balanced Respect 
and health 
Psychological Pre- .4187狀 .7580** .7273** .6777** .6566** 
Medical 
School 
Well Being N = 114 
Present .3643** .7003** .7013* .6006** .5651** 
QL 
N = 114 




Correlation of Short Form Item Five with the Long Form 
Short Form Phase Long 
Form 
Positive Riilosophy >feaiiing Phil./ Spiritual/ 
attitude of life's of life Spir./ religious 
Hiilosophical/ towards maturity Religious activities 
life Support 
Spiritual/ Pre- .5140** .5077** .4790** .8176** .6492** 
Medical 
School 
Religious N = 106 
Present .4798** .5107^ .5093* .7983** .6319** 
Well Being QL 




Correlation of Short Form Item Six with the Long Form 
Short Form Phase Long 
Form 
Respon- Under- Ability Ability Ability in 
sibility standing to help to life 
towards and via arrange reflection 
Con^ letion others sharing of phil./ and 
illness spir./ corplete 
condition relig. tasks 
Pre- ,3313 .5340** .3779* .8106** .4950** 
Medical 
School 
of Task N = 39 
Present .2663 .5748** .3945* .8005** .4643* 
QL . 
N = 39 
1 tailed signif. * =.01 
大大=.001 
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In short, the CQLQ-Short Form did represent very 
substantially the specific aspects measured by the CQLQ-Long 
Form. Therefore, if used with caution and in full awareness 
of its limitations, the CQLQ-Short Form can be taken to be a 
valid tool when the use of the Long Form is not possible. 
In view of the statistically significant high 
correlation between the English and Chinese versions of 
Spitzer's QL Index, the Chinese version was adopted as the 
instrument for con-current validity test of the CQLQ-Short 
Form • 
t 
Validity Test of the CQLQ-Short Form by Spitzer's QL 
Index 
Spitzer's QL Index has five components: (i) activity, 
(ii) daily living, (iii) health, (iv) support and (v) out 
look. In comparison, Spitzer's (i) health, (ii) support and 
outlook are similar to the dimensions of (a) Health and 
Illness, (b) Human relationship and Support, and (c) 
Psychological Well Being in the CQLQ. 
The main differences between the two instruments are as 
follows. Firstly, as discussed earlier in Chapter Two 
Spitzer‘s QL Index has a dimension of activity degree which 
relates to full-time, part-time or no work of a patient and 
another dimension on daily living that is related to self 
care. These two dimensions are not included in the CQLQ 
because severely- or terminally ill patients in Hong Kong 
usually do not hold a job. Nor is their condition fit for 
part-time work at home or in a any gainful employment at all. 
Self care is a specific activity whereas our patient.s need 
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is broader than self care. It comprises maintaining mobility 
in and out of the home, trips, visits, and interest 
activities. 
Secondly, the CQLQ has two additional dimensions which 
Spitzer's QL Index does not include: the "Philosophical— 
spiritual—religious Well Being' and the "Fulfilment and 
Completion of Tasks". 
Given the above similarities and differences between the 
two tools, the Pearson Correlation Coefficients between 
similar dimensions of the two questionnaires, and between the 
two overall level are computed (Table 3.10). 
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Table 3.10 
Validation of the OQLQ with the QL Index (NKL09) 
丨 I I I L ., 
CQLQ CQLQ Relation living/ Psycho- Philos- Corrple- Overall 
Health -ship Activity/ logical ophical/ tion of QL 
and Interested Well Sprit./ Task 
Spitzer. support Being Relig. 
s 
QL Index 
Activity - - - _ _ _ 
Daily - - - - _ _ 
living 
Health .2836* - - .2891* - .2668* .1440* 
Support - .2444* .2984* .2739* - _ .31%大大 
Outlook .2546大- - .2845?^  .3223** ,3205** 
Uniscale .2272* - .2258* - 一 一 .2418* 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient Test 
Level of Significant *.01 
大大.001 
一 Not significant 
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As expected, the three similar dimensions in both 
questionnaiires •  Health and Illness, Psychological Well Being, 
and Human Relations & Support were found to be significantly 
correlated. The degree of correlation found was moderately 
low, all were significant except one. The low degree of 
association was not entirely unexpected. The three 
dimensions which are similar in the two questionnaires are 
not exactly the same in conceptualization and 
operationalization• If they are not designed to measure 
exactly the same thing, it is natural that they do not show 
t 
exactly the same findings. As for the non—significant 
correlation between Spitzer,s "Outlook" and CQLQ's 
"Philosophical—Religious—Spiritual Well Being", it is 
difficult to understand. Perhaps the age of undergrads 
confounded them for having had fewer life experience which 
lead them to appraise this aspect of life differently. It is 
however interesting to find Spitzer's "Health" dimension also 
correlated significantly with CQLQ's "Psychological Well 
Being" and "Completion of Tasks" . This might have been due to 
the inclusion of a psychological element in the "Health" 
dimension of S p i t z e r Q L Index: the first answer option of 
SpitzerIs "Health" includes the concept of "feeling well", 
The second answer option of "Health" includes "not feeling 
entirely up to par". This concept is related to lack of 
energy and inability of work. In Chinese it is 
understandable that this might have been interpreted by our 
subjects as related to the "Completion of Task". 
Spitzer‘s "Support", was also correlated with CQLQ's 
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"Ijiving, Activities, and Interests". On examining the CQLQ 
item •living, activities and interest‘ item, it includes 
mobility, trips and maintaining personal interest. When one 
has been very ill and still could maintairi a fairly good 
standard in this item implies good support as patient could 
seldom accomplish these activities alone. Therefore it might 
not be surprising to find them significantly correlating. By 
the same token, a person who has good support tend to be in 
a better psychological well being thus the significant 
correlation between Spitzer's ‘support‘ and CQLQ‘s 
•psychological well being' items. 
Results therefore suggest the multifactorial aspect of 
quality of life, that in three of Spitzer's items, they 
contained more than one component and is significantly 
correlated with the 6 components of the CQLQ. With this 
results the CQLQ was tentatively ready for the second pilot 
test of its the short form, its format and face validity with 
patients who are in general less well and less well educated 
than our medical students. 
Reliability of the CQLQ 
Passing the validity criteria meant the CQLQ measure 
what it is meant to measure and does a reasonably well job. 
Yet the reliability of the CQLQ has to be established before 
it could be administered to a patient population. To ensure 
that the CQLQ can measure an individual on different 
occasions with statistically acceptable level of confidence 
that the differences are not due to chance fluctuation, the 
medical student‘s two assessment scores were test for their 
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temporal stability. Test re-test results yielded high alpha 
coefficients of between .6728 to .8818 with statistically 
high significance level, all p=.000 (Table 3.11) . Results 
therefore suggest that the CQLQ has good reliability and it 




GQLQ Test-retest Reliability (Pilot test Medical Students sample N=109) 
Health Human Living Psycho. Phil Fulfil Overall 
Pearson r: .6515 .7940 .6677 .5124 .7774 .5965 .6139 
Time 1 & 2-
Level of .000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 
Significant 
P= 
Reliability .7795 .8818 .7990 .6728 .8747 .7471 .7564 
Coefficients 
Alpha= I I I II I assaaaa i i ^MLizass i i i i • BaaaaagaBaafaasaBB—oaagi i* i f i i i i i i i i i 1 i i \ir \ iiag^Baaaagaaeag 
f 
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3.6 Preparatory Survey IV: Second Pilot Test of the CQLQ in 
Conjunction with the Chinese Pain Questionnaire (CPQ) 
(A) Purpose 
The development of the CQLQ was carried out 
simultaneously with the development of the Chinese Pain 
Questionnaire (CPQ)• At this point of time the development 
of the CPQ reached its pilot test stage (Preparatory Study 
2.4, Chapter 4). It is the purpose of this survey to test 
the face validity, and the overall feasibility of both 
questionnaires in a clinical setting. Therefore patients 
recruited must have pain as part of their presenting symptom. 
This survey also aims at finding out the best response 
format, whether the patients respond better with a visual 
analogy scale or a linear scale with anchor points. The use 
of the scale is to help respondent to locate the level of 
satisfaction with a particular aspect, dimension, or the 
overall quality of life. The visual analogy scale consists 
of a 9 cm line with two anchors at the extreme end, one as 
highest and the other lowest quality of life. Patients were 
asked to put a cross along the scale that properly reflects 
their quality of life. On the other hand, the linear scale 
is a nine—point scale with 9 as the highest quality and 1 as 
the lowest. Nine is chosen to represent the best because the 
interview would be conducted in the local dialect, Cantonese. 
In Cantonese the colloquial expression of the basic division 
in proportion is {成 ‘ s h i n g ' ) from 1 to 10. It is a 
Cantonese subtle discount of merits to express 9 •shing• 
、 九 成 ) a s being almost perfect. This verbal convention has 
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acquired a mental picture of a scale while it is used to 
estimate both abstract and concrete matters. It was planned 
that half of the sample would be administered with visual 
analogy scale and the other half the nine-point scale. 
(B) Sample 
Patients from the Orthopaedic and Traumatic Surgery 
wards were selected for this survey. Two groups of subjects, 
one with low back pain and the other with hand injury were 
selected. These two groups were chosen as the "Low Back 
Pain" Group represented patients with chronic pain while the 
"Hand Injury" Group represented patients with more acute 
conciition and thus experiencing acute pain before management 
takes place. Patients with previous mental illness history, 
or other unrelated illness were excluded from this study. As 
we were attempting to find feedback for improving and 
modifying the final version of the CPQ, patients education 
were selected to be Primary 6 or above and aged below 65. 
This group of patients are usually active and more likely to 
give feedback than the elderly & illiterates. 
The "Low Back Pain" Group consisted of 38 patients (17 
males, 21 females) with an age range of 22 to 65. The "Hand 
Injury" Group consisted of 32 patients (17 males, 15 females) 
with an age range of 23 to 47. The interview was done by the 
researcher with the CQLQ-Short Form and CPQ. Patients 
responded with ease and genuine responses throughout the 
interview. The CQLQ-Short Form took approximately 5 minutes 
to complete. The patients seemed to understand most of the 
questions, the only question that needs repeating is the 
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philosophical, spiritual and religious dimension- Patients 
without a religion and with low level of education tended to 
think they had to be an educated person to answer this 
question. Therefore, instead of using the more literary 
expression of ” view of life"( 又)主 ) , the more 
colloquial term ( /�生目弟 3玄 )was used to explain this 
dimension to the subjects. Apart from this minor change, the 
administration of the interview was smooth. Since this is a 
fact finding exercise to test the clinical application the 
response format and the face validity in a clinical setting. 
Findings are discussed in terms of mo'difying and improving on 
the CQLQ. 
(C) Findings and Analysis 
It was found that during the interview, patients did 
evaluate their condition before choosing a number on the 
nine-point linear scale or putting a cross over the visual 
analogy scale to indicate their level of satisfaction with 
respect to the given itenu For the more highly educated 
patients, they did not seem to have difficulty with either 
scale, but among the less educated, they tended to respond 
more readily on the nine-point scale probably due to their 
more familiar mental process associated with this scale. In 
view of the large proportion of patients with low educational 
level are usually found in general hospital public wards, the 
nine-point scale was to be adopted. Patients responded with 
ease but reflecting a need to use their mental calculus to 
arrive at a response. This process with the 9 point scale 
matches with the concept of cognition in of quality of life. 
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In responding to the comparison between Pre—illness and last 
seven days, patients usually reported their perception of the 
change in quality of life before or after supplying a score. 
It seems that in asking for a pre—illness score, it would 
help to elicit emotional and personal meaning in patients 
perception of illness. Present results suggest good face 
validity as observed from this patient group. The CQLQ is 
therefore ready for the stage of testing its validity 
quantitatively. 
3.7 Summary and Concluding Remarks ‘ 
The two preparatory surveys identified needs of 
terminally ill patients in Hong Kong. Panelists categorized 
the items according to the 5 dimensions posutaled in Chapter 
Two. Results however suggested a re—defining of dimensions 
and a new structure of Chinese Quality of Life is proposed 
with 6 dimensions• Operational definitions were formulated 
and form the basis of the CQLQ. 
The CQLQ was validated against Spitzer‘s QL Index for 
concurrent validity in a group of medical students. Face 
validity was established by administrating the newly 
constructed questionnaire to a clinical sample with 
favourable response from patients. Two response formats were 
tested and a familiar Chinese mental calculation concept was 
inco—operated intp a nine point scale was selected, At this 
stage of development the CQLQ is ready for testing its 
efficacy in a clinical setting. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CHINESE PAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 
FROM THE McGILL PAIN QUESTIONNAIRE 
4.1 Introduction 
Although the McGill Pain Questionnaire has a history of 
over twenty years, this is the first attempt to apply it in 
Cantonese. In translating the McGill Pain Questionnaire we 
attempt to maintain the assumptions and principles of the 
Questionnaire so that the original aims of the Questionnaire 
can be maintained in the Cantonese version. 
t 
The McGill Pain Questionnaire aims at providing a 
quantitative measures of clinical pain that can be subjected 
to statistical analysis. Three aspects of pain sensation 
recorded by the Questionnaire are, namely, (1) sensory, (2) 
affective, (3) evaluative components. The qualities and 
quantities of each aspect are revealed by the respective 
group of pain descriptors• 
Considering the overall quantification of pain, three 
major measures can be derived from the questionnaire: (i) 
pain rating index based on two types of numerical values that 
can be assigned to each word descriptor. This is the pain 
value summation PRI(S) and the ranked pain value summation 
PRI(R),* (ii) the total number of words chosen, and (iii) the 
present pain intensity based on an 0 to 5 intensity scale. 
It has been found in empirical studies that the McGill 
Questionnaire is sufficiently sensitive to detect differences 
among different methods to relieve pain (Melzack, 1975). 
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This study attempts to translate the McGill Pain 
Questionnaire to make it applicable to Cantonese in Hong 
Kong. Owing to language and cultural differences, direct 
dictionary translation cannot yield a meaningful list of pain 
descriptors for testing Cantonese in Hong Kong. Therefore an 
adaptation is necessary as the verbalization of pain 
experience is very culture bound and has to be reported in 
local language or colloquial expressions. 
4.2 Preparatory Survey I: Collection of Cantonese Pain 
Descriptors 
t 
(A) Purpose and Sample 
Firstly, five medical students were recruited to 
interview one hundred normal people to collect all the 
Cantonese pain descriptors used by this population. The 
subjects were asked to report on any pain that they had 
experienced, the words used to describe the sensation, the 
intensity and the affective influences• The subjects were 
medical students, their parents, siblings and friends• This 
exercise supplied a pireliminary pool of pain descriptors by 
different age group for further selection. 
(B) Findings and Discussion 
This initial exercise yielded 46 terms to describe 
sensation of pain, 42 terms to describe the intensity of 
pain, and 43 terms for to describe affective pain (Appendix 
4.1). 
As a second step, pain descriptors in the McGill 
Questionnaire were translated into Chinese with the help of 
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dictionaries. Pairing of the Cantonese descriptors with the 
appropriately equivalent descriptors of the McGill 
Questionnaire was attempted but descriptors in the McGill 
Questionnaire could not be totally matched to the collected 
Cantonese terms. Three response patterns emerged from this 
matching exercise• Firstly there were some English pain 
descriptors that had identical or similar Chinese 
translation. Secondly, there were English terms that had no 
corresponding Cantonese words. Thirdly, there were no 
English terms for some Cantonese words to describe pain. 
The above findings indicate the cultural-bound nature of 
pain description and the McGill Pain Questionnaire needs 
modification for its application to Cantonese. Making use of 
descriptors that are common to the Chinese and Western 
population and adding newly discovered Cantonese descriptors 
became the first task of the modification process. The pain 
terms were then subclassified according to the groupings 
suggested by Melzack (1975) and also by groupings that 
patients offered in Chinese. The frequently used Cantonese 
terms that did not belong to any subclass were grouped under 
the heading 'miscellaneous‘. This is similar to Melzack‘s 
principle of grouping frequent but unclear category of pain 
descriptors into 'miscellaneous‘ pain (Ibid). This newly put 
together list of pain descriptors has to be tested for its 
applicability (see Appendix 4.2). 
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4.3 Preparatory Survey 工工：Pilot Test of the Preliminary 
Pain Descriptors 
(A) Purpose and Sample 
The newly constructed list of preliminary pain 
descriptors was now put to test by patients with pain 
problems. One hundred and thirty patients with pain were 
approached by the original five medical students and the 
distribution of patients according to specialities are shown 
in Appendix 4.3. 
During the interviews, the Cantonese pain descriptors 
were read to the patients and any descriptors that fit their 
t 
subjective painful experiences were recorded. Moreover, any 
additional descriptors mentioned which were absent in the 
list were recorded. 
(B) Findings and Discussion 
Frequencies of pain descriptor encircled by the 130 
sampled patients were recorded in Table 4.1. Results 
gathered from the checklist of pain descriptors and the new 
addition of words with comments from the patients indicated 
the need for a further modification of the pain desciriptoi: 
list. By inserting newly collected terms, regrouping of the 
words, and deleting the least used words, a third list of 
Cantonese pain descriptors was drawn up for further testing, 
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Table 4.1 
Frequencies of Pain Descriptor from the Preliminary List of Cantonese Descriptors 
(N=130) 
I Freq. II Freq. Ill Freq. 
1 .隠隱作痛 41 1 .郁郁吓 29 1 .針暗 33 
2 .跳吓跳吓 ‘22 2 . 摄 25 2 .有虫「捐」 6 
3. Bub B u b聲痛 10 3.鐵卩下鑽吓 10 
4 .電親 4 4 .剌痛 7 
IV V VI 
1 .割傷痛 11 1.壓住/’un，住 41 1 . 扯 住 / 拉 緊 73 
2 . 斬 / 割 開 1 / 頂 住 / 抽 住 
斷裂 4 2 .抽撞 2 .扭 7 
VII VIII IX 
1 . 熱 / 興 / 赤 30 1 . 測 痛 / 攀 孿 吓 痛 3 6 1 . 裂 開 15 
2 . 火辣 9 zxjg 'it it 痛 
2 .酸痛 23 , 
3 .沉痛 0 
X XI XII 
1 . 疲 倦 / 無 力 / 61 1 .周身唔自然 43 1 .驚驚地 9 
唔想郁 13 2 . 好 唔 舒 服 43 2 . 驚 
散晒 標冷汗 29 3 . 非 常 害 怕 / 恐 懼 1 3 
4 . 痛 到 喊 14 
5 . 透 唔 到 氣 9 
XIII XIV XV 
1 . 好 慘 1 . 不 能 集 中 精 神 34 1 . 悶 / 煩 52 
2 . 想 死 20 / 昂 居 居 2 . 有 心 機 
2 - 有 幻 覺 / 3 3 .唔開心 37 
迷迷懵懵 4 .有開心 46 
• XVII XVIII 
1 . 擴 散 28 1 . 梗 28 1 .赤（冰凍） 27 
2: n吉唆入肉 9 2.：库/麻木 40 
XIX XX 
1 .擔心 35 1 .脹 25 
2 . 作 _ 21 2 . 乾 2 






5 .痛到死 The numbers are the frequencies of adoption of the words or the group 
o"f words respectively. 
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I 
Reasons for the regrouping, deleting and adding of pain 
descriptors were many. Firstly, although it was possible for 
us to translate the English descriptors into Chinese, but in 
real life, some are not everyday Cantonese, for example no 
patients check on ‘tender‘ and ‘pounding‘ in the test. 
Secondly, there are concepts that do not refer to pain 
when used in a Cantonese context. For example •itchy’ was 
not regarded as pain in Cantonese and patients reported the 
inclusion of this pain descriptor as •ridiculous•• Neither 
did they felt • jiimpirig • , 'flashing', ‘ shooting ‘ and • gnawing , 
as suitable descriptors for pain. Descriptions like jumping, 
flashing, shooting do not match any of the Cantonese 
description. Instead there are indigenous description of 
swarming, moving, churning to replace the whole category in 
category two. 
Thirdly, for Melzack, each category of pain has a value. 
Pain terms that were presented with the least severe 
intensity was being first on the subscales of pain (Melzack 
& Torgerson 1971). For example, in Sensory Pain Category 
One, •flickering’， ，quivering', 'pulsing', 'throbbing,, 
I beating', 'pounding’ were listed in order of intensity with 
'pounding' pain being the last to indicate the highest 
intensity. Results of the present pilot survey suggest 
Cantonese do not diffeirentiste the intensity of pain into so 
many quantifiable levels making it difficult to use this 
category as a series of pain descriptors according to levels 
of intensity. Cantonese do not describe sensory pain that 
moves inside the body the same way. They grade beating, 
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pounding, and quivering as the same group of pain and also 
throbbing and pulsing pain as the same group thus reducing 
the 6 forms of original to 3 in category one. 
Fourthly, in testing the translation, patients supplied 
new Cantonese terms and some pain descriptors were not found 
in the McGill Questionnaire. These are local Cantonese 
colloquial expressions. They are: nagging ( 薛 ） ， b l o w e d 
( 谷 H )' churning ( 授 ） � t i g h t e n i n g as if burnt by acid 
( 霞 ) a n d dry (旱乞） • 
Based on these four main findings, patients were again 
approached to group the pain descriptors into categories that 
t 
made sense for them and also to rank the severity of each 
category. Results of this exercise led to the major 
reorganization of the draft pain questionnaire. 
4.4 The Modification of the Cantonese Pain Questionnaire 
Based on the findings during the Pilot interviews, the 
following modifications were made on the list of pain 
descriptors: 
Firstly, infrequently used words were deleted. 
Secondly, new words were added to their appropriate 
subclasses. 
Thirdly, some words were regrouped. 
Fourthly, similar descriptors were also deleted, for 
example for category XIII, although slight fear ( 驚 驚 叱 ) 
were used by nine patients, we found that they actually could 
not differentiate this from fear ( 驚 ） , t h e r e f o r e we decided 
to delete slight fear. 
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The modified list with the matching and differences from 
the McGill original is shown below: 
Sensory Form of Pain 
Original Deleted New Pinal 
Pain Translation Connotation English Cantonese Cantonese 
Categories Equivalent Siiilar Tern T e n Category 
Sensory Category 1 
1 
1. Flickering Flickering i 1 i T T ® 
2. Quivering Quivering 2.�丨lo下跳 oj： 二 S ® of 
3. Bub Bub S 痛, 
3. Pulsing Pulsing Fig Fig g g 
4. Throbbing Throbbing 
( 
5. Beating Beating 
6. Pounding Pounding 
Category 2 
2 
1. Juaping Jumping Swarming 1 • 有 「 捐 捐 」 口 下 
2. Plashing Plashing Moving (category 8) % IS of 
3. Shooting Shooting Churning 
Category 3 
1. Pricking Pricking 
3 2. Boring Boring 1. it L‘5 
“ O l-J nT C^J rU 
(becoaes-one) 一 ^ 
•3； ( X 
二. 小./m 
3. Drilling Drilling 4 . 刀 { 子 
4. Stabbing 
4. Lancinating Lancinating 
Category 4 
1. Sharp Sharp ^ 
1 71 fi 2. Cutting Cutting Cutting/chopping • 
.2- §'] / 
3. Lacerating Lacerating 
1 1 6 
I 
Helzack Deleted New Pinal 
Pain Translation Connotation English Cantonese Cantonese 
Category Equivalent Similar Term Term Category 
Category 5 
1. Pinching Pinching 
1. » / a 
2. Pressing Pressing 
3. Gnawing Gnawing 
4. Craaping Craaping 
5. Crushing Crushing 
Category 6 
1. Tugging Tugging , 1 . 让 住 / ^ ^ / 益 （ 主 
2. Pulling Pulling ‘ 2 • 袖 筋 
3. Wrenching Wrenching 
Category 7 
1. Hot Hot 
7 2. Burning Burning ^ _ 1. SI / i 
3. Scalding Scalding 大 
4. Searing Searing 
Category 8 
1. Tingling Tingling 
8 2. Itchy Itchy I f t / - ' u T f i / U f t 
3. Saarting Smarting 
4. Stinging Stinging 
Category 9 
1. Dull Dull Sour like pain 
9 
2. Sore Aching g ji 
3. Hurting Hurting 賴® 
4. Aching 
5. Heavy Heavy 
1 1 7 
Helzack Deleted New Pinal 
Pain Translation Connotation English Cantonese Cantonese 
Category Equivalent Sinilar T e n Term Category 
Category 10 
1. Tender Tender Shapping pain • 一 
1 万 11 pa 
2. Taut Taut 2. gj | 
3. Rasping Rasping 
4. Splitting Splitting 
AFFECTIVE PAIN 
Category 11 
1. Tiring Tiring y 
2. Exhausting Exhausting Exhausting Shuttered 疲 i / S 力 
2. 15 g Category 12 XII 
1. Sickening Being uncomfortable 1 . 好 匿 纤 照 
2. g] § g g 
2. Suffocating Suffocating Whole body unnatural ， 工"•‘ 5' te /7 /I 





1. Fearful Worrying X 1 1 1 
2. Frightful Frightful / jn 
2 • 'iL. IS 
3. Terrifying Terrifying 
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H e l z a c k Deleted New Pinal 
Pain Translation Connotation English Cantonese Cantonese 
Category Equivalent Siiilar Term T e n Category 
Category 14 
1. Punishing Sickening (Cat 12) Punishing No appetite 
1 . 無 胃 口 — 
2. Gruelling Gruelling 到 作 g 
3. Cruel Cruel 
4. Vicious Vicious 
5. Killing Killing 
1 .不gt中请待/昂居居 
15 2. 有 幻 受 / 逐 适 
1. Wretched Wretched Cannot concentrate f 
2. Blinding Blinding With hallucination 
Dreaming and unaware 
EVALUATIVE 
Category 16 
1. Annoying Annoying Killing X UI 
2. Troublesome Troublesoie tti 
2. fff W 
3. Miserable Miserable 3. S � 死 
4. Intense intense 




1. Spreading Spreading 1. ！i � S ® 越 大 • 
o id iX a l?^ 
2. Radiating Radiating 
3. Penetrating Penetrating 
4. Piercing ‘ Piercing 
1 1 9 
Helzack Deleted New Pinal 
Pain Translation Connotation English Cantonese Cantonese 
Category Equivalent Siailar Term Tern Category 
Category 18 
18 
1. Tight Tight Electric shocked 1 • / - r 
2. Nuab NuDb 1 II 
3. Drawing Drawing 
4. Squeezing Squeezing 
5. Tearing Tearing 
Category 19 ” 
1. Cool Cool 
t 
2. Cold Cold 
3. Freezing Freezing 
Category 2Q 
1. Nagging Nagging Dry 
28 
2. Nauseating Nauseating Reddening sharp 彳. ^ 
3. Agonizing Agonizing Blowed 
5- #消 
4. Dreadful Dreadful Obstructed 4. M / 谷 
5. ff 
5. Torturing Torturing Stiff “ 
1 2 0 
• 開 

















































































































































































4.5 Preparatory Survey III: Pilot Test of the Modified Pain 
Descriptors 
The modified pain questionnaire has now acquired a 
Chinese content and would now be more appropriately termed 
Chinese Pain Questionnaire. It is now ready to be tested in 
a clinical population• Twenty verbal Orthopaedic patients 
with aches and pains were interviewed and responded 
positively. They felt that the questionnaire•s format 
reflects a genuine motivation to understand patient‘s pain. 
They were also fascinated by the wide range of local pain 
descriptors and felt that the quesJ:ionnaire did represent 
indigenous expression of pain and should be able to measure 
pain intensity form and pattern. 
At the same time, opinions from orthopaedic surgeons, 
oncologists, hospice counselling nurses were sought to 
comment on the pain questionnaire. These professionals felt 
that the list of local Cantonese descriptors were rich and 
fairly exhaustive of descriptions they come across in their 
daily clinical setting. They all felt it worthwhile to test 
the instrument in a clinical sample. 
4.6 Preparatory Survey IV: The Development of a Scoring 
System 
(A) Purpose and Sample 
The pain descriptors, as it seemed then, were ready for 
further testing of their discriminatory power. However, the 
scoring of the pain descriptors needs standardization. The 
original McGill Pain Questionnaire scores pain by (i) number 
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of pain descriptors (ii) pain intensity (iii) the rating 
index(S) the value rated intensity of the pain descriptors by 
professionals and patient and (iv) the rating index(R) the 
ranking of the pain descriptors ‘ value as reported by the 
patient. Now that the pain descriptors were ready, the 
rating of intensity of pain descriptors became the last task 
in the construction of a scoring system. To replicate 
Melzack‘s standardization of ratings of intensity, 
professionals who handled pain, patients who suffered from 
acute pain, and patients in the orthopaedic wards were 
included. A questionnaire with all ,the pain descriptors and 
the intensity rating was administered to the patients 
verbally, asking them to rate the intensity of each 
descriptor across a five point scale ranging from mild 
discomforting, distressing, horrible, to excruciating pain. 
The professionals completed the questionnaire as a paper-
pencil test themselves (Appendix 4.4). The sample for rating 
pain descriptor intensity is listed in Appendix 4.5. 
(B) Findings 
The results obtained become the basis for the 
development of the rating index for pain (Appendices 4.6 and 
4.7). 
Pain Rating Index 
Melzack (1975) designed two types of Pain Rating Index, 
one based on patients and professionals' mean values, and the 
other based on the rank order of the pain descriptors 
predeterminated by patients and professionals‘ estimation of 
pain intensity. Following the same methodology, the Chinese 
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Pain Questionnaiire has also generated these two Pain Rating 
Indices, to be reported Chapter 5. Since this is the first 
study to test the questionnaire's applicability in a Chinese 
context, rank order of words are more broadly based and 
patients• rank order was selected to calculate the Pain 
Index. In this scoring system, the word in each subclass 
implying the least pain is given a value of 1, and the term 
conveying a greater degree of pain is given a value of 2 and 
so on. The value of all words chosen was then summed to give 
the total score. Depending on the number of category 
identified and the specific word with^in each category chosen, 
the total score might vary between patients. In the analysis 
of data to compare between groups, the pain rating index 
referred to this system of scoring. 
Pain Intensity Scale 
The pain intensity was measured on an 1 - 5 intensity 
scale, with 1 being the lowest and 5 the greatest. Melzack's 
descriptions for were ,niild=l, discomforting=2, 
distressing=3, horrible=4, excruciating=5•• It seems that 
patients felt that the most severe pain with a high number of 
people described worst intensity as 'killing, pain however, 
this needs further substantiation in future studies therefore 
Melzack's intensity scale was adopted to be the intensity 
scale for this research. 
(C) Discussions of the Rating of Pain Descriptors 
Rating of pain intensity by patients, professionals and 
medical students confirmed 17 categories of the previous rank 
ordering of intensity of CPQ version 2 as listed in Appendix 
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4.6. The categories that have some discrepancies are in 
category 2, ‘ moving pairi_ and •swarming pain'. According to 
patients rating, swarming pain (mean = 2.90) was slightly 
lower in intensity comparing to •moving pain‘ (mean = 2.95), 
however, according to professionals and medical students 
swarming pain (mean 1.63; mean 1.58) is slightly stronger in 
intensity then 'moving pain' (mean 1.38; mean 15.3) (Appendix 
4.7). 
The twelveth category is the second category that has 
discrepancy between patients' and professionals' rating of 
pain intensity. , Being uncomf ortabl^e (mean 2.55) was rated 
as less intense than ‘whole body unnatural ‘ (mean 2.60) by 
patients. In category twenty, professionals and medical 
students rated ‘reddening sharp pain, as most intense (mean 
3.16; S.D. 0.83) , followed by 'dry pain' (mean 2.42; S.D. 
0.84) and least ‘blowed/obstructed pain, (mean 2.26; S.D. 
0.99). 
It must be acknowledged that we need larger norms for 
standardizing the ratings that indicated discrepancies. To 
collect a large pool of sample needs a long time and this 
could be best done after the pain descriptors have been 
finalized and proven to be relevant pain descriptors in a 
clinical setting. As pain experience are uniquely patient 
experiences, and since there were minor discrepancies in only 
two categories, the value for rank ordering the descriptors 
followed these two categories of the patient's rating 
intensity. 
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4.7 Preparatory Survey IV: Pilot Test of the Final Draft of 
the Chinese Pain Questionnaire (CPQ) 
(A) Purpose 
The third version of the pain descriptors were 
administered to two patient groups, low back pain group and 
hand injury group. This pilot study served to test whether 
the questionnaire needed further modification in pain 
description, in the rank ordered presentation of the 
subclasses of pain category and finally any undetected 
problems. The major aim is therefore to test the face 
validity and the feasibility of the questionnaire• 
(B) Sample 
Patients were recruited from the Orthopaedic and Trauma 
wards, since this was a feasibility study, two groups of 
homogeneous subjects with Low Back Pain and Hand Injury were 
selected. Patients with previous mental illness history, or 
other unrelated illness were discarded. As we were 
attempting to find feedback for improving and modifying the 
final version of the CPQ, patients education were selected to 
be Primary 6 or above and aged below 65. 
The Low Back Pain Group consisted of 38 patients (17 
males, 21 females) with an age range of 22 to 65. The hand 
injury group consisted of 32 patients (17 males, 15 females) 
with an age range of 23 to 47. These two groups were 
selected as the Low Back Pain group represented patients with 
chronic pain while the Hand 工 n j u i r y group rGpresented a moire 
acute condition and thus experiencing acute pain before 
management had taken place. These two groups of patients 
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would be identified hereafter as the Low Back Pain and the 
Hand Injury Group. 
(C) Findings and Discussion 
Results of this pilot study suggest that all the pain 
descriptors were endorsed. Descriptor of lesser pain 
intensity, that is the least intense rank value having the 
highest endorsement in 18 out of the total 20 categories. 
This suggest that the attributed rank value for the pain 
descriptors might have placed the most common pain 
experienced to be the first of each subclass. It could also 
be the case that most patients experience pain but not every 
one experience severe enough pain to go to the second or 
third ranking pain descriptors (Results reported in Chapter 
VI, Appendix 6.1a and b). 
On testing the patients with the CPQ, the patients, 
response were the same as reported by Melzack‘s findings. 
They were highly selective in identifying their own pain 
descriptors. They expressed relief and delight when they 
found their descriptors• They were pleased and grateful for 
someone to go through their pain thoroughly. For those who 
could not verbally describe their pains previously they felt 
that at last they could communicate their pain to their 
caring physician. They were also relieved that pain could be 
described in so many dimensions, since they felt embrassed to 
report previously just in case doctors might not consider 
their "paiii" as pain. 
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4•8 Summary 
This last feasibility test of the use of CPQ indicated 
that the present structure and descriptors do not need major 
alterations. The results supplied data for a scoring system 
whereby the CPQ could provide quantitable data for 
statistical and clinical purposes. 
The CPQ was found to be useful in that patients 
responded positively to the test. The test was found to be 
user—friendly and patients found the test interesting and 
relevant to their conditions. They felt that their pain was 
t 
being acknowledged and they had a chance to describe in 
detail the different location of pain when there were more 
than one with relevant descriptions. After testing on non-
malignant pain patients, this pain questionnaire is ready for 
further testing of its usage to differentiate patients. 
Statistical results and properties of the Chinese Pain 
Questionnaire would be reported and discussed with other 
patient groups. 
An experienced consultant oncologist was invited to use 
the test on a few complicated pain management cases. The 
oncologist felt that "given the that CPQ is administered 
properly, the data gathered will be very useful for pain 
management and there is no doubt that the CPQ is going to be 
an effective pain measurement for Cantonese". Orthopaedic 
surgeon‘s comments were equally encouraging and the CPQ 
(Appendix 4.8) is now ready for testing of its efficacy as an 
effective pain questionnaire in a clinical setting. 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPLORING THE VALIDITY OF TWO NEWLY DEVELOPED 
QUESTIONNAIRES: CQLQ AND CPQ - A FEASIBILITY STUDY 
5.1 Introduction 
Preparatory surveys reported in chapters 工工I and IV had 
paved the way for the final validation. In those Preparatory 
Surveys, the face and concurrent validity of the CQLQ were 
established and the construct validity of the CPQ was 
ascertained. In this Chapter, the research hypothesis to be 
verified and method of sample selection would be stated. The 
technique and process of data collection would be reported. 
The procedure of data processing and statistical tools 
employed would be presented. Finally, the demographic, 
social, economic, and illness status of the patients would be 
discussed. 
5-2 The Study Design and Methodology 
(A) Purpose 
When the CQLQ and CPQ questionnaires were ready for 
testing, a group of malignant pain patients, a group of non-
malignant pain patients and a group of normals without pain 
were recruited to assess their quality of life and pain. The 
purpose of the study is to test whether the CQLQ can measure 
(i) change within a patient, (ii) whether both CQLQ and CPQ 
differentiate between groups of patients, (iii) that the 
battery of test can help uncover the relationship between 
pain and quality of life to establish a model for future 
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understanding, and (iv) report on the concurrent validity of 
SpitzerIs QL Index in a clinical sample. 
Since change is a condition for measurement, the time 
point for study was chosen to be a shift from curative to 
palliative point for the malignant group and a change from 
acute care to rehabilitation for the iion_malignant group. 
(B) Samples and Selection Criteria 
The malignant group was selected from two sources, the 
first group was drawn from a conventional general hospital's 
oncology ward and the second group was drawn from hospice— 
care patients either at an institution or at home. 
Malignant Patient Group (The Cancer Group) 
The criteria of selection of malignant patients were: 
(i) they were changing from a curative phase to a palliative 
phase, and (ii) the time period of this change over was not 
more than one month. The patients were informed of the 
change but. the information varied from a mild form that 
certain treatment did not suit the patient and therefore 
would not be continued. The other extreme was that curative 
measures could no longer continue owing to the progression of 
illness and hence their symptoms would be managed and 
controlled by caring team. Since this was a study to test 
whether the battery was applicable in a clinical setting, all 
types of cancer patients with pain were included (Appendix 
5.1) . The lower age limit was 18 years old with no upper age 
limit- Sex was being controlled, male and female each 
occupied almost half of the sample. Formal education was not 
controlled as there were a large number of aged 40 patients 
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who had less than primary school education. Instead the 
researcher in the initial interview evaluated their abilities 
in understanding the content of the questions. Only those 
with intellectual functioning of approximately average or 
above were included • The two subgroups of the Malignant 
Patient Group are being discussed as follows: 
The Conventional General Oncology Ward Patients 
As for the conventional general oncology ward patients, 
they were selected during ward rounds of the 
multidisciplinairy team. All patients with a change of 
treatment from curative to palliative were noted. These 
patients were approached after the round and willing patients 
would be interviewed and followed up two weeks to a month 
after the first interview. This group of patients would be 
named hereinafter as The Oncology Group. 
The Hospice Group 
For the hospice care inpatients, the same selection 
criteria as the first group was given to the hospice 
counselling co-ordinating nurses and social workers. Working 
with the selection criteria, they drew up a random list of 
patients that satisfied the criteria and the patients were 
approached according to the order of the list. Willing 
patients were interviewed by the research clinical 
psychologist in the ward. For the hospice home care 
patients, they were selected with the same criteria and those 
willing patients would be assessed by the counselling hospice 
nurses. The counselling hospice nurses were trained for 3 
months once a week on interviewing techniques by the same 
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research clinical psychologist for data collection. This 
group of patients were assessed by the hospice home care 
counselling nurses at home. It was planned that there would 
be at least 30 (half male and female) patients in each of the 
conventional oncology ward and the hospice group of patients. 
This group of patients would be named hereinafter as The 
Hospice Group. Whenever both the Oncology (N=33) and Hospice 
Groups (N=43) were discussed as one collective group, they 
would be named hereinafter the Cancer Group (N = 76). 
The Patient Controls 
t 
The non-malignant pain patients group came from the 
orthopaedic surgery and trauma and medical wards. They all 
(i) had experienced an illness or trauma that would not 
totally recover to premorbid status; (ii) had experienced 
pain as part or whole of the presenting problem; (iii) had 
their illness condition stabilized and rehabilitation had 
just being started up to a month; (iv) they were of average 
intelligence,* (v) were 18 years old or above； and (vi) were 
willing to be assessed on the CQLQ and CPQ and to be followed 
up in two weeks to a month‘s time in the ward or at home if 
discharged. The above criteria were included in a letter 
sent to medical and orthopaedic ward consultants (Appendix 
5.2). 
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The researcher went to the multidisciplinary ward rounds 
and patients meeting the selection criteria were indicated by 
the consultant. Indicated patients were approached and those 
consenting to the study were interviewed and followed up. 
The diagnosis was included in Appendix 5-3. This patient 
group would be named the Patient Controls. Their demographic 
data, whenever possible, were selected to match with that of 
the cancer group. 
The Normal Group 
A group of normals, illness—free, and pain-free (for the 
past two years and during the time of assessment) were 
recruited from the university and hospital staff. They were 
of the same age range and educational background as that of 
the patients. Some housewives, retired, and illiterate 
normals were recruited from staff relatives. As the bulk of 
the patients came from the lower social class, most of the 
normals were workmen or workwomen who worked as cleaners and 
office aids in the university and the hospital. Some were 
interviewed but for some literate ones, they preferred to 
fill in the questionnaires on their own. They were requested 
to fill 
in a follow — up cjuestionnaire two to four weeks after 
the first interview. As this group were illness— and pain — 
free during the period of assessment, the pain questionnaire 
was not administered. 
(C) Rationale for Selection 
The objective of this study is to validate the CQLQ in 
its evaluative power. The usefulness of an evaluative 
instrument depends on its responsiveness (Jaeschke et al 
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1990) • The CQLQ has to demonstrate its ability to pick up 
change in patients that is related to changes in treatment 
conditions, but no change in patients when the condition has 
not changed. The CQLQ‘s evaluative power in picking up real 
changes in patients is to be tested. 
It is difficult if not unethical to experimentally 
manipulate a treatment or non-treatment, a supportive or non-
supportive group, at the last stage cancer patients, 
treatment programme. Therefore, a natural choice is to 
choose patients who are in different conditions and receiving 
t 
different treatments. This solves the problem of 
manipulating different treatment conditions for testing but 
the confounding variable is that the environment is not 
controlled in the sense that one institution is different 
from another and the general hospital is different from the 
hospice in many aspects. This is the best compromise for the 
present study that a natural control situation could be 
found. The sample selection was based on this need for 
change to include (i) an experimental condition of change, 
(ii) an experimental condition of no change, (iii� a control 
patient group with change, and (iv) a normal control group 
with no change as far as the specified conditions were 
concerned. It is important to describe the different groups‘ 
illnesses and treatment conditions• 
The Normal Group were individuals who had no illness and 
reported to have stable life over the past two years. This 
group had the most stable external and internal environment. 
The Patient Controls were patients who had had an illness or 
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accident that warranted their hospitalization and, in many 
cases, operations and that they were over their acute phase. 
They were switching into a rehabilitation phase but still in 
the same hospital although they might have changed, wards. 
The hospital environment and treatment were mainly the same 
but they would have been experiencing changes in their 
illness conditions with the shift from acute state to 
rehabilitation. This is the closest to the condition of an 
internal bodily change without much external changes. 
The first experimental patient group was the group that 
( 
had the most constant external environment. They were the 
Oncology Group who were treated in a conventional general 
hospital. Although the treatment in terms of medication, 
radiation or surgery had changed from curative to palliative, 
they were seldom overtly explained or informed of this change 
unless they requested information. Of this group, no patient 
initiated to ask for detailed information of their prognosis 
and the change of treatment methods were just taken for 
granted on the basis of "doctors know best". The treatment 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The experimental patient group of which the condition 
change most was the Hospice Group. This group of patients 
went through the same curative treatment as the Oncology 
Group. It is commonly the case when their conditions were 
severe, difficult to manage, or lack of appropriate family 
support that they were referred to hospice care. Although 
the attitude is changing, people, especially the cancer 
patients, have a prejudice over hospice care. They felt that 
hospice care hospitals is a place where one walks in and is 
being carried out. Being referred to hospice care means a 
t 
real sentence to death and this group of patients was 
conscious of their fate that their illness had reached a 
point where palliative treatment were the only option. On 
the other hand, hospice care meant more care from the 
professional team that they received individual care. Pain 
and symptom management, counselling, family approach and 
social welfare were all considered and available for all 
patients. This group of patients was selected for having 
experienced both the internal and external environmental 
change. 
(D) Research Hypothesis 
Before stating the specific hypotheses to be verified in 
this final survey, a brief statement of the conceptual model 
is necessary. The conceptualization of the quality of life, 
and the results of surveys reported in Chapters I工工 and IV, 
have led to the development of a conceptual framework for 
organizing the factors affecting the quality of life* It is 
presented diagrammatically in Figure 5.2. Briefly speaking, 
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it is assumed that a patient's quality of life is determined 
by four sets of factors. The most immediate of the four are 
the structural components. They represent a patient's 
specific quality of life. As the subjects are patients who 
suffer from various degrees and types of pain, and. length of 
illness, these variables are hypothesized to have exercised 
an important impact on their quality of life. Thirdly, given 
individual differences, each patient may respond differently 
to the illness conditions, and hence may affect his or her 
quality of life. Finally, it is expected that patients with 
t 
different social characteristics and circumstances affect 
their qualities of life. 
It has to be pointed out that this is a simplified 
abstraction of reality which is much complex than presented. 
It is hoped that this model will lead to identify some 
important variables which are clinically useful for the 
caring of patients. Moreover, it is likely that there may be 
interactions between the four sets of factors to produce a 
certain level of quality of life. This is especially the 
case for the social variables whose effect on the quality of 
life may act through the other sets of factors. An 
examination, however briefly, of these possible interacting 
effects, is beyond the scope of the present study. However, 
some exploration will be attempted to throw light on what may 
be the direction -of further investigation later on. 
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Figure 5.2 The Proposed Conceptual Model of Quality of Life 
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Based on the treatment conditions and the expected 
change of the different sample groups (Figure 5.1), the 
following hypotheses have been put forth for verification: 
i) the greater the change of treatment conditions, the 
greater the change of QL; 
ii) the QL will be constant when there is no change in both 
the environmental and health conditions,* 
iii) v/hen patient reach terminal phase, not all aspects of 
specific QL drops, some might rise and have some 
improvement in specific QL; and 
f 
iv) for patients with pain, the quality of life is 
inherently affected by pain. The greater the pain, the 
lower the QL. 
Elaborating from the above main hypotheses, the 
operationally testable hypotheses are as follows: 
(a) It is hypothesized that all the 4 groups do not differ 
in the Overall QL at Time Point 1. 
(b) It is hypothesized that all patient groups drop in the 
Overall QL and specific QL (s) at Time Point 2 as 
compared to Time Point 1. 
(c) It is hypothesized that the overall & specific QLs of 
the Hospice Group improves at Time Point 3 when compared 
to Time Point 2 and the change is toward a higher QL at 
Time Point 3: 
(d) It is hypothesized that the overall QL and specific QLs 
of the normal group remains constant over the three time 
points. 
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(e) It is hypothesized that the overall QL & specific QLs of 
the Patient Controls change at Time Point 3 when 
compared to Time Point 2 and the change is toward a 
higher QL at Time Point 3. 
(f) It is hypothesized that the overall QL & specific QLs of 
the Oncology Group will change slightly but in general 
remain fairly constant at Time Points 2 and 3. 
(g) It is hypothesized that QL is in reverse relationship 
with pain, the higher the pain intensity the lower the 
QL. 
f 
(E) Assessment Instruments 
Following the selection of samples, the next stage is to 
list the prepared battery of tests to be administered to the 
patients and the normals. The instrument to gather data for 
the dependent variable, which is the quality of life of the 
terminally ill Chinese in Hong Kong, is the CQLQ. The 
instruments to anchor the independent variables, to find 
information to understand the interaction between the 
variables and minimize confounding variables are many. The 
CPQ is to yield data on pain which is directly related to and 
affect the quality of life of cancer patients. Other 
variables affecting the quality of life of the sample is 
their coping abilities, their psychological state, their 
socio—economical and demographic factors. The last but not 
the least, is the golden standard from which the CQLQ is to 
be measured against, the Spitzer.s QL Index for concurrent 
validity. 
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A list of the battery of tests are listed to show the 
order of administration• 
1) The demographic data at the beginning of the Chinese 
Pain Questionnaire 
2) The Chinese Pain Questionnaire (CPQ) 
3) The Chinese Quality of bife Questionnaire (CQLQ) 
4) The Coping Index (COP) 
5) The Self Rating Questionnaire (SRQ) 
6) The QL Index & Uniscale 
(F) Procedure of Assessment 
t 
The researcher approaches a selected patient explains 
the research purpose and procedure, and when the patient had 
consented to participate they would sign a consent form 
(Appendix 5.4) and this is the same introduction for all 
patients. The interview starts with the demographic data and 
immediately go into patient's pain via the CPQ. It is 
important to start with the pain questionnaire as patients 
reported most satisfaction in going through the pain 
interview as reported in Chapter 4, the rest of the battery 
follows the sequence listed above. The Spitzer QL Index is 
last of the list to provide a time lapse between the two 
quality of life questionnaires and ensuring any contamination 
of responds for the CQLQ from the concurrent validation 
instruments. 
Following enquiring into the patients, pain condition 
with the CPQ, the researcher would have established a fairly 
good rapport with the patient which facilitates smooth 
running of the rest of the interview. Although it was 
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envisaged that there might be some patients who need to be 
followed—up by mail or by phone calls, enough patients were 
willing to be followed up in the ward or inform us of the re-
admission dates which enabled second interviews to take 
place. Therefore, two female oncology patients who needed to 
return by mail their follow-up assessments were dropped from 
the present study. 
(G) Statistical Tools for Data Analysis 
As has been discussed earlier, apart from finding out 
the state of quality of life among patients, this research 
t 
also attempts to find out the sensitivity of the instruments, 
explanatory power of the determinants, and model searching 
for other determinants. 
Different statistical tools appropriate to the specific 
purposes will be employed for the presentation and analysis 
of data. 
For the basic factual findings about the subjects, 
simple frequencies and means will be used, and whenever 
possible, they will be presented in diagrams for easy 
visualization. To test the instrument‘s sensitivity to 
change of quality of life, the measures of quality of life at 
two time points, curative and palliative, are taken. The 
first phase, pre — illness measure, is a measure from ！recal1 
subject to influence by possible unknown factors. Because of 
this consideration, the statistical technique of analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) is used to find the difference in quality of 
life between the curative and palliative phases, the 
statistic student‘s t is used for significance tests. 
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As for estimating the causal effect of the structural 
components on the overall quality of life, the technique for 
multiple regression analysis is used. This provides useful 
summary statistics, multiple correlation coefficient (R) , and 
coefficient of determination (R—square) for the group of 
determinants as a whole. The accompanying analysis of 
variance provides a statistic, F—ratio, significance test of 
the model. For each of the individual structural components, 
multiple regression technique also provides the partial 
correlation coefficients (Partial r) showing its correlation 
r 
with overall quality of life after controlling for the 
effects of other determinants. 
Finally, as an exploratory search for significant pain, 
medical, psychological and social variables as determinants 
of the overall quality of life, the statistical technique of 
General Linear Modelling (GLjIM)I is used. 
5-3 The Demographic, Social, Economic, and Illness Status of 
Subjects 
(A) Samples 
With the above criteria set, the recruitment of subjects 
started. A total of 110 patients were recruited for the 
present study: 30 from the conventional general hospital 
1 GLiIM is a programme specifically developed to facilitate 
fitting generalized linear models and is most useful for 
exploratory purpose. The model fitting process requires firstly 
naming the dependent variables； secondly declaring the nature of 
the model assumed; and thirdly including the independent 
variables into the model, separately or simultaneously. GIjIM 
then fits the best model to the data by choosing those variables 
whose estimates of the parameters minimize the discrepancy. 
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oncology wards, 43 from hospice care wards or hospice home 
care and 34 from orthopaedic and trauma and medical and 
physical rehabilitation wards (Table 5.1). In the process of 
data collection, four male patients from the conventional 
general oncology wards, two female patients from the hospice 
ward refused to participate in the study. Two male patients 
from the hospice ward and two male patients from the 
orthopaedic ward were not included as three had doubtful 
intellectual functioning while the fourth had a history of 
mental illness. Two male subjects from the hospice ward and 
I 
one male and one female from the hospice home care dropped 
out because of death after the first interview. It was 
attempted to match Patients and Controls according to their 
socio—demographic variables. The distribution of the patient 
sample was presented in Figure 5.3 and the distribution of 
the total sample was reported in Figure 5.4. 
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Table 5.1 Distribution of Sample Subjects 
JBSSSBBSSSBSSBBB^BBBBSSBBaBSBBSSBSB^BBSSBSSBBSBBSSBBBEB&BSpBBB^BBBSSS&BSBBSBB&BSSSSBE 
Male Female Total Cumulative 
Total 
Cancer 
Cancer Acute Inpatient 15 18 33 33 
Hospice Inpatient 15 15 30 63 
Hospice Home Care 6 7 13 76 
Patient Controls 
Orthopaedic Inpatient 17 9 26 102 
Medical Inpatient 2 6 8 112 
Normal Control 15 17 32 142 
« 
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Demographic Data of Subjects 
Figure 5.3 Final Study Patients Population (N = 110) 
F i n a l S t u d y P a t i e n t s 
Population 




Figure 5.4 Final Study Population with Patients and Normals 
(N=142) 
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The Hospice Group 
It has to be reported that there were slight difference 
in the assessment procedure between the Hospice and the 
Oncology Group. In the initial trial runs of the CQLQ and 
CPQ in the Hospice where data was collected, a counselling 
nurse, a social worker, a psychiatrist and a consultant 
oncologist attempted the assessment themselves. They also 
took turns to observe the trial interviews. They felt that 
the two questionnaiires especially the CPQ was particularly 
helpful for their setting and requested to have a staff 
t 
following through the assessment. 
In the interviews, patients realized that they were free 
to report and they were told explicitly that this attendance 
of the staff was mainly for training purposes. Therefore, in 
the Hospice setting, in most of the interviews the patients 
were seen by both the researcher and a staff who were 
randomly selected from each ward according to their pre—set 
duty list. As for the second interview, since it was short 
and difficult to arrange for joint interviews all the time, 
approximately half of the patients were seen with staff 
members. The staff members included mainly nurses, 
counselling nurses, an oncologist, a psychiatrist, a social 
worker and a chaplain. 
The Hospice atmosphere is congenial and open as 
reflected by the 'openness in taking in and evaluating new 
approaches. Following three trial 土interviews with a staff 
member‘s presence, the present researcher was confident that 
the presence of staff would not artificially enhance or 
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depress patients' QL since they could openly assert 
themselves in terms of needs, likes and dislikes to staff 
members. Therefore, they did not need to fake responses in 
the questionnaire for this purpose. As for the Hospice Home 
Care programme, it was a coincidence that an experienced 
counselling nurse was leaving in two months‘ time and there 
was a need to train a new counselling nurse. This 
counselling nurse would be accompanied by a new staff in all 
her visits• This accounted for half of all home interviews. 
The Oncology Group, 
t 
It was not originally planned to have observers in the 
assessment of this group of patients• But since the Hospice 
Group has a strong training element built into the research 
and the present researcher co-ordinates training in the care 
of the dying for final and fourth year medical students, and 
supervises postgraduate clinical psychology trainees and 
psychosocial counselling nurses, these trainees were 
sometimes taken to the interviews as observers for their 
training and also for control purposes so that the two group 
received the same interview procedures. As some of the 
interviews were conducted after office hours and over 
holidays, only half of this group of patients were 
interviewed with an observer for training purposes. 
The Patient Controls 
This group of patients came from the same general 
hospital and received the same administration as the Oncology 
Group. 
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The Normal Control Group 
This group of subjects were mainly hospital staff and 
relatives who matched as closely as possible the demographic 
variables of the patient groups. Half of them were 
interviewed but half felt they preferred to answer the 
questionnaire as if a paper pencil test. Although there were 
written instructions on the questionnaire, the instructions 
were still given verbally. There were 5 normal subjects who 
could not make it for the second interview, among these, 
three follow-up were conducted in their homes and two follow-
t 
up were conducted via the phone. As they were normal and 
mainly staff relatives, it was difficult to arrange for 
trainee observers to be present for this group of subjects. 
It must be mentioned that all groups of patients 
included in the sample were used to having a team of carers, 
medical students and clinical psychology trainees 
participating in observing their treatment process. 
Therefore, introducing an observer in the interviews for this 
setting is not an uncommon phenomenon. 
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(B) Sex 
In gathering the patient sample, effort was made to 
collect as balanced a sex ratio as possible and the 
distrilDutioii is shown in Figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.5 Sex Distribution of the Patient Sample (N = 110) 
S e x d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(N = 110 ) 
Male 50% (36 Cancer 
19 Con t ro l . ) 
Female 50% 
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1 5 2 
(C) Age 
The age of the sample ranged from 18 to 82 and the 
distribution of patients， age is in Figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.6 Age Distribution (Cancer and Patient Controls) 
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(D) Duration of Illness 
The duration of illness ranged from a few months to 
sixteen years. The distribution of duration of illness are 
shown in Figure 5.7. 
Figure 5.7 Duration of Illness of the Patient Sample 
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(E) Education Level 
The education level of the patients varied from having 
no formal education to post-tertiary education• Most 
subjects who had no formal education could read some Chinese 
and read newspapers. However, the bulk of patients coming 
from orthopaedic and medical wards had completed primary 
education* The education level distribution of the patient 
groups is shown in Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.8 Education Level of the Patient Sample 
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(F) Religious Affiliation 
More patients reported having religious affiliation 
(63%) than no affiliation (37%). The religious affiliation 
of the patients was almost equally distributed between formal 
religious affiliation - mainly Protestants and Catholics — 
(31%) and informal religious affiliation (32%) • The group 
that reported having informal religions usually had, as 
commonly found in local Cantonese, mixed beliefs in Buddhism, 
Taoism, or some indigenous gods. Religion among local 
Chinese is mostly uninstitutionalized, and believing in one 
f 
god does not preclude one from believing or paying tribute to 
another. Distribution of the religious affiliation between 
the groups is shown in Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5.9 Religious Affiliation of the Patient Sample 
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(G) Living Arrangement 
Most patients, 85%, lived with their families, 13.6% 
lived alone and only one person (0.9%) lived with others who 
were not related. Distribution of the living arrangement is 
shown in Figure 5.10. 
Figure 5.10 Living Arrangement of the Patient Sample 
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(H) Pre-illness Income Source 
Before they were ill, 46% of the patients were sole 
bread winners; 31.8% did not participate in bringing income 
into the family; and 20.9% shared to contribute to pre — 
illness family income with only one missing case (0.9%). 
Distribution of pre—illness family income source is 
illustrated in Figuire 5.11. 
Figure 5.11 Family Income Source (Pre-illness) of the Patient 
Sample 
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(I) Supporter/Carer 
There is a large proportion of patients (40%) who 
reported that they were the sole supporter and carer for 
themselves during their illness. 31.8% reported being 
supported and cared for by spouse; 18.18% by parents and 
7.27% by children. There were three persons who failed to 
report on who were their supporters (2.72% missing). The 
distribution of supporter/carer during illness is shown in 
Figure 5.12. 
t 
Figure 5.12 Supporter/Carer During Illness for Patient Sample 
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(J) Acceptance of Death 
For the cancer patients at the end of the first 
interview, the present researcher using clinical judgement 
evaluated from the content of the interview the patient's 
death acceptance level. This was written on a separate 
patient list and not retrieved until the completion of all 
the follow-up assessments. This was being put away because 
the knowledge of the evaluation could affect researcher‘s 
attitude towards patients. The number of patients seen were 
so many to allow forgetf ulness to lapse in to aid 
t 
objectivity. The counselling hospice nurses also rated the 
patients as described. Results of the evaluation indicated 
that among all the cancer patients only 30% showed acceptance 
towards their impending death, some were in the partial 
acceptance (17%) , or bargaining (18%) and 25% were at a 
denial stage. This distribution is illustrated in Figure 
5.13. 
Figure 5.13 Acceptance of Death Level in Cancer Patients 
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5•4 Summary 
In this chapter, the research design, method of data 
collection, have been stated. The basic information about 
the subjects is also briefly presented. This social profile 
of patients will provide the background information to put 
the subjects in the appropriate context. with this 
information, we shall turn to the more detailed analysis of 
the data, and proceed to the testing of hypothesis. 
t 
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CHAPTER VI 
METHODOLOGY OF VALIDATION STUDY OF THE CQLQ & CPQ 
6.1 Introduction 
Part of the study described in Chapter 5 serves the 
explanatory function to produce data to validate the CQLQ and 
the CPQ. Part of the study is exploratory to find out the 
structure of the Chinese quality of life, its relationship 
with pain and other interacting social, economic and 
psychological variables. This chapter will cover the 
findings of the exploratory part while Chapter 7 will handle 
the QL model building. Since QL is the dependent variable, 
and the CQLQ is developed for this purpose, it would be 
reported first and followed by the validation findings of 
CPQ. 
Part A 
6.2 Reporting on the Concurrent Validity in a Patient Sample 
(A) Concurrent Validity - Patient Version 
A validity study correlating the CQLQ and Spitzer's QL 
Index with 109 medical students and the test of reliability 
of the CQLQ were reported in Chapter 3 with statistically 
significant correlations. As the CQLQ is specifically 
designed to test terminally ill patients, the cancer group 
was tested with both CQLQ and Spitzer's QL Index for 
concurrent validity. Of the total cancer population (N = 76) 
there were six who were too tired or weak to complete both 
sets, therefore the Spitzer’s QL Index was not administered. 
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As predicted, results support the previous validation 
picture that two QL Index items "activity" and "daily living" 
do not correlate with any of the six components of the CQLQ 
(Table 6.1) as the group under study are too ill to 
contemplate work or self-care. Results supported the 
prediction that similar items, that is the QL Index* s 
"health", "support" and "outlook" items statistically 
correlated significantly with CQLQ，s "health" (p=.01), "human 
relationship and support" (p=.001) and "psychological well 
being" (p=.01) items respectively. Moreover, the CQLQ's 
"psychological well being" item apart from correlating with 
"outlook" also correlated significantly with "health" 
(p=0.001). This is most probably reflecting the 
multifactorial nature of the items. One must have some 
health to feel good and be psychologically well. For short 
forms to assess comprehensive areas of needs, it would be 
difficult to have items measuring single component or else 
the assessment would expand into a long form. 
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Table 6.21 
Correlation Validity CQLQ and Spitzer's QL Index 
CQLQ Health Human Living, Psychological Phil/Spir/ Pulfilment Overall 
& Relation- Activities Well Being Rel. & QL 
Spitzer .. Illness ship & Interest Well Being Completion 




Health 0.3022* - 0 . 3830" 0.4336** - - 0.2978* 
Support - 0 . 4368** - -
Outlook - - - 0.3323* 0 . 3995** 0 . 3502* 0 . 3494* 
Uniscale - - 0.3955** 0.4594** 0.2959* 0.5132** 0.4734** 
JL 
‘ I 





The CQLQ "living, activities and interest" also 
correlated significantly (p < . 001) with health (Table 6.1). 
It is understandable as health is needed for trips, mobility 
and maintaining one's interest or hobby. It is interesting 
to report that "philosophical—spiritual—religious well being" 
and "fulfilment and completion of task were also 
statistically significant in their correlation with QL 
Index's "Outlook" (p = 0.001 and p > 0.01 respectively). 
Looking at the overall picture in Table 6.1, the 6 items 
of the CQLQ correlated highly with three items of the QL 
Index. The QL Index Uniscale correlates with four of six 
components of the CQLQ. However, the CQLQ Overall QL 
correlated with only "health" and "outlook" items of the QL 
Index. It seems that the CQLQ‘s 6 dimensions were 
concentrated in 3 of the 5 items of Spitzer's question. The 
uniscale of Spitzer‘s seem to explain more of CQLQ‘s 
component than vis — a—vis • In view of this finding, the 
structures of the CQLQ and the QL Index has to be examined. 
However, before we analyze the structure of the CQLQ and QL 
Index, nurses rating for concurrent validity results should 
also be examined, 
(B) Concurrent Validity - Nurses QL Ratings 
Both the CQLQ and the QL Index has a form for raters who 
know the patient well to rate on patient's QL (Appendix 3.12a 
and 3.13c). This might be a professional carer or a 
relative. In this study we used nurses ratings to find out 
the concurrent validity of Spitzer’s QL Index Ratings‘ Form 
and the CQLQ Raters‘ Form. Nurses ratings are only available 
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in hospice care patients as acute wards are busy and the 
change over of staff and patients make rating difficult if 
not impossible. 
Results of nurses ratings supported patients' own 
evaluation in that the Overall QL only explains three aspects 
of Spitzer‘s 5 items but the correlated items were different. 
These are "daily living", "support" and "outlook". The 
Uniscale correlated with all of the dimensions of the CQLQ 
except ‘health‘. Nurses ratings of ‘health‘ items of both 
questionnaires do not correlate significantly. Good ‘health‘ 
in Spitzer's definition for raters is defined as 'has been 
t 
appearing to feel well or reporting feeling "great" most of 
the time'. In defining good health for the CQLQ, the nurse 
had to evaluate on a 9一:point scale or in mental calculation 
of 90% the patients' ‘health, appetite, pain, discomfort and 
appearance‘. As the instructions were different, nurses who 
pay more attention to vocabulary difference of ‘health‘ would 
rate differently, whereas the patient sample were more 
concerned with global health consciousness. They responded 
to health in both as if they were related. This might be the 
reason behind the statistical correlation between 'health‘ 
items in patients' rating while not in that of the nurses. 
Besides, Spitzer's QL Index was designed for physicians with 
an option for patient's response, nurses might be more 
attuned to the QL Index by nature of their training. Thus 
nurses‘ ratings reflected more significant correlations 
between CQLQ and QL Index's items (Table 6.2). One point 
worth mentioning is that QL Index's "outlook" item correlated 
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highly (p=0.001) withCQLjQis "psychological", "philosophical — 
spiritual—religious" and "fulfilment, completion of task" 
items. This could suggest that patients needs in these three 




Concurrent Validity - Nurses' QL Rating of CQLQ & QL Index 
CQLQ Health Human Living, Psychological Phil/Spir/ Fulfilnent Overall 
k Relation- Activities Well Being Rel. & QL 
Spitzer Illness ship & Interest Well Being Coipletion 
QL Index & Support of Task 
Activity - - 0.3857* - ： __： 
Daily - - 0.4495* 0.4621* - _ 0.4751** 
Living 
Health - : 0.4393* ： ： ： 
Support - 0 . 6893** - 0 . 4274* - : 0.5192** 
Outlook - 0.3863* 0.4818* 0.5206** 0.5332^  0 . 4466** 0 . 5741** 
Uniscale - 0.4374* 0.5174* 0.5437** 0.6999* 0.6809** 0.5950** 
QL [ _ _ _ J 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
-Non-significant 
. * .01 
** .001 
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(C) CQLQ and QL Index Structures 
Present pattern of correlation and findings suggested 
that CQLQ and QL Index both measure quality of life but with 
different terminology, perspective and emphasis- In view of 
these findings, the structure of both questionnaires need to 
be examined. A multiple regression is performed on both 
structures using the QL Index Uniscale and CQLQ Overall items 
as dependent variables regressing the items of the two scales 
respectively onto the model. After examining each structure 
independently, the QL Index's Uniscale and the CQLQ Overall 
QL were crossed over to regress against the other 
questionnaire's items* Since the CQLQ is primarily designed 
for terminally ill patients, only the data of the cancer 
group would be analysed for this purpose. 
The CQLQ Structure Results suggest that the 6 items of 
the CQLQ could explain 76% (R square=.7872) of the Overall 
QL. Four of the 6 components e;xplain significantly the 
overall QL. Details can be found in Chapter VII (Table 7.3). 
The QL Index Structure: Taking the QL Index Structure 
into consideration and regressing the QL Index's 5 items onto 
the Uniscale, results suggest that they explain 4% (R 
square=.04297) of the QL Index Uniscale with none out of the 
5 items explaining and contributing to the Uniscale as shown 














































































































































































































































































































































































































The picture becomes interesting when Spitzer’s QL 
Index's Uniscale is used as the dependent variable while 
regressing the CQLQ•s 6 components onto it, the percentage 
explanable by the CQLQ's 6 components was up to 46% (R 
square-•4602) . Results also suggest that 3 components 
contributed significantly to the QL Index's Uriiscale as shown 
by the significant t in Table 6.4. 
When this was reversed, using CQLQ Overall QL as 
dependent variable and regressing the QL Index onto it, the 
R square is again very low (0.0795), only 7% is explanable 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This is probably related to the definition of the QL 
Index Uniscale and the CQLQ Overall Scale. According to the 
QL Index Uniscale, the information for respondents for the 
highest quality of life applies to someone (i) physically and 
(ii) mentally independent, (iii) communicating well ；vith 
others, (iv) able to do most of the things enjoyed, (v) 
pulling own weight, (vi) with a hopeful yet realistic 
attitude. These six criteria for highest quality of life (QL 
Index) in fact coincided explicitly with the 6 components of 
CQLQ whereas QL Index's items 1 & 2 were only implicitly 
inferred in this definition. Present results of the QL 
Index's Uniscale for Chinese Patients serve to add 
information to the 5 items rather than defining and including 
the 5 items into a single question for the Chinese population 
in Hong Kong. 
On the contrary, the information for respondents for 
CQLQ ‘ s Overall QL by way of construction and wording does not 
fit into the QL Index structure. The CQLQ instiruction for 
the overall quality of life is (i) to smnmairize on the items 
of (ii) health,* human relationship & support ； living, 
activities, & interest; psychological state； life view, & 
religious life; and fulfilment of wishes & completion of 
tasks, (iii) what is the overall quality of l i f e T h e 
wording of summarizing, the inclusion of the dimensions of 
needs as reminder of the components of quality of life, and 
asking them to estimate the overall quality gave a quite 
different picture as to how the Overall QL is being arrived 
at. It has 6 components, but each individual would have to 
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make up his or her mind as to how he/she weighted each to sum 
it up to make an overall assessment. The overall QL 
therefore is a product derived from the patients' own mental 
process of the proportion of importance among the 6 
components. 
(D) Summary of Findings of the Validity of the Patient 
Sample 
From this project‘s experience in a Chinese population, 
the Spitzer's Uniscale served as additional information to 
the QL Index's 5 items. Whereas the Overall QL of the CQLQ 
serve as a way for the patient to pjrioritize and apportion 
importance of the 6 dimensions of needs and reflecting it in 
the Overall QL score. 
Both patients' and nurses ‘ QL results (Tables 6.1 & 6.2) 
suggest that CQLQ has one item relevant to health and 5 items 
representing needs other than health. However, the QL index 
placed health and self care as important components taking up 
2 items thus leaving only 3 items to include all social, 
psychological, beliefs and other aspects of life. 
Present findings suggest that although both 
questionnaires measure quality of life, there are some fine 
differences between these two tests. This is an important 
finding as the purpose of assessment would determine which is 
a more suitable test for different purposes. It seems that 
Spitzer's QL Index supplies information with emphasis on 
health and self care whereas the CQLQ supplies information on 
psychosocial and general adjustment. As this chapter is 
devoted to exploratory aspects of the Chinese quality of life 
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structure, the components of CQLQ's and their relation with 
the Overall QL would be further analysed and reported in 
Chapter VII. The Chinese QL with pain, social, demographic 
and psychological variables entering into consideration would 
also be reported in Chapter VII. 
6.3 Reporting on the CQLQ Validation Findings 
(A) The Overall Patient QL Picture between groups 
(Hypothesis a) 
In the pre—illness condition, when the Normal Group 
means were compared to the Cancer Group means, the Cancer 
Group's recollection of their pre—illness condition was 
better than the normals in 6 out of 7 measures while the 
Patient Controls fare least well even at Pre—illness 
condition (Table 6.11). When these results were put under 
statistical examination, it was found that the overall 
quality of life measures do not yield significant differences 
between the Oncology, the Hospice Group, the Cancer and 
Normal Group. However, the exception is that both of the 
Cancer Groups scored significantly higher than the Patient 
Controls (t-2.23, df=64.06, p=0.029 and t=2.42, df=63.12, 
p=0.018) {Table 6.11), Results partially supported 
Hypothesis (a) 's prediction that there is no difference 
between groups at Pre-illness phase. The only exception is 
that the Cancer group scored higher, this could be a factor 
of Cancer Patients' exaggerated memory of the good old days. 
On the other hand it could be a real difference of lower OQL 
of the Patient Controls (Figure 6.1). This is the overall 
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picture of the four samples. The discussion of the 
implication would be separately discussed according to the 
validation needs. 
Merely looking at the means of the three groups (the 
‘ I . -
cancer group, the Patient Group and the Normal Group), the 
normal group scored higher in all the specific QL and Overall 
QL in Time Points 2 and 3, that is curative end and 
palliative phases (Table 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10). 
t 
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T a b l e 6 . 6 
CQLQ: Means and Standard Deviations by groups 
Palliative / Rehabilitation 
Patient 
Cancer Control Normal 
Mean s .d. Mean s .d. Mean s .d. 
Health and 4.95 2.03 4.71 2.15 7.41 1.41 
Illness 
Human Relations 7.33 1.88 6.50 2.27 7.87 1.16 
and Support 
Living, 4.70 2.14 4.44 1,97 6.97 1.80 
Activities 
and Interest 
Psychological 5.63 2.24 4.74 2.29 6,97 1.73 
Well-Being 
Phil./Spir./ 6.66 1.86 5.06 2.32 6.47 2.00 
Rel. Well-Being 
Fulfilment, 6.13 2.16 4.91 2.18 7.00 1.50 
Completion of 
Task 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chinese QL's Discrimination betveen Groups 
Pre-illness 
•fiealth Sman Living, Psychological Phil./ Fnlfilient, Overall 
Relations Activity, Hell-Being Spir./ Completion 
； Interest Religion of Task 
Oncology U.S. N.S. t=-2.20 H.S. H.S. N.S. H.S. 
vs df=51.]4 
Hospice p=0.032 
Bospice t:2.49 N.S. t=2.42 M.S. t=3.]4 U.S. t=2.23 
vs df=65.47 df=53J5 df=65.24 (if=6U6 
Patient p=0.015 p=0.019 p=0.000 p=0.029 
Control 
Oncology t=2.26 U.S. H.S. N.S. H.S. t=2.09 t=2.42 
…64J3 , (jf=58.03 df=63.12 
Patient p=0.027 p=0.041 p=0.018 
Control 
Cancer U.S. t=-2.52 t:2.36 N.S. K.S. LS. H.S. 
vs (lf=82J8 (lf=47.5? 
Horial p=O.OH p=0.022 
Group 






All Patients' QL specific and overall scores drop in the 
curative and palliative phases with the normals maintaining 
a much better QL (Figure 6.2 and 6.3) . When the third 
assessment time point is examinated, results suggest that the 
• Jr. 
normals enjoy the highest overall quality of life (mean: 
7.06, S.D. 1.37)； seconded by the cancer group (mean: 5.76, 
S.D. 2.12)； and lastly the patient control (mean: 4.94, S.D. 
2.17) (Table 6.6). 
But there is one exception at the palliative phase, the 
’ Philosophical — Spiiritual — Religious Well Being' of the Cancer 
Group caught up with the normal 只 roup and scored even 
slightly higher. The distribution of means of the three 
groups at different phases could be best illustrated in 
visual form (Fig. 6.2 and 6.3). One could see a trend that 
normals score highest at time points two and three, seconded 
by cancer patients, while the lowest quality of life reported 
were from the Patient Controls. 
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Figure 6.1 
Means and S.D. of QL by group 
Pre-illness / One year ago 
Mean 
10 f I 
i i i i i 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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t - Psycho, wel l -being 5. Phil. & sp i r i . l i fe 
6. complet ion of tasks 7. Overal l 
Figure 6.2 
Means and S.D. of QL by group 
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Mean 
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Figure 6.3 
Means and S.D. of QL by group 
Palliative / Rehabilitation 
Mean 
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miiiii 
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Comparing QL at Pre-illness and Curative End Phases 
(Hypothesis b) 
As predicted in Hypothesis (Id) all patient groups have a 
significant drop of overall QL in the curative phase as 
compared to Pre_illness phase which is illustrated in all the 
significant t values in Table 6.19. 
In examining the results of the specific QLs, the 
specific QL of different groups also dropped in the 
comparison of Pre-illness and curative phase in Health (Table 
6.13) ； in living, activities and interest (Table 6.14) ； in 
psychological well being (Table 6.15,) ； spiritual well being 
(Table 6.16)； and completion of task (Table 6.17). The one 
that maintain its level of QL is ‘ Human relations and 
support ‘ (Table 6.18) vzhich is understandable. When a person 
falls ill and hospitalization is warranted, this area might 
experience an increase instead of dropping. Results 
therefore supported Hypothesis (b) in that the Overall QL and 
the 5 specific QLs dropped at curative end phase (Tables 
6.13; 6.14; 6.15; 6.16 and 6.17) but not in 'Human Relations 
and Support ‘ . The consistency, and in some incidence an 
improvement of human relation and support during illness 
seems to be the same for Cancer Patients and Patient 
Controls. 
Comparing Hospice Group's Curative End and Palliative Phase 
(Hypothesis C) 
Results mostly supported hypothesis (c) in that the 
Overall and 5 specific QLs of the Hospice Group improved at 
the Palliative Phase. The are statistically significant 
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difference between curative end and palliative phase for the 
Overall QL (t=-4.22, p=0.001, Table 6.19)； the Health QL (t=-
2.40, p=0.05. Table 6.13) ； the Living, Activities and 
Interest QL (t=-3.21, p=0.01. Table 6.14)； the Psychological 
Well-Being QL (t=-4.13, p=0.001. Table 6.15)； the 
Philosophical—Spiritual-Religious QIj (t=—4.29, p=0.001. Table 
6.16) and the Fulfilment and Completion of task QL (t=-3.98, 
p=0.001. Table 6.17) . The only exception of the seven QLs ae 
Human Relationship and Support QL (t=-1.65, p=non-
significant)• The consistency of this aspect of QL seem to 
re-iterate that human relation and s,upport has risen to its 
peak and stayed at its maximum level during serious illness 
and therefore do not show any significant change over time 
for curative and palliative phases. 
It is worth reporting that there were no significant 
changes of the Overall QL of the Oncology Group, the Patient 
Controls and Normal Groups between the curative and 
palliative phase. Although the trend were such that all 
patient groups reported slight but non—significant 
improvement in Overall QL during palliative phase, only the 
Hospice Group report significant improvement at the 
palliative phase (Table 6.19). 
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Table 6.21 
CQLQ's Discriiination between Groups 
Curative/Acute 
.Bealtli Mu Living, Psychological Phil./ Ffllfiloient, Overall 
Relations Activity, ifell-Being Spir./ Conpletion 
Interest Religion of Task 
Oncology LS. M.S. M.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
vs 
Bospice 




Oncology N.S. H.S. U.S. t=2.46 U. t=2.30 M.S. 
vs dH2.51 (1H3.95 
fatient p=0.01] ‘ p=0.025 
Control 
Cancer t=-].l2 N.S. t=-?.45 t=-4J0 H.S. t--4.33 t=-5.97 
dHl.ll (1{=63.42 (lf=71.28 i]f=86.91 mil] 
Morial p=0.000 p=0.000 p=0.000 p=0.000 p=0.000 
Group 
Patient tH.10 t-lU t=-].21 t=-6.02 t=-2J5 t=-5J0 t=-5 58 
Control df=63.95 (if=51.63 df=64 df=63.11 dH! df=55.03 df=53i4 





Health Item's Responsiveness over time 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
ipsa^sassssnsssi, \ 丨 ‘ • 
•^Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means 
Oncology 3.4688 9.23*** 3.0000 7.43*** -0.3750 -1.25(N.S.> 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 3.7317 10.43*** 3.0000 8.41*** -0.8537 -2.40* 
Group 
？H3 
Patient 3,2941 8.64*** 2.3235 5.35*** -0.9706 -3.53** 
Controls 
U=34 









Living, Activities and Interest Itea's Responsiveness over tine 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
BBasaasss i ii i sssssaasas ii i ‘ ‘ — Mjeggggga ； ‘ 
"Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Mean 
Oncology 3.4688 11.52*** 2.6970 8.04*** -0.7188 -2.13* 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 3.8293 11.90*** 3.0233 8.21*** -0.9268 -3.21** 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 3.5588 7.82*** 2.6471 6.77*** -0.9118 -2.98** 
Controls 
N=34 




alph= * .05 
“ .01 
… . 0 0 1 
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Table 6.21 
Psychological Weil-Being Ilea's Responsiveness over time 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
llllll ^ ^ ― — — — — — p ^ — a — e — — —————— 
Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means 
Oncology 2.1875 5.43*** 1.7576 4.93*** -0.3750 -1.34(N.S.) 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 2.8537 6.94*** 1.6977 4.57*** -1.3659 -4.13*** 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 2.9412 6.71*** 2.0000 4.71*** -0.9412 -3.40** 
Controls 
H=34 




alpha- * .05 
** .01 
… . 0 0 1 
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Table 6.16 
Philosophical/Spiritual/Religious Item's Responsiveness over time 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means 
Oncology 0.8125 1.87* 0.3333 0.76{N.S.) -0.4688 -2.18* 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 1.7561 4.08*** 0.5116 1.43(N.S.) -1.4146 -4.29*** 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 0.9706 2.96** 0.7353 1 . 91* -0.2353 -0J7{N.S.) 
Controls 
N=34 




alpha- * .05 
“ .01 
. 0 0 1 
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Table 6.21 
Fulfilient and Coapletion of task's Iten's Responsiveness over tiue 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
ii i.i i • i i i 11 i ' i iii ii i l n iii i i ii aBagaz^aaeaaaBaMegaBcsMag^a r •• ih 丨 iii, 11 ii i • 旧 ' m i ^ ‘丨丨 | 
Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means 
Oncology 1.9394 5.29*** 1.6970 4.29*** -0.2424 -0.84(N.S.) 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 1 . 8605 4 . 31… 0 . 6744 1 .71*** -1 . 1860 -3 . … 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 2.2059 5.15*** 1.7353 3.78*** -0.4706 -1.83* 
Controls 
N=34 
Normal 0.0000 0.00(N.S.) 0.0938 0.55fN.S.) 0.0938 0.55(N.S.) 
Group 
N=32 
I I • I I ' I . Ill ' I I ‘ ‘ • • '1 
N.S.) Non-significant 
alpha= * .05 
** .01 
… . 0 0 1 
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Table 6.21 
Human Relationship and Support Iteu's Responsiveness over time 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
"Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means 
Oncology -0.0313 -0.09{N.S.) 0.0000 0.00(N.S.) 0.0313 0.24(N.S.) 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice -0.6750 -2.56* -0.7857 -2.73** -0.2308 -1.65{N.S.) 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 0.0882 0.24(N.S.) 0.0588 0.17(N.S.) -0.0294 -0.19(N.S.) 
Controls 
N=34 





** .01 . 
*** .001 
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(B) The Responsiveness of the CQLQ 
Jaeschke & Guyatt (1990) have pointed out that , the 
traditional reliability, the correlation coefficient, is 
inappropriate for evaluative instruments. The usefulness of 
an evaluative instrument depends on its responsiveness, that 
is, its ability to detect clinically important changes even 
if these changes are small‘ (p.54) . Therefore, in this 
study, the reporting of reliability would be reported later 
at section 6.4 whereas the responsiveness of the CQLQ would 
be reported first. 
Before reporting, it is importdnt to recapitulate that 
the group that are expected to have no change in QL over the 
3 time points is the Normal Group. The second group that 
would have a relatively stable QL is the Oncology Group who 
lives in a conventional oncology ward with other curative 
phase patients. The group that was predicted to have some 
changes is .the Patient Controls who were all to a larger or 
smaller extend recovering although their status were still 
inpatients of the same hospital* The group that were 
expected to change most was the Hospice Group this group 
experienced an awareness of imminent death as they were 
transferred to hospice care and subsequently received total 
patient care during the palliative phase. 
Responsiveness of Overall Quality of Life Score (OQL) 
The most worthwhile point of comparison is the point at 
the change of a treatment condition and after the change. 
Present results of the Overall QL supported the hypothesis 
that there is change from time point 2 to time point 3, that 
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is curative end to palliative phase for the Hospice Group in 
that their overall quality of life improved during the 
palliative phase and this change is statistically significant 
(difference of means -1.2558, t -4.22 p<.001) (Table 6.19). 
The Patient Controls and the Oncology Group have slight 
improvement in OQL (difference in means -0.38 and -0.36 
respectively) but the difference is not statistically 
significant (Table 6.19). 
Results suggest that Hospice Care treatment correlates 
with significant improvement in OQL at the palliative phase. 
When the Pre—illness OQL is compared against the curative 
phase and palliative phase, all patient groups reported a 
statistically significant drop of QL (Table 6.19). On the 
contrary the normal sample do not yield any difference 
between the three time points (Table 6.19) . As for the 
Normal Group, the OQL score were very stable across Time 
Points 2 and 3, the difference of means was -0.06 and little 
change was observed from their OQL (Table 6.19). 
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Table 6.21 
Overall QL's Responsiveness over tine 
Pre-illness vs Pre-illness vs Curative vs 
Curative Palliative Palliative 
Difference t value Difference t value Difference t value 
of Means of Means of Means . 
Oncology 2.2121 5.84*** 1.8485 5.57*** -0.3636 -1.38(N.S.) 
Group 
N=33 
Hospice 2.6047 6.26*** 1.3488 3.57*** -1.2558 -4.22*** 
Group 
N=43 
Patient 1.8824 4.87*** 1.5000 3.87*** -0.3824 -1.60(N.S.) 
Controls 
N=34 








Responsiveness of the Specific Quality of Life (SQL) 
The Hospice Group (Hypothesis C) 
This is the group where maximuim and positive change 
during the palliative phase, the third time point of 
measurement was hypothesized. This group actually reported 
most significant positive changes during the palliative 
phase. Comparing the curative and palliative phases‘ quality 
of life, five out of six dimensions improved significantly in 
SQL during the palliative phase (Table 6.8) that is Health 
(P<'Ob)； Living Activities & Interest (p<.01)； Psychological 
Well Being (p<.001)； Philosophical—Spiritual—Religious Well 
Being (p<.001)； and Fulfilment & Completion of Tasks 
(p<.001). The only exception is the ‘Human Relationship and 
Support‘ dimension, where there was improvement but not 
statistically significant improvement as reported earlier. 
This is most probably reflecting the true picture as family, 
relatives, and friends, when they realize that a patient has 
reached curative end phase, they would generally offer good 
support. Therefore the already high QL in Time Point Two 
contributed to the non—significance change in the palliative 
phase. However, we have observed that there was significant 
positive changes in this dimension comparing the Pre-illness 
and curative, (difference of means -0.675 t -2.56 p<0.05) and 
Pre-illness and palliative (difference of means -0.786 t 一 
2.73 P<0.01). It could be possible that the social support 
network had worked to its highest level and maintained at 
that quality between the curative end and palliative phase. 
Results of this study confirms Hypothesis (C) that the 
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Overall QL and most Specific QLs improve at Time Point 3 when 
compared to Time Point 2 for Hospice Patients-
The Oncology Group (Hypothesis f) 
Comparing the Oncology Group ‘ s cuirative end and the 
palliative phases only yielded statistically significant 
change in ’ Ljiving, activities and Interest ‘ and 
’ Philosophical/Spiritual/Religious Well Being, dimensions 
(Table 6.7). The Oncology Group patients reported 
significantly better QL in Living, Activities and Interest 
(difference of means=-0.719, t=-2.13, p<0.05). This could 
reflect the withdrawal of toxic medigation in the palliative 
phase, which meant a gradual disappearance of its side 
effects, which give the patient better chance for activities. 
As for the sudden rise in QL in ’Spiritual Well Being' 
in the third time point (difference of means=-0.469, t 
value = — 2.18, p<0.05) (Table 6.7) , since there was no special 
support offered by the caring team, the change might have 
been a natural course of the illness and the maturation of 
the personality. The duration of illness and the experience 
of having a life—threatening illness might have speeded up 
life experiences and spiritual maturity, thus the CQLQ picked 
up statistically significant positive change during the 
palliative phase. 
Results of the Oncology Group again supported the 
hypothesis that this group of patients would experience 
little change 
during the palliative phase as their awareness 
of their condition was limited and the treatment environment 
did not change. Out of 6 dimensions plus the overall quality 
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of life, only the two changes accounted for above were 
evident. However, the CQLQ did pick up the changes from Pre-
illness to Curative & Pre—illness to palliative phase QL 
difference. Thus Hypothesis(f)'s prediction that OQL and 
Specific QLs of the Oncology Group will remain fairly 
constant at Time Points 2 and 3 is supported. 
If one examine the QL changes from the Pre—illness to 
curative end phase and pre—illness to palliative phase, most 
of the SQL and the OQL were lower than the pre-illness phase 
and these differences were statistically significant (Table 
6.7) . The only exceptions were the ‘ Human Relation & 
Support‘ and 'Philosophical or spiritual or religious well 
being,• The non-significant change in human irelationship and 
support might be due to the lack of awareness of the death 
threat whereby everyone function as if the chironic illness 
was going to last for sometime. 
The Patient Controls (Hypothesis e) 
It was hypothesized that patient controls would improve 
as they shift from a curative to rehabilitation phase. 
Results partially supported this hypothesis. The Overall QL 
improved by 0.382 but the increase is not statistically 
significant when the change from curative end to palliative 
phase. However, out of six dimensions of specific QL, three 
improved significantly during this phase (Table 6.9). 
‘Health & Illness (difference of means -0.971, t -3.53, 
P<0.01) ; Ljiving, Activities & Interest ‘ (difference of means 
一 0 . 9 1 2 , t -2.98, p<0.01)； and •Psychological Well Being, 
(difference of means -0.941, t -3.40, p<0.01) (Table 6.9). 
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It is understandable to expect significant improvement in 
these 3 areas of life in patients removed from life 
threatening accidents or health crises. For this group, they 
are looj^ing forward to a more active life as time and hope 
are again included in their future. Therefore philosophical/ 
spiritual and completion of tasks were not their immediate 
concern. It also suggest that QL is relative to situation 
and when internal or external conditions change, the relative 
importance of QL changes. Their concern was to regain health 
and be back to the active participating world again. At this 
point when this group of patients get better and become more 
independent, social support and the need of it become less 
obvious. Thus it is not surprising that the human irelation 
and support did not change at this point of time. It seems 
that the CQLQ was able to pick up changes that is appropriate 
to the changing condition of the patient group and 
HypothesisCe) is partially supported. 
The Normal Group (Hypothesis d) 
As hypothesized the normal control subjects‘ Overall QL 
and all the 6 specific QLs remaine(3 constant over the three 
time points* Table 6.10 shows that no one single in QL at 
any time point were significant in the 21 cells table. 
Therefore, the hypothesis that the overall QL and the 
specific QLs of the normal group remains constant over the 
three time point is overwhelmingly supported. 
(C) Discrimination Power of the CQLQ Hypothesis(a) 
Hypothesis (a) assumes that all three patient groups and 
the normal giroup shaire the same baseline in overall QL at 
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Time Point One, that is the Pre — illness phase. This 
assumption is only partially supported by present results as 
described in the Overall Picture earlier in this chapter. It 
is in this section where the discrimination power of the CQLQ 
is examined that a further analysis and discussion is 
necessary. 
In terms of overall QL at the pre-illness phase, Table 
6.11 shows that there were no significant differences between 
the Oncology and Hospice groups, the Cancer Group and the 
Normal Groups, and there was no significant difference 
between the Patient Group and the Normal Group. However, 
when the Patient Controls was compared to the Hospice and the 
Oncology Group, the Cancer patients of both Hospice and 
Oncology groups reported a higher OQL than the Patient 
Control (t=2.23, df=64.06, p=0.029; t=2.42, df=63.12, p=0.018 
respectively). This difference might have two folds, the 
Patient Controls might have been an accident prone group and 
less adequate in adjustment. Or the Cancer Group went 
through such long suffering that memory of their past healthy 
condition 
weire grossly exaggerated as they weire comparing 
from almost their present no health condition to the past 
functioning as an independent person. While the next 
postulation needed further investigation to answer. The 
first postulation that the Patient Controls might differ 
initially is supported by the coping results among different 
groups (Table 6.20). The coping ability in terms of problem 
solving ability was higher for the cancer group (mean 6.11, 
s.d. 2.06) than the Patient Control (mean 4.97 s.d. 2.19) and 
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the difference is statistically significant (t=2.55 df=60.11 
p=0.013) (Table 6.20). 
When the cancer group‘s (mean 6.7 s.d. 1.93) (Table 
6.20) ability to adjust to environment was compared to the 
Patient Controls (mean 5.09 s .d. 2.31), the cancer group 
reported a significantly higher adjustment ability (t=3.54, 
df=54.31, p=0.001) (Table 6.21). If one examine their 
psychological status, the Cancer Group has slightly lower 
means for neurotic and psychotic score than the Patient 
Controls (Table 6.20 and 6.21). However, the difference of 
neurotic score is not significant whereas the psychotic score 
is statistically significant. Although these results were 
based on patient reports, the reporting could have been 
affected by the illness experience of both groups. 
Nevertheless, results suggest that despite severe illness and 
threat of life, the Cancer Group is a group that copes better 
and is less vulnerable to psychological distress when 
compared to the Patient Controls. Present results seem to 
suggest that the Overall QL of the CQLQ, apart from its 
sensitivity in picking up change within indivic^uals, it might 
also be able to discriminate between groups. 
(D) The CQLQ and Changes Over the Three Time Points 
The CQLQ is the first attempt to develop a Chinese 
quality of life questionnaire, which produced results 
indicating evaluative power. It picks up change within 
patients when the treatment conditions changed. It also 
picked up no change for the normal group when the related 
aspects of life were constant (Figure 6.1 to 6.3). 
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Therefore, it is helpful to report on Patients, CQLQ Picture 
of change over time when the internal and external conditions 
change. 
Comparing the Overall QL between the pre-illness, 
curative—end and palliative phases there are changes in all 
the patient (N = 110). The figure below illustrated a skew 
towards the 'best‘ quality of life in the pre—illness phase 
(Figure 6.4), while the curative—end or acute phase show a 
skew toward the opposite direction• When palliative phase 
sets in, the patient seems to regain some QL and the curve 
becomes an almost normal curve (Figu^re 6.4). 
Figure 6.4 Overall QL Changes Over 3 Time Points 
Three Time Points QL 
(Overall QL) 
frequency 
30 I 1 
25 
- � - I i . 十 
- — . . . . . . . . - - 1 - T T —-
1 � - - - — | i - | r . _ . -:iii[|ltii 
worit 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 ^ 
rating 
• i Pre-iUnesa Curative sUte Palliative slate (N=1100 (N=107) (N=110) 
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The specific QLs also show changes that reflect changes 
between the three phase 'Health' and •Living, activities and 
interest' are the dimensions that drop most as seen in Fig. 
6.5 and Fig. 6.6. 
Figure 6.5 Figure 6.6 
Health & Illness QL Living, Activities & 
Changes Over 3 Time Points Interest QL Changes Over 
3 Time Points 
Th二ee t ime points QL Three Time Points QL 
(Health & Illness i tem) , (Function & Interest) 
frequency 
60 — frequency 40 
50 .„._. 
3 0 一一 
4 0 -
30 ： I 
J| 20 1 1——一.置一一. 
tStlStf luili i i wirH 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ^ ^ 
rating 
rating HH Pre-iUness 國 CuraUve sUte IM] PaHiatire state _ ^^ 
(N=110) (N=107) /v=iiO^ Pre-iUness CM l CuraUve s U l e lMJ Palliative sUte 
、 ‘ 、’ ‘ … - - 、 （N=J10) (N=107) (N=110) 
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Relationship and support appears to be the most stable 
dimension throughout the three phases. However, one could 
also detect a rise toward the higher quality direction during 
curative and palliative phase (Fig. 6.7) 
Figure 6.7 Figure 6.8 
Human Relations & Support QL Psychological Well Being 
Changes Over 3 Time Points QL Changes Over 3 Time 
Points 
T1 严ee Time Points QL Three Time Points QL 
(Relationship & Support) , (Psychological State) 
frequency 
40 I frequency 
35 •‘ •—— 1 
顏 
_ 30 
3 0 》::： 
^ 25 
_ I _ 20 ._：；；：.... — — . n 
: t i i i l - l i t i i 
^ Trirst 2 3 4 5 . 6 7 8 
ra 如 g r a t i ng 
^ a Pre-il lness Curative state E D Palliative state B l d •„ RTOV) 一 , 
_ 】 o ) (K.oe) ( 請 9) 画 二 r ^ V Z T ' 
The swing from high quality during healthy pre-illness 
phase to the low quality end during curative/acute phase and 
raising again when entering palliative phase is a most 
interesting phenomenon that happens in the ‘psychological 
well being‘, the •spiritual well being‘ and 'completion of 
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task, dimensions (Fig. 6.8, 6.9, 6.10). These figures 
demonstrated the change in QL at different time points when 
illness condition changes. It seems that the rise in quality 
in life in psychological well being, taking the Hospice Group 
as an example, is statically significant (difference of 
means=-1.36, t value=-4.13, p<0.001) . The same applies to 
•Philosophical/Spiritual/Religious Well Being' and 
•Completion of Task' where the difference of means are -1.415 
and -1.186 and the t values are -4.29 and -3.98 respectively 
(Table 6.16). Using the Hospice Group as an example, the 
Specific QLs of the CQLQ do not only pick up deterioration 
but also the well being end of the continuum. 'Psychological 
Well Being•, •Philosophical/Spiritual/Religious Well Being, 
and ,Completion of Task' seem to be the dimensions to rise as 
death approaches but the rise is most probably aided by the 
hospice care setting• 
Figure 6.9 Figure 6.10 
Phil•—Spir•—Rel, Well Being Completion of Tasks QL 
QL Changes Over 3 Time Points Changes Over 3 Time Points 
frequency 
35 ！ — — frequency 
30 I — 
3。 一 I I 
- — — 一 — — - - . . . . . . . . - 一 — — - I 
m 2 0 .......... 》 . 一 — ：:;： ：；：； w — — — 
20 I I 
- — — - — — . I — p L | . I - - - — — - - I . - … 
:tertH t i l l B 
^ ^orit 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 t ^ 
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rating 
• • Pre-iUnesa S S S CuraUve state E H ] PaJliative s U U m m _ .„ jtot^] 
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(N=110) (N=107) (N=110) 
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T a b l e 6 . 2 1 
Means and Standard Deviations of Psychological Aspects by 
Groups 
Palliative / Rehabilitation Phase 
” Patient 
Cancer Control Normal 
Mean s.d. Mean s.d, Mean s.d. 
Ability to 6.11 2.06 4.97 2.19 7.22 1.31 
Problem Solving 
Ability to 6.70 1.93 5.09 2.31 7.59 1.32 
Environmental 
Adjustment 
Neurotic Score 8.50 4.86 9.03 4.03 2.04 2,55 
Psychotic Score 0.36 0.68 0.75 0.84 0.21 0.42 
ssgsasissna^sssssm 存 im aasaaaaea 
� y 
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T a b l e 6 . 2 1 
Psychological Differences by Groups 
Neurotic Psychotic Problem Environmental 
Score Score Solving Adjustment 
: iVbility Ability 
Cancer N.S. t=-2.30 t=2.55 t=3.54 
vs df=49.61 df=60.11 df=54.31 
Patient p=0.026 p=0.013 p=0.001 
Control 
Cancer t=8.65 N.S. t=-3.36 t=-2.79 
vs df=89.40 df=89.11 df=52.93 
Normal p=0.000 p=0.001 p=0.006 
Group 
Patient t=8.14 t=3.18 t=-5.08 t=-5.45 
Control df=53.07 df=46.65 df=54.49 df=52.93 




(E) Summary of Findings of the CQLQs Validation 
The CQLQ appears to be sensitive to pick up changes 
within patient group that have changes in their treatment 
conditions. It also picked up no change in the Normal Group 
where the conditions were constant. The CQLQ can pick up 
positive and negative changes as patient approach terminal 
stage. The declining specific QlLs are 'Health & Illness' and 
• Living, Activities and Interest‘ while the improving aspects 
are 'Psychological‘ and 'Spiritual, Well Being and 
•Completion of Tasks，. CQLQ seems to be a test that could 
pick up Chinese Quality of Life of termianlly ill patients in 
Hong Kong. 
Present preliminary results also suggest that CQLQ is 
sensitive to differentiate between patient and non—patient 
group. As for the patient groups, there are so many 
confounding variables in the treatment and illness conditions 
that comparison between groups are not meaningful. If 
discrimination power is to be tested for the CQLQ, another 
experimental design to test between groups is needed to test 
this property of this instrument. 
6.4 Reporting on the CQLQ Reliability 
The reliability of a test refers to the consistency of 
scores obtained by the same individuals on different 
occasions. This concept of reliability underlies the error 
of measurement of a single score, whereby we can predict the 
range of fluctuation likely to occur in a single individual's 
score as a result of irrelevant, chance factors (Anastasi, 
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1966)• To eliminate error of measurement and understand 
whether there are random fluctuations of performance occuring 
from one test session to another, the CQLQ has to undergo the 
retest reliability. Results of the retest reliability of the 
Normal Group demonstrated very high reliability coefficient 
alpha with the lowest being the Health item (alpha=.8644, 
P=.000) results of this normal group which by definition has 
external and internal condition constant showed best Test— 
retest reliability (Table 6.22a). 
Results of the Patient Controls who experienced change 
to a lesser degree render good test netest reliability of no 
less than .8062 alpha coefficient with all the items' level 
of significance reaching a significances of p=.000 level 
(Table 6.22b)• The Cancer Group having maximum change in all 
aspects of life when shifting from curative end to palliative 
care has the lowest reliability coefficient alpha in the 
health item (0.5990). Nevertheless, the level of 
significance still reach p=.000 for all items of the CQLQ 
(Table 6.22c). Therefore it can be concluded that the CQLQ 
has good temporal stability as reflected by the high and 
significant reliability coefficients. 
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Table 6.22a 
CQLQ Test-retest Reliability (The Normal Group) 
Health Hunan Living Psycho Phil Fulfil Overall 
Pearson .7770 .8395 .9574 .8459 .8974 .7823 .8249 
riTiae 2 I 
Tine 3 (N=3^) 
Level of .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Significant p 




CQLQ Test-retest Reliability (The Patient Controls) 
t 
Health Huian Living Psycho Phil Fulfil Overall 
Pearson .6852 .9254 .5859 .7462 .7574 .7762 .8074 
r:Tiiiie 2/ 
Tine 3 (N=34| 
Level of .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Significant p 




COLO Test-retest Reliability (The Cancer Group) 
r I . —— 
Health Human Living Psycho Phil Fulfil Overall 
Pearson .4279 .5504 .5700 .6204 .613? .6544 .6577 
riTime 2/ 
Tine 3 (N=76) 
Level of .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Significant p 




6-5 Age Differences and Quality of Life 
When facing life threatening illness, past literature 
had suggested that older people might have more chances to 
work through or achieve more strength to face the eventuality 
of death. Therefore, one might suspect that age makes a 
difference in the reporting of quality of life. Results of 
this study however do not show global overall differences 
between different age groups. Instead, only some specific 
age groups in specific groups of patients report significant 
differences in quality of life. 
In the attempt to test whether there are any age 
differences, three types of age ranges were used, they are: 
(i) 18 to 39 versus 40 to 80+; (ii) 18 to 49 versus 50 to 80 + 
and (iii) 18 to 29 versus 50 to 80+. The different cut-off 
of the younger and older group seem to indicate meaningful 
differentiation for specific groups of subjects. These 
results are reported in Tables 6.23a, b, c and d. For all 
the subgroups that yielded significant differences in all 
three cut offs, the older groups invariably fared better in 
QL than the younger group. It seems that length of existence 
in the world makes a difference in QL reporting. As specific 
groups need a different cut off range to reflect the age 
differences, results would be discussed according to sample 
groups rather than globally. 
The Normal Group. The most meaningful cut off range for 
this group is 18 to 39 being the younger (N=15) and the 40 to 
80+ being the older group (N=17) . Among the seven QL scores, 
only ‘Health and Human Relationships and Support‘ yielded 
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significant age differences. The older group reported higher 
Health QL for all three assessment time points (Preillness QL 
mean 7.88; Curative end QL 7.59; Palliative QL 7.88 
respectively) with the younger group reported lower QL (QL 
mean 6.13; 6.53; 6.87 respectively). The differences are 
statistically significant for Time Point One and Three 
(p=.012 and p=.04) with the second assessment reaching near 
significant (p=.085) (Table 6.23a) . Results suggest that the 
40 year old cut off yielded a meaningful cut off for ‘Health 
and Illness' relevant aspects and that the older group 
reported better QL. The normal group that is older (40 to 
80+, N=17) reported higher 'Human Re;Lationship and Support‘ 
QL at Time Points 1 and 2 (Pre-illness QL mean 8.12 and 
Curative-end mean 8.18) as compared to the younger group (18 
to 39, N=15) (Pre-illness QL mean 7.2 and Curative end QL 
mean 1,21). These differences were statistically significant 
(p=.041 and p二.045 respectively) (Table 6.23a). Other than 
‘Health and Illness• and •Human Relationship and Support‘ 
aspects, the rest of the QLs were non—significant for the 40 
year old cut off age range. It seems that health, illness, 
relationship and support gradually identify themselves as 
significantly better after 40 years of age. Age, experience 
and maturity might collectively act upon these two aspects 
^reflecting an emphasis for the older group. The other 5 QL 
scores were non—significant, suggesting that they might be 
more individualized aspects of life and living thus age and 
their relationship did not show any association. Results 
also show that the 50 year old cut off and the extremes of 
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age (18 to 29 vs 50 to 80 + ) do not lend themselves meaningful 
to differential normal in all the 7 aspects of QL (Table 
6.23a). 
The Cancer Group. Age did not make any difference in QL 
for all three cut off ranges for cancer patients during their 
curative-end and palliative phases (Table 6.23b). The pre-
illness phase is the only time point where age showed some 
significance* This is reflected in the ，Philosophical— 
Spiritual—Religious, aspects where the older groups of all 3 
cut off ranges yielded significant differences. The older 
groups scored higher in Pre-illness QL in all three cut offs 
(40 to 80+, QL mean=7.42; 50 to 80+,, QL mean=7.68 and 50 to 
80+, QL mean=8.20) versus the lower QL for the younger groups 
(18 to 39, QL inean=6.38; 18 to 49, QL mean=6.54 and 18 to 29, 
QL inean=6.58 respectively). These differences of mean are 
all statistically significant {p=.037; p二.Old and p=.002 
respectively) (Table 6.23b). Using the extremes of age as 
cut off, the other two aspects of QL that were statistically 
significant were 'Health and Illness' (t=-3.67, df 74, 
P=.000) and ,Human Relationship and Support• (t=-1.54, df=74, 
P=.04) (Table 6.23b). Again the older patient groups fared 
better in QL recalls of Pre-illness conditions (Health mean 
QL 8.20; Human Relationship and Support mean QL 7.05; versus 
a lower QL for the younger group (6.58 and 6.17 
respectively)• •Living Activities and Interest‘ is only 
statistically significant when 50 year old is used as the cut 
off point between the older and younger groups. The older 
patients again scored higher in QL (mean 7.95 vs 7.23) 
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significantly at the pre—illness phase. Results therefore 
indicates that only the pre-illness phase showed age and QL 
association with the older group having better QL. It is 
important to emphases the non—significant difference of all 
QL in the different age groups. This reflects the fact that 
when one is faced with life threatening illness during 
curative-end and palliative phases, age does not make a 
difference in the experiencing and reporting of QL. Such 
results strongly counter—indicate associations between 
pecking order of death or the old being better prepared for 
death hence enjoying a better QL. Thus, subjective 
experience of cancer illness is not directly age related. 
The Patient Controls. Results suggest that using 40 
years and 50 years as a cut do not yield any age differences 
for the Orthopaedic and Medical control patients. The only 
differences were found at the extremes of age groups, that is 
18 to 29 versus 50 to 80+'s rehabilitation phase. During the 
rehabilitation phase, the older group reported higher QL in 
'Health and Illness‘ (QL mean 5.35)； ‘Human Relationship and 
Support ‘ (QL mean 5 • 04) , Living, Activity and Interest ‘ (QL 
mean 5.22)； and Overall QL (mean 5.44). The younger group 
reported a lower QL of 3.36; 3.18; 3.73; and 3.91 
respectively. These are all statistically significant at 
P=.01; p=.008; p=.05 and p=.037 level (Table 6.23c). Results 
seem to indicate that older patients in Orthopaedics and 
Medicine enjoy better recovery at their irehabilitation phase. 
Age as a function of reported level of QL is only significant 
in the rehabilitation phase suggesting a better recovery 
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potential for older patients when they were physically 
expected to have improved. 
To summarize, age only act significantly with QL at 
specific phase and for specific patients• For most of the 
treatment phases and most groups, there are non—significant 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.6 Reporting on the Validation of the CPQ Findings 
(A) The CPQ Pain Descriptors 
The first task to find out the validity of a pain test 
using language as the data collecting tool is to examine the 
selected terms. All the 20 categories of pain descriptors 
were endorsed by pain patients. This indirectly confirmed 
the selection of words reflecting Chinese pain terms. 
Results of the endorsement is presented in Appendix 6.1a and 
6.1b. Results showed that the first descriptor of all 20 
categories had taken up most endorsements in 19 categories. 
As shown by figures 6.11a and j6.11b, the majority of 
Sensory pain descriptors endorsed by patients were of lesser 
intensity. This was indicated by the high frequency of 
endorsement of the lowest rank pain intensity group, that is, 
the first descriptor of each category. This was also the 
case for affective, evaluative and miscellaneous pains as 
illustrated by figures 6.12a & 6.12t) with the exception of 
Category Twenty. Such results might be related to the target 
population of this study. Both the Cancer Group and the 
Patient Controls were all in palliative and rehabilitation 
phases, when extreme, raw or acute forms of pain were not 
likely to occur. 
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Figure 6.11a Figure 6.11b 
Sensory Pain — Descriptors Sensory Pain - Descriptors 
by Category (Q1-Q5) by Category (Q6-Q10) 
frequency 
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The only exception with patients reporting most pain at 
a higher intense pain descriptor level is Pain Category 20 
(Q.20 in Fig. 6.12b). If we recapitulate. Category Twenty 
was the category of descriptors where patients and 
professionals rank differently for their degree of pain 
intensity. The discrepancy might have arisen because of the 
occasions that these descriptors rated to be more severe by 
patients were frequently reported even in a supposedly well 
controlled sample of pain patients. It is therefore not 
surprising that the professionals and patients were least 
sure of the rating of intensity. Present result points to 
the fact that the descriptor and the ,nature of pain conveyed 
in Category 20 needs better understanding before any 
conclusion could be made. 
(B) Discrimination Power of the CPQ between Groups of 
Patients 
The McGill Pain Questionnaire could discriminate 
patients according to pain relief methods (Melzack, 1975) on 
(i) total reported pain descriptors, (ii) present pain 
intensity, (iii) the pain pattern and (iv) the pain rating 
index. This study attempted to analyse the results according 
to these dimensions and test whether they could differentiate 
between patients and treatment groups. 
(i) CPQ Total Number of Pain Descriptors (TNP) 
Among the 110 patient sample of this study, there is a total 
of 1,075 pain descriptors reported. Sensory pain took up 
45%, Affective pain occupied 31%, Miscellaneous pain 17% and 
Evaluative pain 7% (Fig. 6.13) and the average number of pain 
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descriptors for this N=110 group is shown in Figure 6.14. 
The Cancer Group reported less total pain than the Patient 
Controls. This difference between the Cancer Group (mean 
8.9, S.D. 6.26) and the Patient Controls (mean 11.7, S.D. 
4.83) were significant (t = df = 81.15, 2 tail-prob 
0.011) (Table 6.24) . When comparing the Cancer Group with 
the Low Back Pain Groups (mean 11.74, S.D. 3.47) and the Hand 
Injury Groups (mean 11.06, S.D. 3.6), the difference is also 
significant (t = -3.12, df = 1 1 1 , 2 tail prob .002; t= -2.26, 
df = 96, 2 tail prob. = 0.026) respectively. 
Figure 6.13 Figure 6.14 
^ . . . . P a i n d e s c r i p t o r s 
P a i n d e s c r i p t o r s (per person) 
d i s t r i b u t i o n 
(A l l p a t i e n t s , n二 1 1 0 ) Average number of descriptors used 
遍;:Hat : 
S e n s o r y Affective Evaluate M i sce l l aneous 
(Total no. of descriptors used • 1075) 
iSBI Cancer ^ ^ Patient Controls 
I： • 
2 2 6 
> 
This indicates that the total number of pain descriptors 
can discriminate between different diagnostic group of 
patients. 
Specific Form of pain's discrimination power 
The McGill Pain Questionnaire only used the total number 
of pain descriptors (TNP) as a measure of difference between 
subject's treatment condition. Melzack did not use the four 
forms that is the sensory, affective, evaluative and 
miscellaneous forms, specific total number of pain 
descriptors to discriminate between diagnostic groups of 
patients. The present project tested the discriminatory 
power of the four forms of pain descriptors indenpendently. 
This is of particular importance as we were developing a new 
list of pain terms and it is important to test whether each 
form of pain could offer a discriminatory ability from 
another. Results suggested that each form of pain, be it 
Sensory, Affective, Evaluative or Miscellaneous, could aid to 
discriminate finer differences between groups. This supplies 
additional information to the total number of pain 
descriptor. 
While the TNP could demonstrate significant differences 
between groups, it does not indicate which form of pain plays 
a significant role in the differences. Information on the 
specific form of pain would offer this finer discrimination, 
for example, Patient Controls reported significantly higher 
pain intensity on Sensory, Evaluative and Miscellaneous Pain 
but no difference between Affective Pain (Table 6.24). By 
comparing the Cancer and Low Back Pain and Hand Injury Groups 
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respectively. Table 6.24 shows that although TNP tells us 
that cancer patients consistently reported less number of 
pain descriptors, nevertheless this number does not tell us 
how do they differ in their form of pairu The specific forms 
of pain tell us that the Low Back Pain patients differ 
significantly in all forms of pain except Affective Pain. 
While Hand Injury patients differ significantly in Sensory 
and Evaluative Pain only (Table 6.24). Therefore, apart from 
using total number of words, it is recommended that the total 
number of specific pain be used to throw additional light to 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TNP and Sex 
On testing the difference between male and female, there 
were only few significant differences between the two sexes. In 
fact sex difference only occurred in the Patient Controls, Low 
Back Pain and Hand Injury Group on only Affective Pain form. The 
Patient Control Group females (mean 4.13, S.D. 1.69) do report 
significantly more than males (mean 2.68, S.D. 1.11) in affective 
pain (t = -3.02, df = 32, 2 tail prob, = 0.05)； more than males 
(mean 2.18, S.D. 1,43) in the hand injury group (t = -2.57, df 
=30, 2 tail prob. = 0.015)； and greater number than males (mean 
2.88, S.D. 1.41) in the low back pain group (t = -2.13; df = 36, 
2 tail prob. = 0.040). , 
It is worth pointing out that Affective Pain do not 
differentiate significantly between males and females of the 
Cancer Group. Evaluative pain is the only form of pain that 
almost significantly differentiates between female (mean .73, 
S.D. .75) and male (mean .44, S.D. .56) for the Cancer Group (t 
=-1.86, df = 71.53, 2 tail prob. = 0.067) . Sensory pain, 
Evaluative pain and Miscellaneous pain all do not differ between 
sexes. Therefore, the belief that females experience more pain 
or are more sensitive to pain could only be bored out partially 
in affective pain in non-cancer patients. 
(ii) Intensity of Pain 
In the three intensity of pain measures, all Patient 
Controls, Hand Injury and Low Back Pain patients reported more 
severe pain as comparing to the Cancer Group. 
Present Pain Intensity 
Figure 6.15 shows the distribution of the present pain 
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The Cancer Group (mean 1.5, S.D. 1.46) reported 
significantly lower present pain intensity at the time of 
interview for present pain when compared to the Patient Controls 
(mean = 2.44, S.D. 1.19) the difference is significant (t = — 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Cancer Group also reported less intense pain during the 
most severe attack (mean = 2.93, S.D. 1.6) and least severe 
attack (mean = 0.75, S.D. 1.17) as compared to the Patient 
Controls' most severe attack (mean = 3.97, S.D. .97) and least 
severe attack (mean = 1.06, S.D. .95). 
To summarize, the Cancer Group also reported significantly 
lower pain intensity at all the present, the most severe and 
least severe attacks when comparing with low back pain and hand 
injury patients (Figure 6.16, 6.17). 
Pain Intensity and Sex 
The three conditions of pain, be it present, most severe or 
least pain conditions do not yield any differences between the 
two sexes. Therefore, although female reported more Affective 
Pain, there are no differences in their reported intensity when 
compared to their male counterparts at all times. Does this 
reflect that females are most expressive in reporting pain? Or 
they are more tolerant over more pain but that they do not 
experience or report greater intensity? As to how the amount of 
pain and intensity affects this group of patient in quality of 
life, it will be reported in the final model testing in Chapter 
V I I . ‘ 
(iii) Pain Pattern 
In reporting on pain patterns, only two patients out of all 
(N=110) reported on having no pain while the rest were almost 
equally divided between experiencing continuous pain (33.64%), 
periodic pain (34.55%) and brief pain (30%) Figure 6.18. 
From the pain pattern's distribution in Figure 6•18, it 
appears that the cancer group experienced most brief pain while 
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the Patient Controls inpatients experienced more periodic pairu 
However, the difference between the Cancer Group (mean = 2.97, 
S.D. 0.89) and Patient Control group (mean = 2.82, S.D. 0.7) is 
not significant (Table 6.25). When the cancer group (mean = 
2.97, S.D. (K89) is compared against the hand injury group (mean 
-V . 
=3.47, S.D. 0.67) there is significant difference (t = -3.16, 
df = 77, 2 tail prob, = 0.002)• This difference seem to echo the 
findings of the CQLQ where non-cancer patients, for this study 
predominately orthopaedic patients, tend to fare less well than 
cancer patients. 
Figure 6.18 ^ 
Pain Pattern 
Cancer and Patient Cont ro ls 
percentage for each group 
( C a n c e r - 7 6 , Pat ient C o n t r o l s - 3 4 ) 
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pattern 
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Although there were few significant differences in using the 
Pain Pattern to discriminate between groups, it seems that pain 
pattern can make a fine discrimination within groups undergoing 
different treatment approaches. Comparing Cancer Group‘s 
Oncology Patients (mean == 3.24, S.D. 0.79) and the Hospice Care 
Patients (mean = 2.11, S.D. 0.92) the difference is significant 
(t = 2.41, df = 73, 2 tail prob. = 0.018) . It also 
differentiated between the low back pain group (mean = 2.84, S.D. 
1.22) and the hand injury group (mean = 3.47, S.D. 0.67) 
significantly (t = -2.59, df = 59, 2 tail prob. = 0.009) (Table 
6.25). 
Results indicate that the CPQ pattern of pain could 
differentiate between diagnostic groups of patients although less 
evidently as compared to the previous two discriminatoirs and also 
within diagnostic group but with different treatment approaches. 
Pain Pattern by Sex 
Results of the present study do not find any sex differences 
in pain pattern in all the groups and conditions studied. It 
suggested that either pain pattern is not a good discriminating 
measure for sex differences or that there are in fact no sex 
difference in the manifestation of pain patterns. 
(iv) Pain Rating Index 
The pain rating index is the sum of all endorsed pain 
descriptors' pre—ranked values, in another words, the norm. This 
total pain rating index produced data that could differentiate 
diagnostically between different groups of patients. Comparing 
the Cancer Group with the Patient Controls, the Low Back Pain and 
the Hand Injury Groups, there were statistically significant 
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group differences (Table 6.26, 6.21). 
However, when comparing the Patient Controls, a majority of 
them were orthopaedic in patients with the Low Back Pain and Hand 
Injury Groups who were also orthopaedic but out patients, there 
were no significant differences. Results suggest that the total 
pain rating index can differentiate between groups with different 
clinical groups of patients (Cancer vs Patient Controls p = .000; 
vs Low Back Pain p = .000; vs Hand Injury p = .000) but cannot 
differentiate between subclasses of diagnosis or groups (Table 
6.26). 
Using the same rank value for pain descriptors, instead of 
adding all descriptors, the present study summed the four forms 
of pain and tested each specific form‘s pain rating index against 
the same groups of patients. Sensory and Miscellaneous Pain 
rating yielded differences that coincided with the total pain 
rating index for all groups. However, Affective and Evaluative 
pain rating index did not find any differences between the Cancer 
and Hand Injury Groups• Preliminary findings therefore suggest 
that the specific forms of pain's rating index should be used as 
supplementary information to give finer discriminatory power to 
the total pain rating index. 
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T a b l e 6 . 2 6 
Pain Rating Index by Total Pain 
2 tail 
mean S.D. t df prob 
Cancer (N=76) vs 10.99 6.91 -3.86 106 O.OOO*大大 
Patient Controls 16.88 7.96 
(N=32) 
Cancer (N-76) vs Low 10.99 6.91 -6.02 112 0.000*** 
Back Pain (N=38) 18.87 5,88 
Cancer {N=76) vs Hand 10.99 6.91 -4.47 105 0.000*** 
Injury (N=31) 17.19 5.41 
Patient Controls 16.88 7.96 N.S. N.S. N.S. 
(N=34) vs Low Back 18. 87 5. 88 
Pain (N=38) 
Patient Controls 16.88 7.96 N.S. N.S. N.S. 
{N=34) vs Hand Injury 17.19 5.41 
, 
Level of significant : 0.01* 
0.001** 
0 . 0 0 0 * * * 
Not significant : N.S. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6-7 Summary of CPQ Findings 
After much testing with different samples, the CPQ has 
demonstrated itself as a clinically useable tool. The CPQ has 
produced a pain questionnaire in Cantonese terms that can 
replicate the functions of the English form 一 McGill Pain 
Questionnaire in a Chinese setting in Hong Kong. It can provide 
all the functions that the McGill Pain Questionnaire reported. 
That is, it (i) provides quantifiable information and data for 
scoring diagnostic and statistical purposes. The Total Number 
of pain descriptors, the rank values, the rating index would be 
useful data for future research and clinical use, (ii) it is 
sensitive to detect differences between, patients of different 
clinical diagnoses, (iii) it provides information about the 
relative effects of the forms of pain, namely Sensory, Affective, 
Evaluative and Miscellaneous pain. Furthermore, the present 
study found that it is worthwhile pursuing the development of the 
four specific pain ratings to aid pain diagnosis and management. 
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CHAPTER VII 
STRUCTURAL, PAIN-ILLNESS, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DETERMINANTS 
OF OVERALL QUALITY OF LIFE 
7.1 Introduction 
The study has set out, as one of its objectives, to use CQLQ 
as a means to measure the structure and determinants of cancer 
patients' quality of life. In this Chapter, the structural 
components would be treated as constituting the structural model. 
The effects of the six components, as a group and as single 
determinants, on the overall quality of life would be examined. 
Secondly, pain and illness status would be treated as the pain— 
illness model. Guided by the researcher's clinical experience, 
and assisted by a social statistician, additional demographic, 
social, and economic variables would then, in turn, be entered 
into the model. This would help to find out how pain might 
affect overall quality of life, in the presence of, or in 
interaction with these variables in the model. Similarly, the 
psychological variables constituting the psychological model 
would be tested, first by itself, then with other variables ‘ 
entered into the model. 
Structural Model of Quality of Life 
(A) Cancer Patients 
Pre-Illness Phase 
The relationships between the structural components and the 
overall quality of life (OQL) among the 76 cancer patients at the 
Pre—Illness phase is shown in Table 7.1. The six structural 
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components as a group has a multiple regression coefficient (R) 
of 0.8091, and statistically significant at p < 0.000 by F test. 
The R-square (also known as coefficient of determination) is 
0.6547. These show that the correlation between the group of 
structural components and the OQL is very high, and together they 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the Pre-Illness stage, three of the six components: 
Completion of Tasks (CT) , Living & Inteirests (LI) , and Relations 
& Support (RS) are found to moderately and postively associated 
with OQL. The partial correlation coeffitiient (Partial r) shows 
•如. 
the correlation of the independent variable to the dependent 
variable after controlling for the effects of other independent 
variables in the model. As shown above, the Pr for the three 
significant variables ranges from 0.3637 for Relation & Support 
(RS) to 0.5768 for Completion of Tasks (CT). 
The findings seem to show when people in the Pre — Illness 
state, the elements of Health (HH), Psychological Well—being 
(PW), and Philosophical—Religious—Spiritual Well—being (SW) do 
not affect much, if at all, their conception of OQL. Instead, 
it is CT, LI, and RS that they care more, and in that order. The 
priority of these significant components may be represented by 
Beta (standardized regression coefficients)• They may be 
interpreted as follows: with per unit increase in patients' 
assessment of their CT, LI, and RS, it will lead respectively 
to 0.5711, 0.3739, and 0.2611 units increase in their OQL. 
Curative Phase 
At the Curative-end stage, the percentage of the variation 
of the OQL statistically explained by the six structural 
components increased to 74% (Table 7.2). The multiple regression 
coefficient (R) is 0.8658 statistically significant at p < 0.000 
by F test. The increase may be partly due to the fact that 
patients were interviewed during the treatment period to recall 
their Pre-Illness situation. Consequently, some information may 
have been lost due to memory lapse. It may also be due to 
2 4 6 
greater relevance of the six components to person with illness 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As the patients enter the Curative-end phase, their priority 
of concern changes, as indicated by the shifting of the relative 
importance to OQL. At this stage, the three significant 
determinants are CT, PW, and HH while L•工 is marginally 
nonsignificant at p<0.05. These findings seem to reveal that 
when a person is severely ill, he is aware that the physical 
health can no longer be taken for granted and it has now become 
one of his major concerns. Moreover, his concern for health has 
also assumed a psychological dimension: psychological well-being 
is now significantly related to his OQL. However, what is even 
more important is the patient's need to complete his task and to 
fulfill his wishes since now death is a real possibility. Both 
LI and RS 
are no longer significant• it may be the case that as 
the patient is preoccupied with battling against the disease 
during this Curative phase, all activities and interests in 
living become less attractive. It may also be due to physical 
immobility and discomfort when undergoing intensive treatment. 
The predicament may also lead to patient,s realization that 
facing the life—threatening illness is a personal and lonely 
issue which social relations and support can ameliorate little• 
Palliative Phase 
With the onset of palliative care, a further shift in the 
priority of the six components is observed (Table 7.3). Three 
of the six determinants are found to be significant: CT, SW and 
PW. The previously significant variable, HH, however, has become 
non-significant. It seems that when the patient enters the 
palliative stage, physical health is no longer a major concern. 
Does this mean that the change to palliative care has somehow 
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soothed patients, anxiety about death or that they have accepted 
the inevitable. Completion of Tasks (CT) and Psychological Well 
Being (PW) . In addition, the Spiritual Well Being (SW) now 
becomes significant. It appears that for the cancer patients who 
enter the final stage of their illness, the completion of tasks 
and fulfillment of wishes, and to achieve some state of spiritual 
and psychological well being will raise significantly their level 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Completion of Tasks (CT) appear to be the most important 
structural determinant of a patient's overall quality of life. 
Not only is it the single determinant statistically significant 
at all three stages, it has also the greatest standardized 
iregiression coefficient among all variables. It seems that 
completing one's tasks and fulfilling one's responsibility is 
a major existential concern for people at all times. Given the 
Chinese values on the family and close kins, the need for task 
completion and responsibility fulfillment has become ever more 
urgent in sickness. This is made even more so in the context of 
Hong Kong where people's social and financial secuirity ^relies 
heavily on themselves. It is instructive to note that both RS 
and LI are significant in the Pre-Illness stage, non—significant 
in the Curative and Palliative stages. The message seems to be 
that with the onset of a fatal illness, the concern for external 
relationships and activities become less important. This is all 
the more convincing , when psychological well being becomes 
significant in the latter two phases, and spiritual well being 
becomes significant in the last stage. 
It need be admitted that comparison between the Pre-Illness 
stage with the latter two phases should be made with caution. 
The reason is that patients, evaluation of OQL at the Pre— 工llness 
stage is recalled from memory, hence, retrospective 
interpretation may have set in such that past events are given 
new meaning in the light of present existential circumstances* 
Nevertheless, this risk does not make the comparison less 
meaningful. Even if reported Pre—Illness OQL is not the same as 
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what might have been had the interview been done before the onset 
of illness, it has served the purpose as the frame of reference, 
imagined or real, from which patients assess their current OQL. 
It is this mental pictuire of the patient that is impoirtant to 
unveil their OQL. 
(B) The Patient Controls 
To find if cancer patients differ from other patients in 
their structural composition of OQL, the 34 Patient Controls have 
also been interviewed with the two Questionnaires. 
Pre-Illness Phase 
As shown in Table 7.4, the six components taken together 
statistically accounts for 64% of the variation of patients‘ OQL 
and the multiple correlation coefficient (R) is 0.8012, but none 
of them by itself has been found statistically significant-
Similar situation is occasionally found in social researches 
where independent vairiables are closely related which may have 
also been the case here. Moreover, recall of the Pre_Illness 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The assault of an illness drastically alters the picture as 
Table 7,5 shows. Now the six components are able to account for 
statistically 94% of the variation of OQL and with an R equal to 
0.8877. More importantly, four of the components (CT, PW, RS, 
and LI) are found statistically signinficant• During illness and 
undergoing treatment, patients realize the value of the 
Completion of Tasks, Psychological Well Being, Living and 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Interestingly enough, as the patients pass the acute stage 
and are on the way to recovery, the picture again changes. While 
the six components still explain statistically 80% of the 
variation of OQL and with an R equal to 0.8947, the four 
previously significant determinants now become non-significant. 
Instead only Health is statistically significant (Table 7.6). 
It seems that the attack of the illness has led the patients to 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Similar to findings of The Cancer Group, the six structural 
as a group components capture the major dimensions of Patient 
Control's OQL. But the importance of individual determinants 
differs. Before the onset of illness, none of the components are 
significant. During the illness period, the patients concern for 
responsibility, personal psychology and living, and external 
support become intensified such that meeting these needs 
significantly raises their OQL. It is interesting to note that 
Completion of Tasks again tops the list of needs, with the 
highest Beta value. After the cure, only Health is significantly 
related to OQL. It seems that the experience of the illness has 
led the patient to become more health-conscious. 
(C) Normal Controls 
To see if the structural composition of the quality of life 
of cancer patients differ from that of the normal persons, 32 
normal persons were interviewed with the same questionnaire at 
the time the cancer patients already entered the Palliative Care 
phase. They were also asked to recall their situation 12 months 
back and two follow ups two weeks and a month later. In effect, 
therefore, three measures of OQL were obtained presumably 
reflecting the persons‘ evaluation at three time points. As no 
illness has been recorded about these normal persons, the change 
in OQL and its compositon, if any, may be attributed to factors 
other than the occurrence of illness. As such, the discussion 
will not be sectionized as has been done for the above two 
samples. 
(A) Aggregate and Individual Effects 
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It is found that at time—point one (equivalent to Pre — 
Illness Phase) the six structural dimensions on the whole explain 
statistically 77% of the variation of OQL with an R equal to 
0.8794. As for individual determinants. Completion of Tasks and 
Human Relations and Support are found to be statistically 
significant (Table 7.7) . At time — point two (Table 7.8) , both the 
multiple correlation coefficient (R) and the coefficient of 
determination (R square) increase. Now the six structural 
elements together account for 84% of the variation of OQL. 
Completion of Tasks remains statistically significant but Human 
Relation and Support becomes non—significant• Instead, Spiritual 
Well Being and Psychological Well Being are now statistically 
significant. The model and weighting of separate components 
change again at time—point three (Table 7.9). Now the model 
accounts for 76% of the variation of OQL with a multiple R equal 
to 0.8739. Moreover, only one determinant, Psychological Well 
Being, is statistically significant. 
t 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is interesting to find that among the normal persons, the 
six structural determinants also account for high proportion of 
their variation of OQL. In the absence of life—threatening or 
traumatic illnesses, the dimension of Completion of Tasks still 
occupy a central position in determining the level of people's 
overall quality of life. On the other hand, it is among the 
normal persons that the Psychological and Spiritual Well Being 
are given more emphasis. The findings also show that even 
without illness crisis, people's concern over different aspects 
of life still vary over time, possibly subject to the influence 
of other events in life. 
7-3 Pain-Illness Determinants 
The importance of pain in relation has been discussed in 
Chapter I. As all of the patients, cancer and non-cancer, have 
had pain at some point of their illness, it has been argued that 
pain must exert strong influence on patients‘ OQL. The analysis 
of pain in relation to OQL is an important step to understand its 
mechanism and its interaction with other variables to determine 
the OQL. 
As has been discussed in Chapter VI, pain is a complex and 
multi—dimensional phenomenon. Lengthy statistical procedure of 
trying to fit various variables, in different sequence and 
combinations, has been employed to unfold layers of the pain 
mechanism. Therefore, for the sake of understanding the 
phenomenon, tracing the model searching procedure to identify the 
significant aspects and related pain and illness conditions is 
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as important as obtaining the final model itself. 
(A) Pain Type 
In this study, the descriptors of pain are divided into four 
categories: ..sensory, affective, evaluative and miscellaneous. 
They have been measured separately and are taken as independent 
variables to explain the variation of OQL. Sensory Pain is the 
first to enter the model and is found to be statistically 
signif土cant (Table 7.10) . When Affective Pain is added to the 
picture, it replaces Sensory Pain as the significant variable 
(Table 7.11). 
I 
2 6 5 
Table 7.10 Model One for Pain and Social Variables 
Determinants Estimate Standard Error f 
I Sensory Pain -0.1817 0.0697^ 
Deviance Change = -30.06 — " 
I 
2 GL IM, after a model is found, provides the parameter 
estimates, and the standard error of the estimates. On the 
，〒^-ption that the distribution of the dependent variables come 
^ = f ^n form to that of normal distribution, plus and minus 
2 standard errors from the estimates creates a range of values 
th，t has 95% chance to include the true value. As such, that the 
二 stimate is at least 2 times as large as its standard error 
.criterion for test of significance for a variable at 0.05 significance level. 
2 6 6 
Table 7.11 Model Two for Pain and Social Variables 
Determinants Estimate Standard Error 
Sensory Pain -0.0724 0.0804 
Affective Pain -0.2397 '0.0942 
iKnBiDBaa^^Hn^KBaaaM^Kasan^BBBanr isBaBBSBaaaBaBmsaBBmBBaBB&OBBsaaBaBSBaBaJ lB^SB^BmMi^nBananBBBaaBBBBaanHiaBiBBBBj 
Deviance Change = -27.24 
t 
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Taking Sensory Pain off the model and entering Evaluative 
Pain into the model does not alter the effect of Affective Pain 
on OQL. This is also found to be the case for Miscellaneous Pain 
(Tables 7.12..and 7.13) . In other words, of the four descriptors 
of pain studied, Affective Pain consistently exercise such great 
influence on OQL that either overshadows or replaces other pain 
descriptors. However, when Pain Severity is added into the model, 
it displaces Affective Pain as the significant determinant. 
Different forms of pain exert varying degree of impact on OQL but 
pain severity, when it is high, enters the model, it displays the 
effect of the form of pain. The findings seem to imply that the 
different dimensions of pain exert varying degree of impact on 
a patient‘s feeling and assessment of his/her overall quality of 
life. 
I 
2 6 8 
Table 7.12 Model Three for Pain and Social Vairables 
Determinants Estimate Standard Error 
Affective Pain 0.2156 0.0983 
I Evaluative Pain 0.4764 V.3976 
Deviance Change = -2.592 
) 
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Table 7.13 Model Four for Pain and Social Vairables 
I I II I II 
Determinants Estimate Standard Error 
Affective Pain -0.1298 0.0909 
Present Pain Intensity -0.4911 o；1557 
)eviance Change = -32.56 
t 
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(B) Duration of Illness 
Among the patients' medical conditions, duration of illness 
stands out more clearly than others on its effect on OQL. Though 
marginally non-significant by itself, when combined with 
treatment conditions, the interaction produces significant 
association with OQL in all three treatment situations (i.e. 
conventional oncology ward for the Oncology Group, hospice care 
for the Hospice Group and non-malignant ward the Patient 
Controls): the longer the duration of illness, the higher the 
level of overall quality of life. The findings may sound 
perplexing. But underneath some very different changes are 
occuring to the patients that may explain these results. When 
patients suffer from a slow growing malignancy, they would have 
time to adjust, recuperate and resume part of pre-illness life 
activities, and some do adjust better than others. As for the 
non—malignant group, the longer the rehabilitation period the 
higher the chance that the patients are in better conditions• 
In either case, the patient would experience a climb from the 
previous low OQL. 
It should also be noted that the speed at which to regain 
OQL seems to differ between patient groups. The hospice patients 
top the list, followed by acute oncology patients and then non-
malignant patients, the latter two also being statistically non-
significant. 
This finding may be better understood when the conditions 
these different patient groups have gone through are taken into 
account. Cancer patients who suffer from death threat in their 
illness might give more emphasis on areas other than health 
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during their last stage of life. Moreover, they would have also 
have experienced treatment procedures in which most carry some 
discomforting side effects. On terminating acute care, the side 
effects would.gradually subside, leading to an improvement in 
OQL. As for the non-malignant patients, though they would also 
have experienced death threat or death anxiety because of their 
severe illness, their conditons are at least partly reversible. 
The treatment procedure, therefore, takes them one significant 
step away from the earlier threat or anxiety, resulting in 
expectation to healing and recovery towards normal life. 
In short, while both the cancer and non—malignant groups 
show improvement in OQL over time, the reasons are very 
different. Facing an inevitable and imminent death, cancer 
patients experience considerable relief from previous conditions 
with the shift of palliative care. Their concern is for the now 
and immediate, knowing that the future is already lost. On the 
other hand, non-malignant patients realize the worst has passed 
and they have much hope and expectation for improvment in the 
future. 
(C) Pain, Social Conditons and Patients' Quality of Life 
(a) Sensory Pain and Social-Medical Conditions 
When Sensory Pain is paired with all clinically logically 
related social variables, one by one, to enter the model, none 
of the combination yield any significant results. This seems to 
suggest that sensory pain is closest to pure physiological 
experience and least related to the patients, social conditions. 
If this is the case, the implication for care and management is 
important. When patients report only of sensory pain, a medical 
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treatment alone will be necessary to relieve their conditions. 
Social or psychological intervention cannot do much about the 
situation. 
(b) Affective Pain and Social-Medical Conditions Family 
Circumstances 
Similar analysis is carried out on Affective Pain. Two of 
the social variables, Marital Status and With or Without 
Children, when paired with Affective Pain show significant 
relationship with OQL, whereas they alone do not (Table 7.14). 
More specifically, patients suffering from affective pain but are 
currently married report higher OQL than patients in other 
marital status. Those who are are either widowed, divorced or 
separated fare worst in their OQL. Similarly, among patients 
suffering from affective pain, those with child(ren) report 
higher OQL than those without. 
Source of Income 
Patients‘ source of income before illness seems to make a 
difference to OQL. The group of patients who, together with 
other family members, jointly contributed to family income before 
illness report a higher level of OQL and is statistically 
significant (Table 7.14) . On the other hand, the other two 
groups: patient as sole income earner, and patient as dependent, 
do not show significant relationship with OQL. Why this is so 
may have to be understood from the family and psychological 
dynamics. Families in which financial responsibility is shared 
between members imply more sharing of roles and possibly 
interchangeable roles among them. The impact of one member 
falling ill might therefore be considerably less than would 
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otherwise be the case. Moreover, the psychological burden on 
patients coming from such families would likely be less than 
patients from the other two family groups. For patients who were 
sole bread winners before illness must have been more worried 
about family finance than other patients, whereas patients who 
were dependents might feel even worse for the greater pressure 
brought to the family by their illness. 
t 
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Table 7.12 Model Three for Pain and Social Vairables 
Determinants Estimate Standard 
Error 
Shared income pre—illness 0.7710 0.4597 
Affective pain of singles -0.2120 0.09505 
Affective pain of married, -0.5388 0.1947 
Duration of illness—Oncology 0.02065 0.01772 
Duration of illness—Hospice 0.01654 0.006415 
Duration of illness-Pat Controls 0.008817 0.006910 
Miscell pain—Accept Death 0.1202 0.2006 
Miscell pain—Denial 0.3459 0.1859 
Pain intensity—no pain 0.000 aliased 
Pain intensity—continuous -0.6268 0.1750 
Pain intensity—periodic —0.5233 0.1897 
Pain intensiity—；brief pain -0.1676 0.2587 
^SSBBS^SSBS^SaBSaaSBSBBBSSBBaaBSSSSBSSBSBBSSSSS&ESBasaaBSBSaBaSDBBBBaSSBBBSEBS • — — — — — • 
Deviance Change = -168.9 
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Carer 
Though it is often thought that who the carer is may affect 
the patient's OQL. The results show that it does not make a 
significnat difference, whether the carer is the parent, spouse, 
children or others. It appears that when one is seriously ill, 
and the conditions are devastating, one is concerned with the 
relief and care rather than who supplies it. Earlier analysis 
on the structural determinants also show that among the cancer 
patients in the Curative Phase, the dimension of Human Relations 
and Support is not a significant factor. 
Pain Experience 
One would have thought that patients who initiate pain 
relief action or exercise by themselves might contribute 
significantly to a higher OQL. The analysis shows that this 
hypothesis is not supported. Moreover, whatever the level of 
pain that the patient has previously experienced during the most 
painful or the least painful occasion, there is no significant 
impact on his present,level of OQL. It seems that for patients 
who suffer severe physical pain, it is the present condition that 
matters. Earlier experience does not make the present feeling 
any better or worse. 
(c) Evaluative Pain and Social-Medical Conditions 
As reported earlier, Evaluative Pain by itself has not been 
found statistically significant in affecting OQL. When paired 
with social variables, some effect is found. 
Religious Affiliation 
It is found that patients who claim either having only 
informal religious affiliation or believing in multiple gods fair 
2 7 6 
better in OQL than those who claim formal religious affiliation 
or no religion at all. The positive effect on patients, OQL, if 
put in a scientific context, is likely to have come through the 
psychology rather than the theology of such non—institutionalized 
religious beliefs. Under conditions of severe pain, stress and 
despair, patients might be desparate to find some supernatural 
being for comfort. It is perhaps their loose and flexible belief 
systems that facilitate such search. It must also be pointed out 
that Chinese religious and spiritual beliefs are the informal 
religious which seem to have a positive effect on OQL. Perhaps 
Chinese philosophical, spiritual and religious beliefs do 
contribute to better coping at the terminal phase as reported by 
the theological Ph.D. candidate earlier. 
Patient Group 
Patient Group consists of two categories: cancer and non — 
malignant patients. It is found that to which group the patient 
belongs makes a difference in the relationship between Evaluative 
Pain and OQL. While Evaluative Pain is found negatively related 
to the OQL for both groups, only the non-malignant group is 
statistically significant (Table 7.15). When Evaluative Pain in 
combination with Patient Group is entered into the model, the 
earlieir positive relationship between the resultant effect of 
Duration of Illness and Treatment Conditions is lost except for 
non-malignant groups. Because of this disturbing effect, the 
combined variable of Evaluative Pain and Patient Group is dropped 
from the final social—medical model. 
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Table 7.12 Model Three for Pain and Social Vairables 
- . 1 mi 
Determinants Estimate Standard 
Error 
Present Pain Intensity -0.5109 0.1544 
Affective Pain—single —0.1448 0.09059 
Affective Pain—married, no child -0.4012 0.1802 
Illness Duration-oncology 0.01939 0.01758 
Illness Duration-hospice 0.01578 0.006505 
Illness Duration—patient Controls 0.01232 0.006950 
)eviance Change = -129.29 
i 
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other Social-Medical Conditions 
When other social and medical variables (Education, Marital 
Status, Children Status, Pattern Of Pain, and Acceptance of Pain) 
are introduc.ed into the model to find out their interacting 
effect with Evaluative Pain on OQL, none have been found to be 
statistically significant. 
(d� Miscellaneous Pain and Social-Medical Conditions 
Miscellaneous Pain is a residual category that awaits 
conceptual clarification. It is found that in the presence of 
Affective Pain and Sensory Pain, Miscellaneous Pain shows no 
significant relationship with OQL. When it is analyzed in 
interaction with Acceptance of Death, the resultant effect pushes 
the resultant effect of Duration of Illness and Treatment 
Conditions reported earlier to become non—significant• Since the 
Acceptance of Death is more a psychological than social concept, 
the combine variable is dropped from the final social—medical 
model. 
Among the various social—medical variables, only Sex 
interacts with Miscellaneous Pain to produce a significant 
relationship with OQL. Female patients who report more 
miscellaneous pain show a higher OQL than male. This seemingly 
contradictory finding may be comprehensible in the context of 
local cultural milieux. Social stereotyping has it that 
complaining about pain is feminine. Male patients are culturally 
restrained to express their pain even though feel as much pain 
as female patients do. Therefore, it is likely that pain is more 
fully reported by female patients, better understood by medical 
professionals and more effectively managed for them. 
2 7 9 
Consequently they enjoy a higher OQL. It remains to be answered, 
of course, that why this is only found to be the case in 
Miscellaneous Pain and not in the other three categories. 
The Final Pain-Social Model on Quality of Life 
As a result of the search reported above, a model of 
independent variables that best fit clinical understanding and 
the data is identified. To better describe the model and to 
perforin significance tests, a multiple regressional analysis is 
done to produce the necessary statistics below (Table 7.16). 
I 
2 8 0 
Table 7 .16 Pain and Social—Medical Determinants of Patients' 
Quality of Life 
•!• • _ M_i nil III _ ii K^sss^ BSBBBB^ B^ Bsmam III 111 I HUM i ii i . • ii •丄 •• n i » .-】』•»——*•—• • ••• •• _ —py^ u— 
Determinants B SE Beta Pr 
Pain Severity* -0.1213 0.0524 -0.2208 -0.2233 
Income Source 0.8710 0.4598 0.1648 0.1844 
Illness Duration+大 -0.0061 0.0021 0.2576 0.2739 
Treatment Condition 
Affective Pain+大 -0.0726 0.0354 -0.1928 一0.1991 
Marital & Childres 
Status 
Evaluative Pain +大 -0.9171 0.2671 -0.3621 -0.3219 
Patient Group 
Miscellaneous Pain + 0.1601 0.0938 0.1799 0.1665 
Sex 
Baasssaa\ i • i i isssssBBsssasssassBssssssssasassa ‘ i i i ill raBBBaaaaaaasBaeeBa 丨丨• 1 — — — 
Multiple R = 0.5271 
R square = 0,2779 
F ratio = 6.542 
* = significant at p < 0.05 
+ = interacting with 
N = 110 
} 
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The model as a whole shows a Multiple Correlation 
Coefficient (R) equal to 0.5271 and an Coefficient of 
Determination of 0.2779. That is to say, about 28% of patients, 
variation iix OQL can be accounted for jointly by these six 
variables. While this is much lower than that of the Structural 
Model, an R square of that magnitude is not uncommon in social 
researches. 
Of the six independent variables included in the final 
modelr Pain Severity, Illness Duration interacting with Treatment 
Condition, Affective Pain Interacting with Marital and Children 
Status, and Evaluative Pain Interacting with Patient Group are 
found statistically significant. Pain variables are negatively 
related to the OQL, as expected and Evaluative Pain Interacting 
with Patient Group shows the highest Beta and Partial Correlation 
Coefficient values. Thus supporting Hypothesis (g) as 
hypothesized in Chapter 6 that pain is negatively related to QL. 
The variables Pre—工llness Income Source and Miscellaneous 
Pain Interacting with,Sex are marginally non—significant at p < 
0.05, though they were when analyzed separately in the model-
searching exercise. 
7•4 Psychological Determinants 
Psychological Variables and Interacting Effects 
Now the focus of analysis shifts to a psychological 
perspective with Coping Ability, Acceptance of Death, Psychiatric 
Disturbance as the independent variables. Since psychological 
variables also interact with or mediate through social variables, 
a procedure of model fitting similar to the above is performed. 
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It is found that Coping Ability is highly and positively 
associated with OQL. By itself alone, about 50% of the total 
variation in OQL can be accounted for. The Acceptance of Death, 
contrary to expectation, shows no significant association with 
OQL. Its interaction with Treatment Condition does not show any 
difference. When combined with Sex, it is then found female 
patients who accept death score significantly higher level of OQL 
than their male counterparts. 
As for Psychiatric Disturbance, it is found that neuroticism 
as measured by the SRQ neurotic score is non—significant for 
cancer patients but significant for non—malignant patients: the 
higher the SRQ neuirotic score, the lower the OQL. Education 
alone does not show any significant association with OQL. But 
when combined with SRQ results, patients with tertiary education 
or above shows significant negative relationship between neurotic 
score and OQL, regardless of what kind of patients (Table 7.17). 
Patients with higher neurotic score already face lower level OQL. 
When they are more educated, and presumably more thoughtful about 
their illness conditions, it is likely that they would create 
more opportunities for themselves to worry, hence a lower level 
of OQL. 
All the other social variables: Marital Status, Children 
Status, Religious Affiliation and Income Source do not interact 
with psychological variables to exert significant influence on 
OQL. It seems to show that there is a fairly clear demarcation 
between social and psychological variables• 
It is also found that patients‘ psychotic score measured by 
SRQ shows no significant association with OQL, either alone or 
2 8 3 
in relation with other social variables- This is probably the 
result of the screening out of patients with psychiatric 
background. 
Finally, two pain descriptors are entered into the model to 
see if they produce any interaction with psychological variables 
to affect patients' OQL. It is found that the entry of Affective 
Pain into the model makes the significant combined effect of 
neuroticism and terrtiary education or above no longer 
significant. It seems that pain interacts and express itself via 
social determinates, pain descriptors are then dropped from the 
psychological model. 
The Final Psychological Model 
The model searching exercise above produces one final 
psychological model with three independent variables as shown in 
the Table 7.17 below. 
t 
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Table 7.17 Final Psychological Model 
Determinants B SE Beta Pr 
Neurotic-tertiary ed* -0.0214 0.0100 -0.2148 -0.3635 
Death Acceptance-Sex* 0.3912 0.0541 - 0.7267 0.7972 
Problem Solving-adjust 0.2032 0.0724 0.2828 0.4562 
tBaKsesaaBSSBSBaesMaBxeaaBasasasaa i i ii ii i i ii m 111 " i laBaB&aeaaeaaaBBaattaeeaaaBBdbBasaeaB—aaa—c L i— 
Multiple R = 0.8375 
R Square = 0.7014 
F ration = 23.4925 
* significant at p < 0.05 
N = 110 
I 
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The model shows a Multiple R of 0.8375 and an R square of 
0.7014. In other words, taking a psychological explanation of 
OQL, the three variables identified account for 70% of the 
variation of OQL. All of the three variables are statistically 
- V . 
significant with Coping Ability showing the highest Beta and 
Partial Correlation Coefficient values, 
After pursuing the psychological determinates, the research 
again exercise clinical sense to fit relevant pain, medical and 
social variables into the model. In reviewing the pain and 
social relations results suggest that pain seem to act on the 
Overall QL directly or indirectly mediating through social 
variables rather than psychological means. The final 
psychological model therefore is a combination of coping, of 
psychological preparedness towards death with sex difference and 
neuroticism with high education level. 
7•5 Summary 
The CQLQ‘s structural components was examined with results 
confirming the hypothesis that the CQLQ Overall QL could help to 
understand the prioritizing of the components. Pairing clinical 
sense with a social science statistical expert operating the 
GLIM's General Linear Modelling, a Pain Illness social model and 
a psychological model emerge both accounting for high percentages 
of the OQL. The hypothesis that the CQLQ and CPQ used together 
can uncover social and psychological effects on the OQL to set 
up clinically sensible explanable models is supported. Given 
more time and resources, this model could be further sharpened 
to help plan and care for cancer patients with or without pain. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
T h i s is a p i l o t a t t e m p t to d e v e l o p a C h i n e s e q u a l i t y of life 
and a C h i n e s e p a i n q u e s t i o n n a i r e for c l i n i c a l p u r p o s e . T h i s is 
in r e s p o n s e to the c a l l for a b r i e f q u a l i t y of life s c r e e n i n g 
i n s t r u m e n t i n c l u d i n g a pain q u e s t i o n n a i r e to fulfil the d e m a n d s 
from an o v e r t a x e d and u n d e r s t a f f e d h e a l t h care s y s t e m . T h e m a i n 
f i n d i n g s , the l i m i t a t i o n s and the f u t u r e d i r e c t i o n s w o u l d be 
r e p o r t e d in this c o n c l u d i n g c h a p t e r . 
t 
8.2 The Chinese Quality of Life Questionnaire 
(A) The Quality of Life Definition 
T h i s r e s e a r c h takes a s t r u c t u r a l c o g n i t i v e a p p r o a c h to 
q u a l i t y of l i f e , q u a l i t y of life is d e f i n e d by the l e v e l of w e l l -
b e i n g of the p a t i e n t , this is h i g h l y i n d i v i d u a l i z e and is 
s t r u c t u r a l l y r e l a t e d to a n u m b e r of c o m p o n e n t s r e p r e s e n t i n g 
e s s e n t i a l d i m e n s i o n s of needs and e x p e r i e n c e s of the i n d i v i d u a l . 
T h i s d e f i n i t i o n p l a c e s e m p h a s i z e on s u b j e c t i v e , c o g n i t i v e , and 
s t r u c t u r a l c o n t e x t of the p a t i e n t . T h e s t r u c t u r a l c o g n i t i v e 
a p p r o a c h e n a b l e s this r e s e a r c h to b u i l d an o v e r a l l q u a l i t y of 
life w i t h c o m p o n e n t s of needs r e l e v a n t to the C h i n e s e p o p u l a t i o n . 
(B) The Components of Quality of Life 
T h e l a b o r i o u s s e a r c h for C h i n e s e t e r m i n a l l y ill p a t i e n t s ' 
n e e d p r o v i d e d a b a s i s for the b u i l d i n g of an i n d i g e n o u s p o o l of 
i t e m s w h i c h are i n h e r e n t l y C h i n e s e . T h i r t y i m p o r t a n t n e e d s , 
s u b s u m e d u n d e r 6 c o m p o n e n t s / h a v e b e e n c o n c e p t u a l i z e d to 
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r e p r e s e n t the e s s e n c e of C h i n e s e q u a l i t y of l i f e . The six 
c o m p o n e n t s : (i) H e a l t h and I l l n e s s ; (ii) Human R e l a t i o n and 
S u p p o r t ; (iii) L i v i n g , A c t i v i t i e s and I n t e r e s t ; (iv) 
P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l Being,* (v) P h i l o s o p h i c a l — S p i r i t u a l - R e l i g i o u s 
W e l l B e i n g ; and (vi) F u l f i l m e n t and C o m p l e t i o n of T a s k s h a v e b e e n 
c o n v e r t e d to c o n s t i t u t e the S h o r t Form of the C h i n e s e Q u a l i t y of 
Liife Q u e s t i o n n a i r e for s c r e e n i n g p u r p o s e s . 
(C) The Structure of Chinese Quality of Life 
T h e s t r u c t u r a l c o g n i t i v e a p p r o a c h and the s p e c i f i c 
c o m p o n e n t s i d e n t i f i e d give c l i n i c i a n s and r e s e a r c h e r s an 
i n s t r u m e n t to a s s e s s the p r i o r i t i z i n g o r a p p o r t i o n i n g of q u a l i t y 
of l i f e . T h e p r e s e n t s t u d y a t t e m p t e d to r e g r e s s the six 
c o m p o n e n t s of s p e c i f i c q u a l i t y of life o n t o the o v e r a l l q u a l i t y 
of life and f o u n d that the six c o m p o n e n t s a c c o u n t e d for 78% (R— 
S q u a r e .787) of the o v e r a l l Q L . T h e w e i g h t i n g was h i g h e s t for 
the ' C o m p l e t i o n of Task* o c c u p y i n g a p p r o x i m a t e l y (Partial r = 
0.642) 64% of the o v e r a l l QL (Multiple R = 0. 887) . T h e o t h e r two 
i m p o r t a n t c o m p o n e n t s with s i g n i f i c a n t w e i g h t i n g w e r e 
• P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l B e i n g , and 'Spiritual W e l l B e i n g , b o t h 
e x p l a i n i n g 29% (Partial r = 0.294 and 0 . 2 9 0 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) of the 
o v e r a l l Q L . ‘Human R e l a t i o n s and Support‘ was f a i r l y c o n s t a n t 
t h r o u g h the time p o i n t s . The s t r u c t u r a l c o g n i t i v e a p p r o a c h to 
q u a n t i f y QL was a m e a n s to u n d e r s t a n d the a p p o r t i o n i n g of 
c o m p o n e n t s w i t h i n QL has shown a p r o m i s i n g d i r e c t i o n to t a k e . 
(D) The Response Format 
T h e r e s p o n s e f o r m a t of , S h i n g , (成） a n i n d i g e n o u s m e n t a l 
c a l c u l a t i o n m e t h o d s i m i l a r to the C a n t r i l anchor r u n g s h a s b e e n 
the m o s t e f f e c t i v e f o r m a t . It can b e admiriistered as a n i n e — 
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p o i n t L i k e r t s c a l e or it can be a d m i n i s t e r e d v e r b a l l y w h i c h would 
in turn p r o m p t the r e s p o n d e n t to s w i t c h on the m e n t a l c a l c u l u s 
and the v i s u a l image to come up w i t h a p r o c e s s e d p e r c e n t a g e . 
(E) The Most Important Components 
M o s t q u a l i t y of life scales m e a s u r e the d e t e r i o r a t i n g end 
of q u a l i t y of l i f e . The CQLQ m e a s u r e s b o t h d e c l i n i n g and r i s i n g 
c o m p o n e n t s even w h e n a p a t i e n t is t e r m i n a l l y i l l . T h e d e c l i n i n g 
c o m p o n e n t s are 'Health' and ' L i v i n g , A c t i v i t i e s and Interest‘ 
w h i l e the i n c r e a s i n g c o m p o n e n t s are ' P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l B e i n g , , 
• P h i l o s o p h i c a l — S p i r i t u a l — R e l i g i o u s W e l l Being,,, and , C o m p l e t i o n 
of Task‘. 
(F) The Pain-Illness Model ‘ 
By u s i n g the i n t e r a c t i v e s t a t i s t i c a l p a c k a g e , G L I M , and 
g u i d e d b y the r e s e a r c h e r ' s c l i n i c a l e x p e r i e n c e s , some e x p l o r a t i o n 
on the e f f e c t s of p a i n and its i n t e r a c t i o n with s o c i a l v a r i a b l e s 
to d e t e r m i n e o v e r a l l q u a l i t y of life was d o n e . P r e l i m i n a r y 
a t t e m p t s u g g e s t e d that pain was b y far the most i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r 
u n d e r m i n i n g the o v e r a l l q u a l i t y of l i f e of p a t i e n t s w h o s e i l l n e s s 
has p a i n p r o b l e m . P a i n , e s p e c i a l l y a f f e c t i v e pain a l s o a c t e d 
t h r o u g h some s o c i a l factors to a f f e c t the patients‘ q u a l i t y of 
l i f e . 
(G) Psychological Model 
A m o n g the p s y c h o l o g i c a l v a r i a b l e s , c o p i n g was f o u n d to e x e r t 
the s t r o n g e s t i n f l u e n c e on q u a l i t y of l i f e . It seems that to be 
able to cope w i t h c a n c e r , a p a t i e n t h a d to be v e r y v e r s a t i l e to 
a d j u s t to the e n v i r o n m e n t and to s o l v e p r o b l e m s as life h a d 
b e c o m e a c o n s t a n t h u r d l e . 
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8.3 T h e V a l i d i t y of the C h i n e s e Q u a l i t y of L i f e Q u e s t i o n n a i r e 
(A) F a c e V a l i d i t y 
T h e CQLQ‘s face v a l i d i t y w a s s u p p o r t e d b y g o o d p a t i e n t s , 
r e s p o n s e . At the time w h e n the s t u d y w a s in p r o c e s s , the H o s p i c e 
and t h e H o 日 p i c e C a r e P r o g r a m m e h a d a d o p t e d the d r a f t 
q u e s t i o n n a i r e for their r o u t i n e i n t a k e as it w a s f o u n d to 
f a c i l i t a t e c o m m u n i c a t i o n w i t h p a t i e n t s and h e l p p a t i e n t s r e a l i z e 
the o r i e n t a t i o n of p a l l i a t i v e t r e a t m e n t is t o w a r d s a 
c o m p r e h e n s i v e c a r e . T h e b r i e f n e s s of t i m e it t a k e s , the e a s e of 
r e s p o n s e , a n d its s e n s i t i v e t y to c h a n g e s u g g e s t that the C Q L Q is 
a t e s t u s e f u l for r e p e a t e d m e a s u r e s f o r c l i n i c a l o r r e s e a r c h 
p r o p o s e s . ‘ 
(B) C o n c u r r e n t V a l i d i t y 
T h e t h r e e i t e m s of S p i t z e r , s QL I n d e x i n t e n d e d for c r i t e r i o n 
v a l i d i t y m e a s u r e d c o n c u r r e n t l y w i t h the C Q L Q w a s f o u n d 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y c o r r e l a t e d . T h e QL I n d e x U n i s c a l e a n d the C Q L Q 
o v e r a l l Q L a l s o c o r r e l a t e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y • In the p r o c e s s of 
a n a l y s i s , it w a s f o u n d t h a t the QL I n d e x ' s U n i s c a l e a d d e d 
inforraation to the 5 i t e m s ' QL I n d e x in a C h i n e s e s a m p l e . 
C Q L Q & S p i t z e r Q L I n d e x C o n c u r r e n t V a l i d i t y ( P a t i e n t s F o r m ) 
Q L I n d e x ' s ' H e a l t h ' , ‘Support‘ and ' O u t l o o k ' i t e m s 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y c o r r e l a t e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y w i t h C Q L Q ' s ‘Health‘ (p 
= .01) 'Human R e l a t i o n s h i p a n d Support‘ (p = .001) and 
' P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l B e i n g , (p = .01) i t e m s r e s p e c t i v e l y (Table 
6.1). 
R e s u l t s show that the • A c t i v i t y ' and 'Daily Ljiving* i t e m s 
of S p i t z e r s QL I n d e x d o n o t c o r r e l a t e w i t h a n y of the s i x 
c o m p o n e n t s of the C Q L Q as the t e r m i n a l l y ill g r o u p are too i l l 
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to c o n t e m p l a t e w o r k or s e l f - c a r e . 
C Q L Q & S p i t z e r s QL Index C o n c u r r e n t V a l i d i t y (Nurses R a t i n g 
Form) 
N u r s e s r a t i n g r e s u l t s i n d i c a t e that ‘Health‘ ite m s of the 
two s c a l e s d o n o t c o r r e l a t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y (Table 6 . 2 ) . T w o 
p o s s i b l e r e a s o n s a t t r i b u t i n g to this f i n d i n g s are: f i r s t l y , the 
i n s t r u c t i o n for b o t h items of h e a l t h are d i f f e r e n t , n u r s e s w h o 
p a y m o r e a t t e n t i o n to v o c a b u l a r y d i f f e r e n c e s of ‘health‘ wou l d 
r a t e d i f f e r e n t l y , w h e r e a s p a t i e n t s w e r e m o r e c o n c e r n e d w i t h 
g l o b a l h e a l t h c o n s c i o u s n e s s and r e s p o n d e d to 'health' in b o t h as 
if t h e y w e r e r e l a t e d . S e c o n d l y , S p i t z e r s’ QL Index w a s d e s i g n e d 
for p h y s i c i a n s w i t h a s i m i l a r form tor p a t i e n t s . T h e r e f o r e 
n u r s e s m i g h t be m o r e attuned to the QL I n d e x in c o n c e p t u a l i z a t i o n 
and p e r c e p t i o n . 
Nurses‘ r a t i n g s findings show t h a t the CQLQ‘s O v e r a l l QL 
e x p l a i n s three a s p e c t s of S p i t z e r ' s 5 i t e m s . T h e s e are 'Daily 
L i v i n g ' , ‘Support‘ and 'Outlook'. T h e u n i s c a l e c o r r e l a t e d w i t h 
all the d i m e n s i o n s of the C Q L Q e x c e p t 'Health' (Table 6 . 2 ) . 
N u r s e s r a t i n g s s u g g e s t the Q L Index‘s 'Outlook' item 
c o r r e l a t e d h i g h l y with C Q L Q ' s ' P s y c h o l o g i c a l ' , ，Philosophical— 
S p i r i t u a l — R e l i g i o u s， and ' F u l f i l m e n t . C o m p l e t i o n of T a s k ' items 
(Table 6 . 2 ) . T h i s could s u g g e s t t h e s e three needs are s u m m e d 
i n t o o n ‘Outlook‘ item by n u r s e r a t e r s . 
R e s u l t s of both v a l i d a t i o n study r e f l e c t e d the 
m u l t i f a c t o r i a l n a t u r e of the i t e m s . O n e m u s t h a v e s o m e h e a l t h 
to f e e l g o o d and be p s y c h o l o g i c a l l y w e l l . Or o n e m u s t be 
P h i l o s o p h i c a l — S p i r i t u a l — R e l i g i o u s w e l l b e f o r e one c o u l d g o on 
t r i p s . For s h o r t forms to a s s e s s c o m p r e h e n s i v e areas of n e e d s , 
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it w o u l d be d i f f i c u l t to have items m e a s u r i n g single c o m p o n e n t 
or e l s e the a s s e s s m e n t would e x p a n d in l e n g t h . 
(C) Evaluative Power 
T h e C Q L Q is found to be s e n s i t i v e in d e t e c t i n g c h a n g e w i t h i n 
p a t i e n t s w h e n t r e a t m e n t c o n d i t i o n s c h a n g e . It picks u p n o c h a n g e 
w h e n the c o n d i t i o n is s t a b l e . In this p i l o t s t u d y , the C Q L Q 
d e m o n s t r a t e s e v a l u a t i v e p o w e r . 
Responsiveness of the Overall CQLQ 
T h e r e s p o n s i v e n e s s of the C Q L Q is to d e m o n s t r a t e its a b i l i t y 
to d e t e c t c h a n g e s w h e n there are c h a n g e s . The u s e f u l n e s s of an 
e v a l u a t i v e i n s t r u m e n t d e p e n d s o n its r e s p o n s i v e n e s s . P r e s e n t 
r e s u l t s s u g g e s t that CQLQ p i c k s u p 'negative and p o s i t i v e 
s i g n i f i c a n t c h a n g e s from the H o s p i c e G r o u p at time p o i n t 3 (t -
4 . 2 2 , p < . 0 0 1 ) (Table 6.19) w h i l e n o t d e t e c t i n g s i g n i f i c a n t c h a n g e 
for the O n c o l o g y G r o u p whose t r e a t m e n t c o n d i t i o n do n o t o f f e r 
m u c h c h a n c e s for c h a n g e s . T h e n o r m a l s d o not y i e l d a n y 
d i f f e r e n c e and their scores w e r e v e r y s t a b l e b e t w e e n the t h r e e 
time p o i n t s (Table 6 . 1 9 ) . 
Responsiveness of the Specific QL 
The Hospice Group (Hypothesis C) 
T h e p r e d i c t e d m a x i m u m c h a n g e g r o u p - the H o s p i c e G r o u p 
r e p o r t e d s i g n i f i c a n t p o s i t i v e c h a n g e in H e a l t h (p<.05)； in 
L i v i n g , A c t i v i t i e s & I n t e r e s t {p<.01) ； in P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l 
B e i n g (p<.001)； in P h i l o s o p h i c a l — S p i r i t u a l — R e l i g i o u s W e l l B e i n g 
(p<.001) and F u l f i l m e n t & C o m p l e t i o n of T a s k s (p<.001) {Table 
6.8) • T h e o n l y e x c e p t i o n is H u m a n R e l a t i o n s and S u p p o r t w i t h 
a c c e p t a b l e r e a s o n s d i s c u s s e d e a r l i e r . R e s u l t s of this s t u d y 
c o n f i r m s H y p o t h e s i s (C) that the H o s p i c e Patient‘s the O v e r a l l 
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QL and m o s t S p e c i f i c QL‘s imp r o v e at T i m e Point 3 when c o m p a r e d 
to T i m e P o i n t 2 
The Oncology Group (Hypothesis F) 
O u t of the 6 S p e c i f i c QL and the O v e r a l l QL r e s u l t s , C Q L Q 
r e s u l t s o n l y y i e l d e d two s i g n i f i c a n t c h a n g e s in T i m e P o i n t 3 w h e n 
c o m p a r e d to T i m e P o i n t 2 . T h e y are Liiving, A c t i v i t i e s & I n t e r e s t 
{p<.05) a n d P h i l o s o p h i c a l — S p i r i t u a l — R e l i g i o u s W e l l B e i n g (p<.05) 
(Table 6 . 7 ) . T h e s e c h a n g e s are less s i g n i f i c a n t as c o m p a r e d to 
the H o s p i c e G r o u p and could be u n d e r s t o o d in terms of the c h a n g e 
b r o u g h t a b o u t by the w i t h d r a w a l of a g g r e s s i v e t r e a t m e n t and their 
side e f f e c t s and m a t u r i t y of p a t i e n t s in face of their life 
t h r e a t e n i n g i l l n e s s e s . On the c o n t r a s t , the C Q L Q d i d d e t e c t 
c h a n g e s from T i m e P o i n t s 1 to 2 . T h e l i t t l e c h a n g e b e t w e e n T i m e 
P o i n t s 2 to 3 s u p p o r t s H y p o t h e s i s (F) that OQL and S p e c i f i c Q L s 
of the O n c o l o g y G r o u p r e m a i n e d f a i r l y c o n s t a n t d u r i n g the l i t t l e 
t r e a t m e n t c o n d i t i o n change p h a s e . 
The Patient Controls (Hypthesis E) 
T h e O v e r a l l QL of the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s i m p r o v e d by .382 at 
T i m e P o i n t 3 as c o m p a r e d to 2 b u t the i n c r e a s e is n o t 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t . O u t of the 6 S p e c i f i c Q L s , t h r e e 
i m p r o v e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y d u r i n g T i m e P o i n t 3, that is ‘Health & 
I l l n e s s ‘ {p< .01) ； 'Ijiving A c t i v i t i e s & I n t e r e s t’ (p< .01) ； and 
‘Psychological W e l l Being， {p<.01) (Table 6 . 9 ) . As this g r o u p 
was r e c o v e r i n g from illness and c r i s e s to h e a l t h and a c t i v i t i e s , 
it is n o t s u r p r i s i n g that their i m m e d i a t e a t t e n t i o n is n o t p l a c e d 
on p h i l o s o p h i c a l or c o m p l e t e of t a s k s i s s u e s . Nor w e r e t h e y 
d e p e n d e n t u p o n a c t i v e social s u p p o r t s y s t e m s as they b e c o m e m o r e 
i n d e p e n d e n t . T h e C Q L Q p i c k e d u p c h a n g e s that is a p p r o p r i a t e to 
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the c h a n g i n g c o n d i t i o n of the p a t i e n t g r o u p with H y p o t h e s i s (E) 
p a r t i a l l y s u p p o r t e d . 
The Normal Group (Hypothesis D) 
T h i s g r o u p with least i n t e r n a l and e x t e r n a l c h a n g e s r e m a i n e d 
c o n s t a n t over, the three time p o i n t s . A m o n g the 21 p o s s i b l e QL 
c h a n g e s , none y i e l d e d s i g n i f i c a n t c h a n g e and H y p o t h e s i s (D) 
p r e d i c t i n g no c h a n g e in n o c h a n g e c o n d i t i o n s u b j e c t s is 
o v e r w h e l m i n g l y s u p p o r t e d (Table 6 . 1 0 ) . 
(D) The CQLQ and QL Index‘s Structures and Differences 
M u l t i p l e r e g r e s s i o n of the C Q L Q 6 items o n t o the o v e r a l l QL 
y i e l d e d r e s u l t s that the six i t e m s c o u l d e x p l a i n 76% (R s q u a r e 
= - 7 8 7 2 ) of the O v e r a l l Q L . F o u r of the 6 c o m p o n e n t s e x p l a i n 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y the o v e r a l l QL (Table 7 . 3 ) . 
T a k i n g the QL I n d e x S t r u c t u r e and r e g r e s s i n g the QL I n d e x ' s 
5 items o n t o the u n i s c a l e , r e s u l t s s u g g e s t that they e x p l a i n 4% 
(R s q u a r e = .04297) of the QL I n d e x U n i s c a l e w i t h n o i t e m s 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y c o n t r i b u t i n g to or e x p l a i n i n g the u n i s c a l e (Table 
6 . 3 ) . 
W h e n C Q L Q ' s 6 items w e r e r e g r e s s e d against S p i t z e r ' s Q L 
I n d e x ' s U n i s c a l e , the e x p l a n a b l e p e r c e n t a g e is 46% (R s q u a r e = 
•4602) w i t h 3 c o m p o n e n t s c o n t r i b u t i n g s i g n i f i c a n t l y to the QL 
I n d e x ' s U n i s c a l e (Table 6 . 4 ) . 
T h e C Q L Q O v e r a l l QL was u s e d as d e p e n d e n t v a r i a b l e and 
r e g r e s s i n g the QL I n d e x o n t o i t , the R s q u a r e is again v e r y low 
(0.08), o n l y 7% is e x p l a n a b l e w i t h o n e c o m p o n e n t s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
c o n t r i b u t i n g to it (Table 6 . 5 ) . R e g r e s s i o n results of the c r o s s 
o v e r of the two s c a l e s s u g g e s t a m a j o r d i f f e r e n c e in the 
d e f i n i t i o n of the O v e r a l l and the U n i s c a l e of q u a l i t y of life and 
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a l s o the p r o c e s s that this QL is b e i n g d e r i v e d . 
R e s u l t s on the a n a l y s i s of the C Q L Q and the QL I n d e x s u g g e s t 
that the O v e r a l l s c a l e and the U n i s c a l e s e r v e d i f f e r e n t p u r p o s e s . 
T h e Q L I n d e x U n i s c a l e s e r v e to add i n f o r m a t i o n to the 5 i t e m s of 
the Q L I n d e x w h e r e a s the CQLQ‘s O v e r a l l QL is a p r o d u c t d e r i v e d 
from p a t i e n t s ' own m e n t a l p r o c e s s of the p r o p o r t i o n of i m p o r t a n c e 
a m o n g t h e 6 c o m p o n e n t s . Spitzer‘s QL I n d e x s u p p l i e s i n f o r m a t i o n 
w i t h e m p h a s i s on h e a l t h and self c a r e w h e r e a s the C Q L Q s t r e s s 
m o r e o n p s y c h o s o c i a l and g e n e r a l a d j u s t m e n t . 
(E) D i s c r i m i n a t i o n P o w e r of t h e C Q L Q 
T h e C Q L Q f i n d i n g s s u g g e s t s it c o u l d d i s c r i m i n a t e b e t w e e n 
g r o u p s . W h e n the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s w a s c o m p a r e d to the H o s p i c e 
and the O n c o l o g y G r o u p , b o t h C a n c e r P a t i e n t G r o u p s r e p o r t e d 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h e r O Q L than the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s (p = .029; p 
= . 0 1 8 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . T h e s e r e s u l t s a r e s u p p o r t e d b y the C o p i n g 
I n d e x a n d N e u r o t i c i s m r e s u l t s t h a t the P a t i e n t Controls c o p e and 
a d j u s t l e s s w e l l than the C a n c e r P a t i e n t s (Table 6.20) . P r e s e n t 
ttsults s e e m to s u g g e s t that the O Q L a p a r t from its s e n s i t i v i t y 
in p i c k i n g up c h a n g e s witJdn i n d i v i d u a l s , it m i g h t a l s o b e a b l e 
to d i s c r i m i n a t e b e t w e e n g r o u p s . 
(F) B e t w e e n G r o u p s Q L R e s u l t s 
H y p o t h e s i s A : A l l g r o u p s O v e r a l l Q L w e r e the s a m e a t P r e -
i l l n e s s P h a s e 
A t the p r e — i l l n e s s c o n d i t i o n , t h e o v e r a l l q u a l i t y of l i f e 
m e a s u r e s d o n o t y i e l d s t a t i s t i c a l l y s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s 
b e t w e e n the O n c o l o g y , H o s p i c e , C a n c e r and N o r m a l G r o u p (Table 
6 . 1 1 ) . T h e o n l y e x c e p t i o n is that b o t h of the C a n c e r G r o u p s 
s c o r e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h e r t h a n the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s (p = .029 
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and p = . 018) (Table 6.11) . R e s u l t s p a r t i a l l y s u p p o r t e d 
H y p o t h e s i s (A)‘s p r e d i c t i o n that there is no d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n 
g r o u p s at P r e - i l l n e s s p h a s e . 
At o t h e r T i m e P o i n t s , N o r m a l s m a i n t a i n e d a c o n s t a n t and m u c h 
b e t t e r Q L o v e r the s e c o n d and third t i m e p o i n t s (curative—end and 
p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e s ) . A l l p a t i e n t s Q L , be it s p e c i f i c or o v e r a l l 
s c o r e s , d r o p in the c u r a t i v e and p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e s w i t h o n e 
e x c e p t i o n (Figure 6.2 & 6 . 3 ) . A t the p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e , the 
’Philosophical—Spiritual—Religious W e l l Being’ of the C a n c e r 
G r o u p c a u g h t up with the n o r m a l g r o u p and scored even s l i g h t l y 
h i g h e r . 
Hypothese B: At Time Point 2 All Patient Groups Drop in the 
Overall QL 
T a b l e 6.19 s h o w e d the d r o p of o v e r a l l QL in all p a t i e n t 
g r o u p s . Five out of six d i m e n s i o n s of the s p e c i f i c QL d r o p p e d 
(Tables 6.13; 6.14; 6.15; 6.16 & 6 . 1 7 ) with the e x c e p t i o n of 
‘Human R e l a t i o n s and Support‘. R e s u l t s s u p p o r t e d the h y p o t h e s i s 
t h a t p a t i e n t s QL d r o p at c u r a t i v e - e n d p h a s e . The e x c e p t i o n of 
H u m a n R e l a t i o n s and Support s u g g e s t s c o n t i n u o u s s u p p o r t from 
p a t i e n t ' s r e l a t i v e s and f r i e n d s d u r i n g severe i l l n e s s is 
u n d e r s t a n d a b l e . 
Hypothesis C: Hospice Care Patient‘s Overall and Specific 
QL Raise Druing Palliative Phase 
R e s u l t s show that the H o s p i c e C a r e p a t i e n t s ' O v e r a l l and 5 
S p e c i f i c QL ‘ s r a i s e d s i g n i f i c n a t l y d u r i n g the p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e 
w h e n c o m p a r e d a g a i n s t the c u r a t i v e end p h a s e (Tables 6.19; 6.13; 
6.14; 6.15; 6.16 & 6.17) again w i t h the e x c e p t i o n of ‘Human 
R e l a t i o n s h i p and Support‘ wh e r e no c h a n g e took p a l c e . It s e e m s 
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h u m a n r e l a t i o n s h i p rose to its p e a k and stayed at its m a x i m u m 
level d u r i n g v e r y s e r i o u s i l l n e s s . On the other h a n d , there were 
no s i g n i f i c a n t c h a n g e s of the O v e r a l l QL of the O n c o l o g y G r o u p , 
the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s and N o r m a l s b e t w e e n the c u r a t i v e and 
p a l l i a t i v e phtee (Table 6 . 1 9 ) . 
The changing picture of CQLQ over the Three Time Points 
T h e e v a l u a t i v e p o w e r of the C Q L Q e n a b l e s the p r e s e n t r e p o r t 
to c a p t u r e the p i c t u r e of c h a n g e of QL a m o n g the d i f f e r e n t g r o u p s 
of p a t i e n t s . A l l p a t i e n t s {N=110) O Q L d e t e r i o r a t e d from their 
P r e — i l l n e s s best O Q L p h a s e d u r i n g t h e i r c u r a t i v e p h a s e (Figure 
6.4) . T h e c u r a t i v e — end p h a s e w i t t n e s s e d the w o r s t O Q L and 
p a t i e n t Is OQL p i c k e d u p at the palliati^)^e/^eha]^ilitation p h a s e . 
T h e S p e c i f i c Q L s also show the s a m e p a t t e r n of c h a n g e , the 
P r e — i l l n e s s b e i n g the best and the C u r a t i v e — e n d b e i n g the w o r s t . 
A m o n g the falls of s p e c i f i c Q L s , ' H e a l t h ' and •Living A c t i v i t i e s 
and Inteirest, d r o p p e d m o s t (Figure 6.5 & 6.5) . The m o s t s t a b l e 
and c o n s i s t e n t s p e c i f i c QL is ‘Human R e l a t i o n s & Support‘ wh i c h 
is true for all g r o u p s (Figure 6.7) . T h e swing toward a r i s e of 
s p e c i f i c QL at the P a l l i a t i v e p h a s e is most o b v i o u s in the 
' P s y c h o l o g i c a l W e l l Being，， the ，Spiritual W e l l B e i n g , and 
• F u l f i l l m e n t and C o m p l e t i o n of Tasks‘ (Figure 6 . 8 , 6.9 & 6.10) 
the r a i s e of these three QLs are m o s t n o t i c e a b l y found in the 
H o s p i c e G r o u p (Table 6.16) . U s i n g the H o s p i c e G r o u p ' s r e s u l t as 
an i l l u s t r a t i o n , the CQLQ d o n o t o n l y p i c k up d e t e r i o r a t i o n but 
a l s o p i c k e d up c h a n g e s from the w e l l b e i n g end of the c o n t i n u m . 
(G) Reliability of the CQLQ 
R e s u l t s of the N o r m a l G r o u p y e i l d e d best test r e l i a b i l i t y 
for the C Q L Q (alpha = .8644, p = .000) (Table 6.22a) . R e s u l t s 
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of the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s a l s o y e i l d e d s i g n i f i c a n t a l p h a 
c o e f f i c i e n t (.8062, p - .000) t e s t r e t e s t r e l i a b i l i t y (Table 
6 , 2 2 b ) . E v e n for the m a x i m u m c h a n g e s g r o u p - the c a n c e r g r o u p s 
a l s o a c h i e v e d a s i g n i f i c a n t c o e f f i c e i n t a l p h a (.5990, p = .000) 
for t e s t r e t e s t r e l i a b i l i t y (Table 6 . 2 2 c ) . C Q L Q s e e m s to h a v e 
g o o d t e m p o r a l s t a b i l i t y as r e f l e c t e d b y the h i g h and s i g n i f i c a n t 
r e l i a b i l i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s a c r o s s p a t i e t n g r o u p s . 
(H) A g e a n d Q u a l i t y of L i f e 
T h e N o r m a l G r o u p 
T h r e e age c u t off r a n g e s w e r e u s e d to e x p l o r e age 
d i f f e r e n c e s and r e s u l t s of t h i s study d o not show age g l o b a l 
o v e r a l l d i f f e r e n c e s in Q L . T h e N o r m a l Group‘s m o s t m e a n i n g f u l 
c u t off a g e r a n g e is 40 y e a r s o l d w i t h 18 to 39 b e i n g the y o u n g e r 
and 40 to 80+ b e i n g the o l d e r g r o u p . T h e o l d e r g r o u p r e p o r t e d 
h i g h e r Q L in ' H e a l t h ' at T i m e P o i n t s O n e and T h r e e (p = .012 & 
p = .04) (Tabel 6 . 2 3 a ) . The o l d e r g r o u p a l s o e x p e r i e n c e b e t t e r 
QL w i t h 'Human R e l a t i o n s h p and Support‘ at T i m e P o i n t s 1 a n d 2 
(p = .041 & p = .045) (Table 6 . 2 3 a ) . T h e O Q L and the r e s t of the 
s p e c i f i c Q L d o n o t y i e l d any a g e d i f f e r e n c e s . 
T h e C a n c e r G r o u p 
A g e d i d n o t m a k e any d i f f e r e n c e in QL for all t h r e e c u t off 
r a n g e s for c a n c e r p a t i e n t s at T i m e P o i n t s 2 and 3 (Table 6 . 2 3 b ) . 
It s u g g e s t s t h a t w h e n one is f a c e d w i t h life t h r e a t e n i n g i l l n e s s 
d u r i n g c u r a t i v e — e n d and p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e s , age d o e s n o t m a k e a n y 
d i f f e r e n c e in Q L . 
T h e P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s 
O n l y the e x t r e m e s of age is r e l e v a n t in d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g Q L ' s 
for this g r o u p and o n l y at the r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p h a s e . T h e 50 to 
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80+ o l d e r g r o u p r e p o r t e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h Q L s t h a n the 18 to 
29 y o u n g e r g r o u p at T i m e P o i n t 3 w i t h b e t t e r 'Health a n d Illness‘ 
(p = .01)； ‘Human R e l a t i o n s h i p a n d Support‘ (p = ,008)； L i v i n g , 
A c t i v i t y a n d I n t e r e s t ‘ (p = .05) a n d O v e r a l l QL (p = .037) . A g e 
as a function.‘ of r e p o r t e d l e v e l o f Q L is o n l y s i g n i f i c a n t in the 
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n p h a s e s u g g e s t i n g a b e t t e r r e c o v e r y p o t e n t i a l for 
o l d e r o r t h o p a e d i c a n d m e d i c a l p a t i e n t s w h e n t h e y w e r e p h y s i c a l l y 
e x p e c t e d to h a v e i m p r o v e . T o c o n c l u d e , t h e r e a r e m o s t n o n -
s i g n i f i c a n t a s s o c i a t i o n b e t w e e n a g e a n d Q L . A g e o n l y a c t e d 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y on Q L at a l i m i t e d r a n g e w i t h o n l y v e r y few 
s p e c i f i c Q L s at s p e c i f i c p h a s e of a s s e s s m e n t . 
8.4 T h e C h i n e s e P a i n Q u e s t i o n n a i r e 
(A) P a i n D e s c r i p t o r s 
P a i n is a h i g h l y i n d i v i d u a l i z e d e x p e r i e n c e a n d the 
e x p r e s s i o n of p a i n is c u l t u r e b o u n d . T h e p r e s e n t r e s e a r c h 
r e p l i c a t e d t h e m e t h o d s of M e l z a c k ' s M c G i l l P a i n Q u e s t i o n n a i r e a n d 
d e v e l o p e d t h e C P Q w i t h a p o o l of C h i n e s e p a i n d e s c r i p t o r s 
c o l l e c t e d v i a n o r m a l s a n d p a t i e n t s • 
R e p o r t i n g o n t h e V a l i d a t i o n of t h e C P Q F i n d i n g s 
C P Q P a i n D e s c r i p t o r s 
A l l t h e 20 c a t e g o r i e s of p a i n d e s c r i p t o r s r e c e i v e d 
e n d o r s e m e n t s r e f l e c t i n g the r e l e v a n c e of the s e l e c t i o n of p a i n 
t e r m s ( A p p e n d i x 6 . 1 a and 6 . 1 b ) . R e s u l t s a l s o s h o w e d t h a t the 
f i r s t d e s c r i p t o r of 19 c a t e g o r i e s r e c e i v e d the h i g h e s t f r e q u e n t l y 
of e n d o r s e m e n t , t h i s a g a i n r e f l e c t e d t h e c o r r e c t o r d e r i n g of 
i n t e n s i t y of p a i n . T h e f i r s t desciriptoirs are of l e s s e r p a i n 
i n s t e n s i t y a n d t h i s is t r u e f o r t h e s e l e c t e d g r o u p of p a t i e n t s ' 
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p a i n are w e l l c o n t r o l l e d (Figure 6 . 1 1 a & b; 6.12a & b) in t h e i r 
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n and p a l l i a t i v e p h a s e s . T h e o n l y e x c e p t i o n is P a i n 
C a t e g o r y 20 w h e r e m o s t r e p o r t e d p a i n c o n c e n t r a t e d at the h i g h e r 
i n t e n s e p a i n descriptoi: level (Figure 6 . 1 2 b ) . T h i s is the o n l y 
c a t e g o r y t h a t p r o f e s s i o n a l s and p a t i e n t s r a n k e d d i f f e r e n t l y in 
the d e g r e e of p a i n i n t e n s i t y . T h i s s u g g e s t s that f u r t h e r 
e x p l o r a t i o n of this c a t e g o r y of d e s c r i p t i o n is n e e d e d to a c e r t a i n 
the i n t e n s i t y l e v e l of the d i f f e r e n t d e s c r i p t o r s . 
(B) T h e D i s c r i m i n a t o r y P o w e r 
T h e C P Q w a s v a l i d a t e d a g a i n s t d i f f e r e n t p a t i e n t g r o u p s a n d 
w a s f o u n d to be s e n s i t i v e to d i f f e r e n t i a t e p a t i e n t g r o u p s b y 
t o t a l n u m b e r of P a i n (TNP) , P r e s e n t P a i n I n t e n s i t y , b y P a i n F o r m : 
S e n s o r y , A f f e c t i v e , E v a l u a t i v e and b y P a i n P a t t e r n . 
TNP 
J u s t as the c a n c e r p a t i e n t s f a r e d b e t t e r in O Q L and S Q L , 
u s i n g the t o t a l n u m b e r of d e s c r i p t o r s (TNP) the C a n c e r G r o u p 
e x p e r i e n c e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y less p a i n t h a n the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s (p 
= . 0 1 1 ) (Table ,6.24) . W h e n c o m p a r i n g t h e C a n c e r G r o u p w i t h the 
H a n d I n j u r y G r o u p a n d the Low B a c k P a i n G r o u p , the d i f f e r e n c e s 
are a l s o s i g n i f i c a n t w i t h the C a n c e r G r o u p e x p e r i e n c i n g l e s s p a i n 
(p = .026 & p = .002 r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . R e s u l t s i n d i c a t e s t h a t the 
T N P d i s c r i m i n a t e s b e t w e e n d i f f e r e n t d i a g n o s t i c p a t i e n t g r o u p s . 
S p e c i f i c F o r m of P a i n ' s 
A l t h o u g h M e l z a c k d i d n o t r e p o r t t h e use of 4 s p e c i f i c f o r m s 
of p a i n to d i s c r i m i n a t e b e t w e e n d i a g n o s t i c g r o u p s , the p r e s e n t 
p r o j e c t t e s t e d the di弓criminatory p o w e r of these 4 forms of p a i n . 
V/hile the T N P c o u l d d e m o n s t r a t e s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n 
g r o u p s , it d o e s n o t i n d i c a t e w h i c h form of p a i n p l a y s a 
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s i g n i f i c a n t r o l e in the d i f f e r e n c e s . I n f o r m a t i o n on the s p e c i f i c 
form of p a i n o f f e r e d finer d i s c r i m i n a t i o n , for e x a m p l e P a t i e n t 
C o n t r o l s r e p o r t e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h e r p a i n i n t e n s i t y on S e n s o r y , 
E v a l u a t i v e and M i s c e l l a n e o u s P a i n b u t no d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n 
A f f e c t i v e P a i n (Table 6 . 2 4 ) . T h e r e f o r e , a p a r t f r o m u s i n g T N P , 
it is r e c o m m e n d e d that the t o t a l n u m b e r of s p e c i f i c p a i n be u s e d 
for a d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n in a s s e s s i n g p a i n in a c l i n i c a l 
s e t t i n g . 
P a i n I n t e n s i t y 
T h e C a n c e r G r o u p f a r e d b e s t in r e p o r t i n g l e a s t p a i n as 
c o m p a r e d to the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s , H a n d I n j u r y and Low B a c k P a i n 
p a t i e n t s . T h i s is the c a s e for all' t h r e e f o r m s of p a i n 
i n t e n s i t y , the p r e s e n t p a i n i n t e n s i t y (p = •001) (Figure 6.15) 
the m o s t s e v e r e (Figure 6.16) and the l e a s t s e v e r e i n t e n s i t y 
(Figure 6 . 1 7 ) (Table 6 . 2 5 ) . 
P a i n P a t t e r n 
A m o n g the p a t t e r n s of p a i n , c a n c e r p a t i e n t s r e p o r t e d 
e x p e r i e n c i n g m o s t in b r i e f p a i n w h i l e the H a n d I n j u r y G r o u p 
r e p o r t e d l o n g e r p a i n d u r a t i o n then the C a n c e r P a t i e n t s (p = . 002) 
(Table 6 . 2 5 ) . T h i s d i f f e r e n c e seem to e c h o the C Q L Q & the P a i n 
I n t e n s i t y r e s u l t s t h a t c a n c e r p a t i e n t s r e p o r t e d b e t t e r q u a l i t y 
of l i f e a n d less p a i n as c o m p a r e d to t h e i r O r t h o p a e d i c c o u n t e r -
p a r t s . C o m p a r i n g O n c o l o g y P a t i e n t s and the H o s p i c e C a r e 
p a t i e n t s , the O n c o l o g y P a t i e n t s expeirienced p a i n w i t h l o n g e r 
d u r a t i o n (p = .009) (Table 6 . 2 5 ) . T h i s i n i t i a l a n l a y z e s u g g e s t s 
t h a t C P Q ' s Pain P a t t e r n seem to be a b l e to d i f f e r e n t i a t e b e t w e e n 
d i a g n o s t i c g r o u p s of p a t i e n t s . 
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P a i n R a t i n g I n d e x 
U s i n g the sum of all e n d o r s e d p a i n d e s c r i p t o r s ' p r e — r a n k e d 
v a l u e s , the n o r m , that is the P a i n R a t i n g I n d e x , it c a n 
d i f f e r e n t i a t e b e t w e e n d i a g n o s t i c g r o u p s of p a t i e n t s . S i g n i f i c a n t 
d i f f e r e n c e s are f o u n d b e t w e e n C a n c e r a n d P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s (p = 
.000) ； Low B a c k P a i n P a t i e n t s (p = .000) ； and H a n d I n j u r y 
P a t i e n t s (p = .000) (Table 6 . 2 6 ) . B u t t h e r e are n o d i f f e r e n c e 
w h e n P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s , w h o are m a i n l y O r t h o p a e d i c P a t i e n t s are 
c o m p a r e d w i t h Low B a c k Pain o r H a n d I n j u r y P a t i e n t s . 
(C) T h e R e s p o n s e F o r m a t a n d F a c e V a l i d i t y 
T h e r e s p o n s e f o r m a t was m a i n l y v e r b a l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n w h e r e b y 
the p a t i e n t a n s w e r e d r a t h e r t h a n r e q u i r e d to u n d e r g o a w r i t t e n 
r e s p o n s e . T h i s p r o v e d to be a t e s t e e — f r i e n d l y t e s t as p a t i e n t s 
t e n d to r e s p o n s e f a v o u r a b l y w h e n t h e i r p a i n was u n d e r s t o o d f r o m 
a m u l t i d i m e n s i o n a l a p p r o a c h . T h e H o s p i c e took p a r t in the 
r e s e a r c h and r e p o r t e d that u s i n g it w h e n e v e r c o m p l i c a t e d p a i n 
p a t i e n t s w e r e e n c o u n t e r e d . T h e H o s p i c e C a r e P r o g r a m m e s o u g h t the 
p r e s e n t researcher‘s c o n s e n t to u s e it as a r o u t i n e i n t a k e t o o l . 
T h e H o s p i c e n u r s e s f o u n d it c l i n i c a l l y s e n s i t i v e and a c t u a l l y 
h e l p e d to e n h a n c e o p e n d i s c u s s i o n of p a i n m a n a g e m e n t . 
(D) S e x a n d P a i n (TNP, P a i n I n t e n s i t y and P a t t e r n ) 
T h e r e are l i t t l e s e x d i f f e r e n c e in the TNP f i n d i n g s . O n l y 
A f f e c t i v e P a i n form y i e l d e d s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s f o r non— 
m a l i g n a n t p a t i e n t s — f e m a l e s of the P a t i e n t C o n t r o l s , the Low 
B a c k P a i n and H a n d I n j u r y G r o u p r e p o r t e d s i g n i f i c a n t l y m o r e 
A f f e c t i v e P a i n than m a l e s (p = . 05; p = .015; p = .04 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) . T h e r e f o r e , the b e l i e f t h a t f e m a l e s e x p e r i e n c e 
m o r e p a i n o r are m o r e s e n s i t i v e to p a i n c o u l d o n l y be b o r e d o u t 
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v e r y p a r t i a l l y in a f f e c t i v e p a i n for n o n - c a n c e r p a t i e n t s . T h i s 
is p a r t i c u l a r l y the c a s e w h e n P a i n I n t e n s i t y b e t w e e n the two 
s e x e s are e x a m i n e d . A m o n g the t h r e e c o n d i t i o n s of p a i n 
i n t e n s i t y , f e m a l e s d o n o t d i f f e r in p r e s e n t , m o s t s e v e r e and 
l e a s t s e v e r e p a i n i n t e n s i t y t h a n m a l e s . A l t h o u g h f e m a l e r e p o r t e d 
m o r e A f f e c t i v e P a i n , there isnoevidence that t h e y e x p e r i e n c e 
g r e a t e r i n t e n s i t y . R e s u l t s of the p r e s e n t s t u d y d o n o t y e i l d 
d i f f e r e n c e s in s e x for p a i n p a t t e r n . T o summairize, t h e r e is v e r y 
l i t t l e d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n sex in T N P a n d n o d i f f e r e n c e s in p a i n 
p a t t e r n a n d i n t e n s i t y , e i t h e r t h e C P Q is n o g o o d at 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g b e t w e e n s e x e s or t h a t in fact t h e r e a r e n o s e x 
d i f f e r e n c e s in the m a n i f e s t a t i o n of p a i n in H o n g K o n g C h i n e s e 
p a t i e n t s . 
(E) S u m m a r y of C P Q F i n d i n g s 
T h e C P Q h a s d e m o n s t r a t e d i t s e l f as a c l i n i c a l l y u s e a b l e 
t o o l . It p r o v i d e s q u a n t i f i a b l e i n f o r m a t i o n and d a t a for s c o r i n g , 
d i a g n o s t i c and s t a t i s t i c a l p u r p o s e s . T h e T N P , the R a n k v a l u e s , 
a n d the R a t i n g I n d e x w o u l d b e u s e f u l d a t a for f u r t h e r r e s e a r c h 
and c l i n i c a l u s e . It p r o v i d e s i n f o r m a t i o n to d i f f e r e n t i a t e 
b e t w e e n d i a g n o s t i c g r o u p s , and the r e l a t i v e e f f e c t s of f o r m s of 
p a i n on the o v e r a l l p a i n p i c t u r e of p a t i e n t s . R e s u l t s a l s o 
s u g g e s t e d t h a t the s p e c i f i c f o r m s of p a i n r a t i n g s m i g h t s e r v e as 
an a i d to u n d e r s t a n d p a i n d i a g n o s i s a n d m a n a g e m e n t . 
8.5 L i m i t a t i o n s a n d I m p l i c a t i o n s 
T h e p r e s e n t r e s e a r c h w a s c o n d u c t e d in d i f f e r e n t s e t t i n g s 
w h e r e s o m e i n b u i l t i n s t i t u t i o n a l d i f f e r e n c e s m i g h t c o n t r i b u t e to 
s o m e u n k n o w n c o n f o u n d i n g e f f e c t s . 
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T h e H o s p i c e H o m e C a r e P r o g r a m m e p a t i e n t s (N=13) w e r e 
i n t e r v i e w e d b y a n o t h e r p e r s o n o t h e r than the r e s e a r c h e r . 
A l t h o u g h t h e r e w e r e t r a i n i n g a n d d i s c u s s i n g b e f o r e and d u r i n g 
d a t a c o l l e c t i o n , the n a t u r e of the i n t e r a c t i o n at a p a t i e n t ' s 
h o m e and t h e , r o l e of n u r s e s m i g h t p r o d u c e a d i f f e r e n c e of 
e x p e c t a t i o n a n d a n s w e r s . 
T h i s w a s an e n o r m o u s p r o j e c t to be u n d e r t a k e n b y a s i n g l e 
p e r s o n w i t h o u t a r e s e a r c h g r a n t . M u c h of the s t a t i s t i c a l 
t r e a t m e n t c o u l d be m o r e r e f i n e d a n d t h e d a t a c o u l d be b e t t e r 
u t i l i z e d . H o w e v e r , the e m p h a s i s w a s p u t o n t o the d e v e l o p m e n t of 
a v a l i d t e s t and the remairiing t a s k of u t i l i z i n g the d a t a and 
f u r t h e r a n a l y s i s in the f u t u r e w o u l d h e l p ' t o s t r e n g t h e n the p o w e r 
of the i n s t r u m e n t s . 
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Appendix 3.1a 编號： 









• • • - _- -
• ‘ ：•• ' •• "• ' - . . . . . • •：-，,：... 
個人健康狀況：（請圏上適合的敦字） 
10 1 I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 
10=非常健康 1=體弱多病 
個人與死亡體驗： 
10 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I I I 
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Appendix 3.1a Quality of L^ife Questionnaire 
Please fill in or circle out the following questions:— 
如 X : Male/ Female 
Age: 
Marital Status: Single/ Married/ Separate/ Divorced/ 
Widower/ Widow 
Occupation: 
No. of Children: 
Children's Age: . 
Personal Health Condition:- (Please circle the most appropriate 
numbers) 
10 1 
10: Always healthy i： Always sick 
Death Experience:-
10 1 
10: 1： Few 
Date of Administration: 
This questionnaire consists of 5 naaes pi ^v, 
盘【二?y questionnaire to Mrs. Chan。-〜9。的、• 己：二 arlT/nt 亡 二f^  
H I 二 s i 工 。 K S r c f h a t O f n 广 l e s Hospital, The Chinese 
THANK YOU! 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A p p e n d i x 3.2 D i s t r i b u t i o n of R e s p o n d e n t s in P r e p a r a t o r y 
S u r v e y I: G a t h e r i n g of L o c a l N e e d s 
F r e q . % 
1) O n c o l o g y d o c t o r s 4 2 . 9 6 3 
2) O n c o l o g y n u r s e s 19 1 4 . 0 7 4 
3) C l i n i c a l p s y c h o l o g i s t s 13 9 . 6 3 0 
4) P s y c h i a t r i s t s 13 9 . 6 3 0 
5) P s y c h i a t r i c n u r s e s 45 3 3 . 3 3 3 
6) P a r a - m e d i c a l s 14 1 0 . 3 7 0 
( P h y s i o t h e r a p y O c c u p a t i o n a l 
T h e r a p i s t ) 
7) C l i n i c a l p s y c h o l o g i s t t r a i n e e s 14 1 0 . 3 7 0 
8) P r i m a r y h e a l t h care p h y s i c i a n & 13 9 . 6 3 0 
n u r s e s 
T O T A L 135 100% 
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Appendix 3-3 P a n e l i s t C a t e g o r y A l l o c a t i o n F o r m 
People involved Form Actual need category (ies) Remarks 
Self Others S/0 Abstract Oxicrete Bio Soc Psycho Phil Spir 
mmmmmmaM t B m m ^ m t a m lomanaB mammmmBmaaatttaxs iiiii ••i wmaaana— aassnae mmaaBxaam •anBoaanan mammmmmmst aoBBmns saummamasma 





































































































































































































































































A p p e n d i x 3.4a Changes in Categorization . : 
• •丨'•丨• BMBMMaa i i gP^PWP iP—i I I — — ^ " ^ ― • iiii^——^•^丨丨 I mfsmmmmmrn^m^m^mm^ i i i 
Category Label Code Count PCT of Previous Present 
kflltti iinil 丨ifft 1 u 1.2 
Pain & othr ！lyiplnin cnntrnl ？. 
T m M ^ u lA 
八 ppftanncfi 4 io (u 
Foad hUU i _ _ l i _ Li 
-hiJlh ： S L y HMlii kdi] 
JLm 1 2.2 MvJpt. 
Kjitfiriii] liffi § _ r t ^ ^ ” ？!nn. I.iv.kt. 
lining ftPironifiiit, S lioii?iiM 2 1 lu son. i,hJrt. 
Trips fi travp] lH h U -w.. i.ivJr.t. 
•'^t.ar.nq. f慶 ft pnwpr U ^ “ ."Inn. livJr.t.. 
OnniipaUon 12 ？i iiivJr.t. 
-EdMs U U ’w. 
mrnifitk n .u .inn. MvJr.t. 
Mfirtai 删 t: 15 U 1..1 Son. l.ivJrt. 
Fffifiilfli/libftrty ”‘ 1.1 
Intfjrp.fjt/liobbififi U 1 0-7 ！;nr.  hiv.M. 
^ n m l u m m li 13 ‘W.. .W. 
Xntnally scpportivp. relatinnship 19 41 3‘8 Snn. ilor.. 
Care for § proYiile for chil打f^fi/Durt ？ ' i ^ sor.. rnip.Tast 
f^tablft. trniiblfi frsfi. illnpss fm. ？.1 10 M .Inr.. iU.lr.t. 
Faiily, friftiiil, rft]iir,i?fi,i k M h ji^ppinftaii J2 s “ .inr,. MvJr.t. 
!i0?(^/iiffftr,ti0n ？-i u i-.i 
llappTiififii{/jny u 17 i.(i 
Mm, Mn fr t)f, M ？’!i ”’ M or. .^nn. 
Qiialitiftii nnntribiitinB tn m> 朴！丨 ^ m ？‘fi ^^  、： 
Fsyrliologkii] yfil丨 tifilng (utill/coTitiniifiil) ” “ 
DinUy k rf^fi卿f; 11 u 
Io：!^  I T O T1 ‘！ 1 Ca^  
iiWini im|t|ttfi .1 mill VI iiiiwyKiini u i <i ^ Ml tf WW > 
PflsitiYP, mUliilft life .10 n 
Ftiilo.'iopliiCfi] n]] lifting U n i.s 
Kminq nf lifp. gnal nf lifp. miflsinn ]2 ]1 
？pars at. hfiart. tranquility (unn .qpiritiia]) 11 IS " 
I^piritiifl] .iiipport ft bftlip.t (fi.g. liffi) u fn 
Relationship 丨 activities vUli fipiritiml -i!^ n 
Hfilp otikr ttirniigli rfillgion 1.1 
Arm(！酬t. nf bnflinftafi in nasft nf nvn .17 70 “ 
Rpvipw lifp/pnniplptp tasW隱 lifp_； U V. LI 
Sayin(f farftwell ft psy. prppariTK? nthsr 39 〗>i .U 
？ie yith close pf^ople u u 
_ e r m of ？,5 ？,.3 
Responses 而 7 100.Q 
4 Kissing C a s e s , 134 Valid Cases 
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A p p e n d i x 3.5a R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the H e a l t h and I l l n e s s 
D i m e n s i o n and O p e r a t i o n a l D e f i n i t i o n 
1 . H e a l t h 
- to be h e a l t h y 
…- to h a v e longer life 
- to h a v e b e t t e r p r o g n o s i s 
2• I l l n e s s 
- to have less p a i n 
- to have less s y m p t o m s 
- to s u f f e r less 
3• T r e a t m e n t 
- to m a i n t a i n h o p e in t r e a t m e n t 
- to have a s u i t a b l e t r e a t m e n t 
一 to c o n t r o l s y m p t o m s w e l l 
- to h a v e less side e f f e c t s 
- to h a v e g o o d t h e r a p e u t i c r e l a t i o n s 
4• L i f e s u s t a i n i n Q m e c h a n i s m 
- to h a v e good a p p e t i t e 
- to be able to d i g e s t 
- to be able to a b s o r b f o o d and fluid 
5• P r e s e n t a t i o n 
一 to m a i n t a i n p r e s e n t a b l e a p p e a r a n c e 
- to have a c c e p t a b l e w e i g h t 
- to h a v e a c c e p t a b l e f i g u r e 
一 to r e d u c e d i s f i g u r e m e n t 
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A p p e n d i x 3.5b R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the Human Relations, and 
Support D i m e n s i o n and" O p e r a t i o n a l D e f i n i t i o n 
1• B a s i c R e l a t i o n s h i p U n i t 
- to h a v e a f a m i l y : c h i l d r e n , p a r e n t s , s p o u s e , 
m a r r i a g e 
2 . S u p p o r t i v e R e l a t i o n s h i p 
一 to h a v e c o m m u n i c a t i o n u n d e r s t a n d i n g p e r s o n ( s ) 
- to h a v e a c c e p t i n g , c a r i n g , sharing p e r s o n ( s ) 
3 • P o s i t i v e A s p e c t s of R e l a t i o n s h i p 
- to love 
- be loved 
- be in love 
4 • D e s i r e d c l o s e n e s s 
- to h a v e at l e a s t o n e p e r s o n w h o t h o r o u g h l y 
u n d e r s t a n d s 
- to h a v e one w h o r e a l l y c a r e s 
- to h a v e one b y m y s i d e u n d e r m y any c i r c u m s t a n c e s 
一 to be in g o o d t e r m s / at peace with s i g n i f i c a n t 
o t h e r s 
5 . M o r a l S u p p o r t 
- to c h e e r and c o m f o r t in d i s t r e s s 
- to h a v e m o r a l s u p p o r t in d i s t r e s s 
- to h a v e e m o t i o n a l / p s y c h o l o g i c a l s u p p o r t 
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A p p e n d i x 3.5c R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the L i i v i n q A c t i v i t i e s and 
I n t e r e s t D i m e n s i o n ciiid O p e r a t i o n a l DefinlTETH"!! 
1• R e s o u r c e s 
一 to be free from f i n a n c i a l worries 
〜 - to be free from h o u s i n g p r o b l e m s 
- to h a v e b a s i c n e c e s s i t y 
- to h a v e s t a b i l i t y 
一 to h a v e s i c k n e s s b e n e f i t s , pension s a v i n g s etc 
2 . M o b i l i t y 
- to be able to m o v e w i t h i n home 
- to be able to m o v e o u t s i d e home 
- to be able to m a k e v i s i t s 
- to be able to h a v e s h o r t stays away from h o m e 
- to be able to m a k e t r i p s and travel 
3• F u n c t i o n i n q 
一 to be able to m a i n t a i n / k e e p o c c u p a t i o n — f u l l , 
p a r t 
- to be able to h a v e s i c k leave 
- to be able to d o s o m e d o m e s t i c work 
- to be able to m a n a g e self care 
4• I n t e r e s t s 
一 to m a i n t a i n i n t e r e s t in s u r r o u n d i n g s 
- to m a i n t a i n h o b b y and i n t e r e s t e . g . m u s i c , T . V . 
一 to m a i n t a i n d e s i r e to h a v e p l e a s u r a b l e e x p e r i e n c e 
5 • A^bility to care 
一 to m a i n t a i n a l t r u i s t i c b e h a v i o u r 
一 to be able to c a r e for f r i e n d s 
- to be able to w o r k for the b e t t e r m e n t of m a n k i n d , 
s o c i e t y , e n v i r o n m e n t 
- to be able to d o s o m e v o l u n t a r y work 
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A p p e n d i x 3•5d R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the P s y c h o l o Q i c a l W e l l Beinci 
D i m e n s i o n and O p e r a t i o n a l D e f i n i t i o n 
1 • D e g r e e of H a p p i n e s s 
一 to h a v e joy 
- to be o p e n 
一 to h a v e the a b i l i t y to a p p r e c i a t e 
一 to m a i n t a i n a s e n s e of h u m o u r 
2 . D e g r e e of Freedom 
一 to m a i n t a i n hope and f r e e d o m 
一 to be able to o r g a n i s e o w n way of d a i l y l i v i n g 
一 to k e e p d a i l y s c h e d u l e of ones p r e f e r e n c e 
- to h a v e c e r t a i n d e g r e e of control for self and 
future 
一 to m a k e d e c i s i o n s 
3 - P o s i t i v e Self 
- to be in touch 
- to h a v e the a b i l i t y to w i t h s t a n d h a r d s h i p 
- to c o n t i n u e to b e m o t i v a t e d 
- to h a v e s e c u r i t y 
- to h a v e c o n f i d e n c e e t c 
4 . R e s p e c t and d i g n i t y 
- to be r e s p e c t e d 
一 to h a v e d i g n i t y 
5 • P e a c e and T r a n q u i l l i t y 
- to be able to f o r g i v e and no longer a n g r y 
- to be s t i l l and c a l m 
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A p p e n d i x 3 . 5 e R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the P h i l o s o p h i c a l / 
S p i r i t u a l / R e l i g i o u s W e l l d i m e n s i o n and 
O p e r a t i o n a l D e f i n i t i o n 
1• P o s i t i v e A t t i t u d e T o w a r d L i f e 
- - to h a v e a b i l i t y to f a c e r e a l i t y 
一 to h a v e a b i l i t y to f a c e c h a l l e n g e 
一 to m a i n t a i n p o s i t i v e a t t i t u d e t o w a r d s l i f e 
2 . P h i l o s o p h i c a l and/ or S p i r i t u a l G r o w t h 
一 to g a i n wisdonv 
- to h a v e food for t h o u g h t 
一 to h a v e trie alDl丄ity t o s e e K for a e s t h e t i c , a r t i s t i c 
a n d c r e a t i v e life 
- to b e a b l e to t r a n s c e n d 
一 to b e a b l e to a p p r e c i a t e e m p t i n e s s , n o t h i n g n e s s a n d 
l e t it be 
3• M e a n i n g of L i f e 
一 t o m a i n t a i n w o r t h i n e s s of s t r u g g l e in l i f e 
- to a p p r e c i a t e t r u t h 
一 to m a i n t a i n an a p p r e c i a t i o n of l i f e 
一 to m a i n t a i n w e l l h e l d g o a l s and m e a n i n g of l i f e 
- t o m a i n t a i n t h e s t r i v e for e x c e l l e n c e a n d 
b e t t e r m e n t for m a n k i n d 
4 . P h i l o s o p h i c a l and S p i r i t u a l S u p p o r t 
一 to f a c e d e a t h w i t h a i d of p h i l o s o p h i c a l and o r 
s p i r i t u a l b e l i e f s 
一 to h a v e the w i s h / to b e l i e v e in l i f e a f t e r d e a t h 
一 to b e a b l e to s e e t h a t d e a t h is the b e g i n n i n g of 
l i f e , n e w d i r e c t i o n 
5 . S p i r i t u a l A c t i v i t i e s 
一 to b e a b l e to in p r a y e r , m e d i t a t i o n , b i b l e s t u d i e s 
- to be able to h a v e c o n t a c t w i t h the s u p e r n a t u r a l 
a n d p r e p a r e for n e x t l i f e 
一 to a c h i e v e s a t i s f a c t i o n , t r a n q u i l l i t y v i a r e l i g i o n 
一 to i n t e g r a t e w i t h n a t u r e , ireligion, u n i v e r s e 
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A p p e n d i x 3.5f R e p o r t e d N e e d s in the F u l f i l m e n t . 
C o m p l e t i o n of Task Dimens土oru—and o p e r a t i o n a l 
P e t i n i t i o n 
1• C o m p l e t i o n of R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s 
- to care for c h i l d r e n , p a r e n t s , s p o u s e 
〜 — to h e l p educate the y o u n g e r g e n e r a t i o n ( s ) 
一 to be able to s o l v e p r o b l e m s 
2• H e l p i n g O t h e r s via P h i l o s o p h i c a l , S p i r i t u a l B e l i e f s 
- to spread good n e w s , c o n v e r t p e o p l e 
- to p r a y for o t h e r s 
一 to h e l p to i m p r o v e n o n — m a t e r n a l i s t i c life for 
o t h e r s 
3 . F a c e R e a l i t y of Own C o n d i t i o n 
一 to u n d e r s t a n d , r e c o g n i s e illness c o n d i t i o n 
- to be able to m a i n t a i n o p e n n e s s in p r e p a r i n g / 
h e l p i n g f a m i l y , r e l a t i v e s and f r i e n d s 
- to be able to m a i n t a i n o p e n n e s s and p o s i t i v e n e s s in 
f a c i n g d e t e r i o r a t i n g h e a l t h 
4• L i f e Review 
一 to r e c a l l past l i f e 
- to be able to r e c a l l p o s i t i v e and n e g a t i v e 
‘ ex p e r i e n c e and see p o s i t i v e n e s s in n e g a t i v e 
e x p e r i e n c e 
一 to h a v e a r e a l i s t i c e v a l u a t i o n of r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
- to accept 
- to r e c o n c i l e 
- to m a i n t a i n a b i l i t y to focus p r e s e n t e x i s t e n c e in 
r e l a t i o n to the w h o l e life span 
5 . C o m p l e t i o n of Task 
- to do things w i t h and for loved o n e s 
- to r e c o r d or t e l l o n e s life story 
- to seek for c o m p l e t i o n of task by self or w i t h h e l p 
of o t h e r s 
- to bid farewell in o n e s own m a n n e r 
- to arrange for o n e s d e a t h , e . g . w i l l , f u n e r a l 
一 to h e l p family for s e p a r a t i o n and e v e n t u a l d e a t h or 
t h e r e a f t e r 
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Appendix 3. 6 
Hong Kong Health Care Professionals‘ Reported Needs (N=135) 
‘III • ii'Mi I mill ••• • •___ • ••• •i^tt^'*'—T—‘ "•‘ ‘ ‘ 1111 • i i i ii i j i i iii i i i i ii y n iii iiiii 
3-Months % Survival 
_J Health 
-LzJ___Imanh ： M 3.19 
-lz2__niTifiSR ^ 4.50 
1-.1trfi翻fiTif, M ？ 
1 - 4 — — s i i s t a i n i n g mpphanism Ih 1.41 
1- 5 preafintfltifiTi ； 10 Q.94 
— .qnh-fotai 
Human RpI ati nn.qhi p 
？-I basic rfilat.-innshlp iini t IS 3.56 
？.-2 snpporti Vf； frI at1 nnshi p 7. 87 
1nvp and h^ 1 U 
2- 4 desired clnfifinenR : 1.4 : 1.31 
2- 5 have moral support 3.09 
Si]h-tnta1 (17.89) 
-J Tiifft and FiinctinTiiTig 
3- ] resources 4.59 
_lz2___mobi 11 r,y ？..34 
3-3 fimct-,1oninq ID 2.81 
__intere.^tf) 2J 1.97 
3- 5 flU.nnf7t.lc bejiavlour 12 3.S6 
Sub-tntfll f1!?..l7) 
4 P.qynholQginal Wftll Rftlng 
4-1 degree 12 1.59 
4-2 degree of frftednm 12 1,12 
4-3 positive f ^ 
4-4 rfispfict and digni ty U 1.03 
4-5 peace and t r a n q u i l i t y 3J 2.91 
^lib-total _ ( 1 1 . 9 ) 
f} Fhi1o.snptiicfl1 and Spiritual Life 
5-1 positive attitude towards 1 ire 12 1.5$ 
philosophical aTi(i/or spiritual growth 12 1.59 
mpRTiing of 1 i fp. 12 3 .47 
5-4 phllosophir and sdI ri tiial support 5.9Q 
5-5 spi ri t.iial acti vi ty 2LB ？ 
.S”W.。t;n 
fi Fnlf-iUmPTit 
rnmplption of rare and resDonslbil itv 5.Q6 
6-2 hp1 pi ng nt-.hpr.q via 1 fif s 12 1 . 
fj-] fanfi rpalitv of own condition 20. 5石 
fi-4 1 i fp rpv1 fiw 12 6.75 
rnmplpHmi of ta.qk.q 84 7.87 
I如 h-t。t;n m . 4 q ) 
Total 1067 
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Appendix 3.7 
I l l n e s s C o n d i t i o n I n t e r v i e w i n g Schedule (Version I) 1987 
1• I n t r o d u c t i o n 
、 Thi s is a study a i m i n g at u n d e r s t a n d i n g d i f f e r e n t 
i l l n e s s e s and p a t i e n t s in s i t u a t i o n that is s i m i l a r to 
y o u . T h i s r e s e a r c h is b e i n g done in the h o p e to add 
i n f o r m a t i o n to our k n o w l e d g e of p a t i e n t s ' , their n e e d s , 
e x p e c t a t i o n s , and e x p e r i e n c e s of i l l n e s s , l i f e and 
d e a t h . T h e s e i n f o r m a t i o n m i g h t help us and y o u h e l p to 
i m p r o v e on p a t i e n t s ' c a r e . 
2• D i a g n o s i s and illness (as k n o w n by p a t i e n t ) 
I u n d e r s t a n d that y o u h a v e b e e n i l l , c o u l d y o u tell 
m e w h a t are you s u f f e r i n g from the d i a g n o s i s of y o u r 
i l l n e s s . 
3• P r e s e n t c o n d i t i o n 
We h a v e b e e n t a l k i n g a b o u t your i l l n e s s , c o u l d y o u 
let me know of your p r e s e n t condition? (illness, 
s y m p t o m s , c o m p l a i n t s ) 
4 . A f f e c t and m o o d 
W o u l d you like to tell me s o m e t h i n g a b o u t y o u r 
a f f e c t and mood? 
5• P a t i e n t s a t t r i b u t e d c a u s e s of illness 
M a n y p e o p l e w o u l d try to u n d e r s t a n d t h e i r i l l n e s s 
b y t h i n k i n g a b o u t how t h e y b e c o m e i l l . W h a t do y o u see 
as the c a u s e s of your i l l n e s s ? 
5 . L i f e c h a n g e since i l l n e s s 
For some p e o p l e , w h e n t h e y become i l l , t h e i r life 
c h a n g e s . Since you h a v e b e e n i l l , what a s p e c t s of life 
h a v e b e e n change? 
7• B a s i c n e e d s (fulfilled, p r e s e n t , e n v i s a q e d , u n f u l f i l l e d ) 
N e e d s and e x p e c t a t i o n s are common a s p e c t s of life 
to c o n s i d e r when one is i l l . (These c o u l d be 
a c c o m p l i s h e d , u n a c c o m p l i s h e d , p r e s e n t or e n v i s a g e d n e e d s 
or e x p e c t a t i o n s ) . C o u l d you t e l l me y o u r n e e d s and then 
y o u r e x p e c t a t i o n s ? 
8• C l o s e s t p e r s o n ( s ) in p a t i e n t ' s life 
In human relationships, people tend to classify 
them into distant and close. Could you tell me who are 
the closest person(s) in your life? 
3 3 2 
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9• Most helpful persons in patient's illness 
At some point of o n e ' s i l l n e s s , one tends to need 
some h e l p in d i f f e r e n t a s p e c t s of l i f e . C o u l d y o u tell 
me w h o are the most h e l p f u l p e r s o n s in y o u r illness? 
”A n d in w h a t aspects are t h e y h e l p f u l to you? 
1 0 . Communicatiori of i l l n e s s i n f o r m a t i o n 
W h o i n f o r m e d you of y o u r illness? 
W h e n y o u feel i l l , w h o were the f i r s t p e r s o n (s) 
that y o u c o m m u n i c a t e d w i t h c o n c e r n i n g y o u r i l l n e s s ? 
W h e n you feel l i k e t a l k i n g to s o m e o n e c o n c e r n i n g 
y o u r h e a l t h , illness and t r e a t m e n t , w h o w o u l d you 
u s u a l l y a p p r o a c h ? 
1 1 . V i e w s of d y i n g & d e a t h 
A t d i f f e r e n t p o i n t s of l i f e , a p e r s o n m i g h t h a v e 
t h o u g h t a b o u t dying and d e a t h . Could you tell me y o u r 
v i e w s and feeling on d y i n g and death? 
1 2 . P h i l o s o p h y of life 
D i f f e r e n t p e o p l e t e n d to hold d i f f e r e n t p h i l o s o p h y 
of l i f e . C o u l d you t e l l m e y o u r p h i l o s o p h y of life the 
p u r p o s e and m e a n i n g of l i f e ? 
13• S p i r i t u a l aspects of life 
D o y o u have any s p i r i t u a l beliefs? 
(If yes) 
C o u l d you tell m e y o u r s p i r i t u a l b e l i e f and its 
r e l a t i o n to you? 
(If no) 
M a n y p e o p l e w i t h o u t a r e l i g i o n m i g h t f e e l that 
there is a greater b e i n g . H a v e you ever felt t h a t way? 
If s o , w o u l d you like to d e s c r i b e this g r e a t e r b e i n g and 
its r e l a t i o n to your life"? 
1 4 . W o r s t / m o s t d i f f i c u l t / u n h a p p y e x p e r i e n c e in l i f e 
C o u l d you tell me y o u r w o r s t , d i f f i c u l t or u n h a p p y 
e x p e r i e n c e in life? 
15• Best e x p e r i e n c e in life 
C o u l d you tell m e the best or m o s t r e w a r d i n g 
e x p e r i e n c e in life? 
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16• Self report of usefulness durinq illness 
C o u l d you tell m e k n o w in w h a t w a y are you 
c o n t r i b u t i n g to or b e i n g u s e f u l to o t h e r p e o p l e ? 
17• P o s i t i v e a s p e c t s of c h a n g e s i n c e illness 
T h e r e is a s a y i n g t h a t every cloud h a s s i l v e r 
l i n i n g • W e h a v e t a l k e d a b o u t changes in l i f e a f t e r 
h a v i n g an i l l n e s s earliei:. T h i s time c o u l d y o u t e l l m e 
the p o s i t i v e c h a n g e s s i n c e y o u r illnesses"? 
1 8 . O c c u p a t i o n 
We h a v e talked a b o u t y o u r h e a l t h for s o m e t i m e , 
c o u l d y o u tell me s o m e t h i n g a b o u t your o c c u p a t i o n (past 
& present)？ 
1 9 . F a m i l y 
C o u l d y o u let me k n o w s o m e t h i n g a b o u t y o u r f a m i l y 
and the m e m b e r s ? 
2 0 . F i n a n c i a l s i t u a t i o n 
D o y o u m i n d t e l l i n g m e about y o u r f i n a n c i a l 
s i t u a t i o n ? 
2 1 . E x p e c t a t i o n from the p r o f e s s i o n a l c o m i n g team 
I h a v e b e e n a s k i n g y o u a lot of q u e s t i o n s . W o u l d 
y o u like to tell me w h a t a r e y o u r e x p e c t a t i o n (s) from 
the c a r i n g team? Are t h e r e a n y t h i n g that y o u w o u l d like 
to ask for? 
22• O t h e r s 
In o u r c o n v e r s a t i o n , are there any i s s u e t h a t y o u 
w o u l d like to m e n t i o n b u t d i d n ' t ? 
2 3 . R e m a r k s & s u g g e s t i o n s 
D o y o u h a v e any q u e s t i o n s , comments or s u g g e s t i o n s ? 
T h a n k you for y o u r i n f o r m a t i o n , time and p a t i e n c e . 
T h a n k y o u v e r y m u c h . 
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Record Sheet for Content Analysis of Interview Transcription 
Check on this column Remarks 
when a 'theme' is 
• I "•• I, - 1 . I .• i f iiirgJ 
1 HPfllth 
_l:d hfialth : 
1-?. illnfiRS 
_JL=3 tfRatrriRnt 
1-4 Hffi siiRtnining mechnnif^m 
1 pre?;antatinn J 
，. Hiiman Eelatinnship 
？-1 rplntinnsViip iinit ： 
？-?• Riippnrtivp rfilfltinnship 
？.一3 Invft flnH bfi Invati 
7.-4. Hf>?;irp.H rlnsfinesR 
hpvfi m 旧 1 support 




3-4 intRre?^ ts '. 
—listio hehavinnr ^ — 
4. Psycholngiral Well Being 
4-~1 degrpfi 
Hfigrefi nf freednm 
pnRitivp Rfilf 
4-4. and dignity 
pftanfi and tr?^ nqiiiHty 
^ Philnsnphinal and 印iritnal T.ife 
pnRitivP flttltiidfi towards life 
philnsnpVHral ？md/or Rpiritnnl prowth 
mp^m'ng nf life 
5-d pbiln.qnphin and Rpiritnnl ？support 
Rpintnni af^ tivity L_ 
fi FnlfiUmPnt 
pomplp.tinn nf c.fwe. and rpspnnslbilitv ： 
f^ -9 Vi piping othprR via hfilififc ： 
fapp rpality of nwn rnnHi'tion 
lifp rpvipw 
fnmplfitinn of t就S 




Reported Needs of Terminally Patients {N=26) 
Human 
Health Rdafionship Activities Psychological PMosopiiical Completion 
〜andPlness and Support andlnterest WdlB’ WdlMg ofM Total 
Rater 1 2 1 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2 1 2 
Sex/Age 
BsxnsasBBBS BBSS I 8Bafeaea3aatBBaMB s a sn sa=Mis»BBa:isa»=ssfcaaEMis«aG^««Btf r ^ a s B s n a 
F/37 5___4__________5___3____4__4_____}_____2 24 20 
酬 _J____2___5_____5___5______4_____5______5__5_____5 29 26 
F/36 32___4_____3__I___04__3_____2__I_____3__3 17 12 
M/34 4___4_____32_____5_____5__5____4_____0____2_____3__3 20 20 
M/56 3 3 _ _ _ 3 3 _ _ 1 一 丄 」 _ _ 4 _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ 4 4 17___ 
_ 4_____4__33__0___0__J3______2___2___1_____I 13 13 
M/3Q 4 4__3____2____3__l_J___3_____I_____I_____3 3 17_____ 
M/69 4 4____4___4_____3__1」___5_____I____I____2 2 1918_. 
M/23 5__4__4__2___5____4___3___3__4 4 26____22^  
p/50 4 34__3_____2_____I_____3__I__4__4_____1—」 19 24 
F/5Q 22___3___3_____3_____2____3_____3______I____I____I___I 13 12 
F/5Q _____3___3_____2__2___4___3I_____I____4___4 18 14 
_ 3 2____2___2___1____l_J___33___2_____2 2 15__[L 
M/5Q 4 . 4___3____33_____3____5__5____4___43__L^L. 
M/5Q 3 3 _ _ ! _ _ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ 3 _ _ _ L - J 5 I L - l - L — I L J L 
M/55 3 3 _ _ 2 _ _ 2 _ _ _ L 」 L 
um 4 4 4__2_____1 一 丄 」 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ L _ - L _ J I L 
P/45 _____3_____5__5_____2___2___55___j5_____4_____4 24 24 
F/4Q 4_____4______2___3_____3_____3___0__0___I_____1 14 13 
M/D8 4 J 3 _ _ 3 _ _ i ！ _ _ _ 
F/38 4___2____4_____3_____I__I_____3___32__21_____0 15 11 
L - J ！ L ^ - J — J ！ ！ L _ l - J - - i L J L 
F/35 ___4_____4_____4______3_____3__4_____4_____I____0_____3_____4 19 19 
J M L - J L _ J L - l - J L ^ _ _ _ L - 1 « 1 . _ J L J L 
M/5Q 3 」 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ 2 _ _ _ _ _ L _ 1 _ J ？ ！ L 
m _ [ T I 3 3 3 I 3「i| 5 4 4 20 15 
Total 95 77 84 72 73 62 92 11 56 51 U 70 469 409 
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C Q L Q , Long Form (Patient Version) 編 號 • 
生活質素問卷（新症L o n g Form) 
姓名： 性別： 身份證編號： 
出生日期： 年 月 日 醫院编號： 
婚姻狀況： 子女人數： 宗教 
病症： 病發日期： 月 年 







9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 




最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2. 我的痛及各種不適是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
5 . 我 的 治 療 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
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未患病前 最近七曰來 
4 . 我 的 外 貌 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
5. 我的胃口是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
6. 我的經濟狀況是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
7. 我的行動（家中、探訪、旅遊）是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
8 . 我 的 工 作 狀 況 是 
最好丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨丨最差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
9. 我的娱樂生活是 
最好 I"““I•”“1~II~Ii―“I~I 最差 最好 I I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ j I ~ I ~ I 最差 
1 0 . 我的自由程度是 
最好 I ~ ~！ ~ ~ I ~ I I I I ！ ~ I 最差 最好 I 1 I ―“ 1 1 I ““ I I I 最差 
1 1 . 我的家庭婚姻生活是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 2 . 我給與子女（或我負責 的 人）的照顧是 
最好 I ~ 1 ~ I ~ I I ~ I ~ I I “ I 最差 最好 I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ I I ~ I ~ I I 最差 
3 4 0 
未患病前 最近七日來— 
1 3 .我與他人彼此扶持方面是 
最好 I I I I I I I I I 最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I 最差 
1 4 .我幫助他人的能力是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 5 .我與摯親的相處是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 6 .我和親友在了解我的病情方面是 
最 好 I I I I I i I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 7 .在愛護他人與被愛護方面是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 8 .我快樂的程度是 
最好 I~1~1~I~1~II~j~I 最差 最好 II""“I~i~j~I~I~I~I 最差 
1 9 .我的心理平衡與健康是 
最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
2 0 .我的尊嚴與自尊是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I 丨 最 差 
2 1 . 我 的 精 神 / 心 理 支 持 是 
最好 I ~ I I I ~ I ~ I “ I 1 ~ I 最差 最好 I I ~ I I ~ I I ~ I ~ I ― “ I 最差 
3 4 1 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
2 2 .我對生命的積極性是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 5 .我的人生哲理境界是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 4 .我的生存意義與目的是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I 1 I 最 差 
2 5 . 我平和與寧靜感是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I i I I I 最 差 
2 6 .我的信念、靈性、宗教方面的支持是 
最 好 I I I I I I I i I 最 差 最 好 I I I I ( I I I I 最 差 
2 7 .我的靈性、宗教活動是 
最好 I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I I ~ I I I ~ ~ I 最差 最好 I 1 ~ I ~ j ~ I 1 ~ ~ I I ~ I 最差 
2 8 .我透過信念、靈性、宗教幫助他人的能力是 
最 好 I I I I I I I 1 I 最差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 9 .我安排事務、完成心願能力是 
最好 I I I I I I { I I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
5 0 . 自 我 回 顧 / 反 省 的 能 力 是 
最好 I~I1I1~I~I~I~I 最差 最好 III1~I~I~I““I~I 最差 
3 4 2 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
51 . 我解決及處理問題的能力是 
最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
5 2 . 我適應環境的能力是 




Quality of Life Questionnaire (New Case)( Patient ‘ s Version) 
Name,: ； Sex: I.D. No.: 
Date of Birth: Year Month Day Hospital No.: 
Marital Status: No. of Children: Religion: 
Diagnosis: Date of Onset: Month Year 
Date: Year Month Day 
Below is a questioniiaire about quality of life, please indicate (circle) 
your level of quality of life on the scale. For example, if you feel 
that your living conditions are almost perfect, you put a circle around 
the number '9', bearing in mind that in Cantonese, nine means almost 
perfect. If you feel that your living conditions are very poor, you then 
circle the number '1'. 
My living conditions My living conditions 
before illness. during last seven days 
The . . . The The The 
best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 worst Best9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 worst 
(If the answer is the best) (If the answer is the worst) 
Pre-illness Last seven days 
1. MY health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
2. My pain and discomfort 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3. My treatment 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
4. My appearance 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
5. My appetite 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Pre-illness Last seven days 
6. My financial situation 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
7. My movement (at home, visit, tour) 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
8. My work 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
9. My entertainment 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
10. My freedom 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
11. My family and marriage life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
12. What I give to my children (or those to whom I have responsibility) 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
13. My mutual assistance with others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 14. My ability to help others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
15. My relationship with close relatives 
The The The — The 
best worst best vorst 
16. M y relatives‘/friends‘ knowledge of my illness The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3 4 5 
Pre-illness Last seven days 
17. My mutual love with others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
18. My happiness 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
19. My mental stability and health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
20. My dignity & self-respect 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
21. My mental/psYchological support 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
22. My positive attitude towards life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
23. The level of my philosophy of life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
24. My meaning and purpose of life 
TVio Tho Tho Tho 
best worst best worst 
25. My feeling of peace and tranquillity 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 26. My beliefs, spirituality, religious support 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Pre-illness Last seven days 
27. My spiritual, religious activities 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
‘v.. 
28. My ability to help people through beliefs, spirituality, religion 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
29. My completion of tasks and fulfilment of wishes 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
30. My ability to recall/reflect 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 31. My problem-solving ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
32. My adaptation ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3 4 7 
Appendix 5.11a , 
C Q L Q L o n g F o r m ( R a t e r s V e r s i o n ) 編 號 • 
生活質素問卷（評估員 L o n g Form) 
評估員姓名： 與病人關係： 
病人姓考： 性別： 身份證編號： 
出 生 日 期 ： 年 — — 月 — 日 醫院编號： 
婚姻狀況： 子女人數：—_ „ 宗教 
病症： 病發日期： 月 年 
填表日期： 年 月 曰 
•MB — » — — 






9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I 丨 丨 丨 丨 I I 丨 I 最 差 
(若答案是最好） （若答案是最差〉 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
1 . 你 的 健 康 狀 況 是 
最好I . . . . . . . I最差 最好！ i , , i i i i I最差 
2. 你的痛及各種不適是 
最 好 I ~ I I ~ ~ I I I ~ 1 ~ I i 最 差 最 好 i ~ I ~ ！ ― “ I ~ I i i ~ I I 最 差 
5 . 你 的 治 療 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I 1 I I 最 差 
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未患病前 最近七曰來 
4 . 你 的 外 貌 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
5. 你的胃口是 
-^ 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
6. 你的經濟狀況是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
7. 你的行動（家中、探訪、旅遊）是 
最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
8. 你的工作狀況是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
9 . 你 的 娱 樂 生 活 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 0 . 你的自由程度是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 I 最 差 
1 1 . 你的家庭婚姻生活是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I i I I I I 最 差 
1 2 . 你給與子女（或我負責 的 人）的照顧是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I t I I I I I 最 差 
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未患病前 最近七日來 
1 5 . 你與他人彼此扶持方面是 
最 好 I I I I 1 I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 4 . 你幫助他人的能力是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I i I I 最 差 
1 5 . 你與摯親的相處是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 6 . 你 和 親 友 在 了 解 他 / 她 的 病 情 方 面 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
I V .在愛護他人與被愛護方面是 
最 好 I I I I I I { I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
1 8 . 你快樂的程度是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I 1 I I I 最 差 
1 9 . 你的心理平衡與健康是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 0 . 你的尊嚴與自尊是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 1 . 你 的 精 神 / 心 理 支 持 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
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未患病前 最近七曰來 
2 2 . 你對生命的積極性是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 5 . 你的人生哲理境界是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 4 . 你的生存意義與目的是 
最好 I~~II""”I~~I~II~~I—I 最差 最好 I ― “ I I I ~ I I ~ I I ~ I 最差 
2 5 . 你平和與寧靜感是 
最好 I ~ ~ I1~ ~ I I ~1~ I ~ I ~ I 最差 最好 I ~ I I I I I ~ 1 ~ I I 最差 
2 6 . 你的信念、靈性、宗教方面的支持是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I i I 最 差 
2 7 . 你的靈性、宗教活動是 
最好 II~~I~~I~I~I~Ij~I 最差 最好 I~I~~Ir~i~~1~~r~i~~I 最差 
2 8 . 你透過信念、靈性、宗教幫助他人的能力是 
最好 I—“1 I I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ I！~ i 最差 最好 I I 1 ~ 1 ~ I ~ I — I 1 I 最差 
2 9 . 你安排事務、完成心願能力是 
最好 II~I~I1~~1~~1~1I 最差 最好 I I i I I I I I ~ I 最差 
5 0 . 自 我 回 顧 / 反 省 的 能 力 是 
最好 I 1 I ~ I I ~ I r n H 最差 最好 I I I I~I~I~I~I—I 最差 
3 5 1 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
5 1 .你解決及處理問題的能力是 
最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
5 2 . 你 適 - 環 境 的 能 力 是 




Quality of Life Questionnaire (Rater's Version New Case) 
Rater: Relationship: 
Name: Sex: I.D. No.: 
Date of Birth: Year Month Day Hospital No.: 
Marital Status: No. of Cliildireii: Religion: 
Diagnosis: Date of Onset: Month Year 
Date: Year Month Day 
Below is a questionnaire about quality of life, please indicate (circle) 
your level of quality of life on the scale. For example, if you feel 
that your living conditions are almost perfect, you put a circle around 
the number '9\ bearing in mind that in Cantonese, nine means almost 
perfect. If you feel that your living conditions are very poor, you then 
circle the number '1'. 
Your living conditions Your living conditions 
before illness. during last seven days 
The The The The 
best worst Best worst 
(If the answer is the best) (If the answer is the worst) 
Pre-illness Last seven days 
1. Your health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
and discomfort 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3. Your treatment 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
4. Your appearance 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
353 
Pre-illness Last seven days 
5. Your appetite 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
6. Your financial situation 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
7. Your movement (at home, visit, tour) 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
8. Your work 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
9. Your entertainment 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
10. Your freedom 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
11. Your family and marriage life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
12. What I give to Your children (or those to whom you have 
iresponsibility) 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
13. Your mutual assistance with others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
14. Your ability to help others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Pre-illness Last seven days 
15. Your relationship with close relatives 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
16. Your relatives'/friends' knowledge of his/her illness 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
17. Your mutual love with others 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
18. Your happiness 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
19. Your mental stability and health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
20. Your dignity & self-respect 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
21. Your mental/psychological support 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
22. Your positive attitude towards life 
The • The The The 
best worst best worst 
23. The level of Your philosophy of life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
24. Your meaning and purpose of life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
25. Your feeling of peace and tranquillity 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
355 
Pre-illness Last Seven Days 
26. Your beliefs, spirituality, religious support 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
27. Your spiritual, religious activities 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
28. Your ability to help people through beliefs, spirituality, religion 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
29. Your completion of tasks and fulfilment of wishes 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 30. Your ability to recall/reflect The The The The 
best worst best worst 
31. Your problem-solving ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
32. Your adaptation ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Appendix 5.12 
CQLQ S h o r t F o r m ( P a t i e n t ' s V e r s i o n ) 編 號 ： 
生活質素問卷（新症S h o r t Form) 
姓名： 性別： 身份證编號： 
出 生 曰 期 ： 一 — 一 年 月 一 一 一 一 曰 醫院编號： 
婚姻狀況：—__ 子女人數： 宗教 
病症： 病發日期： 月 年 







9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 




最好 I ~ ~ 1 I ~ ~ I I ~ I ~ 1~ i~ I 最差 最好 I~ I~|—1~I~I~I~ j~ I 最差 
2 . 我 與 家 人 和 摯 親 是 
最 好 I I I I 1 I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I 1 I I I I 最 差 
5 . 我 的 生 活 、 能 力 、 行 動 、 樂 趣 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
3 5 7 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
4. 我情结及心理是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最差 最 好 I I t I I I I I I 最差 
5 . 我的人生輔法、信念、靈性及宗教生活是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
6. 我安排事務或完成心願是 
最 好 I 丨 丨 I I I 丨 I I 最差 最 好 I 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 丨 I 最 差 
7. 總括來說，我的生活質素在以上各方面是 
最 好 I I I I I I t I I 最差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最差 
8 .我解決及處理問題的能力是 
最好 I”1“ni~~III""""I 最差 最好 i~I~rn”i~~i”i”i~I 最差 
9 . 我適應環境的能力是 




Quality of life Questionnaire II (SF New Case) (Patient ‘ s Versioi 
Name: Sex: I.D. No.: 
Date of Birth: Year Month Day Hospital No.: 
Marital Status: No. of Children: Religion: 
Diagnosis: Date of Onset: Month Year 
Date: Year Month Day 
Below is a questionnaire about quality of life, please indicate (circle) 
your level of quality of life on the scale. For example, if you feel 
that your living conditions are almost perfect, you put a circle around 
the number '9', bearing in mind that in Cantonese, nine means almost 
perfect. If you feel that your living conditions are very poor, you then 
circle the number '1'. 
My living conditions My living conditions 
before illness. during last seven days 
The The The .The 
best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 worst Best 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 iworst 
(If the answer is the best) (If the answer is the worst) 
Pre-illness Last Seven Days 
1. My Physiology and health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
2. My relationship with family and close relatives 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3. My living, ability, movement/action, interest 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
4. My mood and psychological state 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
5. My philosophy of life, beliefs, spiritual & religious life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Pre-illness Last Seven Days 
6. My completion of tasks and fulfillment of wishes 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
» V' 
7. On the whole, my quality of life on the above six aspects 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
8. My problem-solving ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
9. My adaptation ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Appendix 5 .12a 
CQLQ S h o r t F o r m (Rater' s V e r s i o n ) 編 號 ： 
生活質素問卷（評估員S h o r t Form) 
評估員姓名： 與病人關係： 
姓名： 性別： 身份證编號： 
出生日期： _ _ _ _ 年 _ _ 月 日 醫院编號： 
婚姻狀況： 子女人數： 宗教 
病症： 病發日期： 月 年 







9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
(若答案是最好） （若答案是最差） 
未患病前 最近七曰來 
1 . 你 的 生 理 及 健 康 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
2 . 你 與 家 人 和 摯 親 是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
你的生活、能力、行動、樂趣是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
3 6 1 
未患病前 最近七日來 
4. 你情结及心理是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 
5. 你的人生賺法、信念、靈性及宗教生活是 
最 好 I I I I I I I I I 最 差 最 好 I I I I I i I I I 最 差 
6 . 你 安 排 事 務 或 完 成 心 願 是 
最 好 I I I I { I I I I 最 差 最 好 I 丨 丨 丨 丨 j I 丨 I 最 差 
7. 總括來說，你的生活質素在以上各方面是 
最 好 I i I I I I I i I 最 差 最 好 I I i I I I I I I 最 差 
8 .你解決及處理問題的能力是 
最好 I I I I I I I 1 I最差 最好 I I I I I I I I I最差 
9 .你適應環境的能力是 




Quality of life Questionnaire II (Rater's Version SF New Case) 
Rater: Relationship: 
Name: Sex: I.D. No.: 
Date of Birth: Year Month Day Hospital No.: 
Marital Status: No. of Children: Religion: 
Diagnosis: Date of Onset: Month Year 
Date: Year Month Day 
Below is a questionnaire about quality of life, please indicate (circle) 
your level of quality of life on the scale. For example, if you feel 
that your living conditions are almost perfect, you put a circle around 
the number '9', bearing in mind that in Cantonese, nine means almost 
perfect. If you feel that your living conditions are very poor, you then 
circle the number '1'. 
Your living conditions Your living conditions 
before illness. during last seven days 
The The The The 
best worst Best worst 
(If the answer is the best) (If the answer is the worst) 
Pre-illness Last Seven Days 
1. Your Physiology and health 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
2. Your relationship with family and close relatives 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
3. Your living, ability, movement/action, interest 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
4. Your mood and psychological state 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
363 
Pre-illness Last Seven Days 
5. Your philosophy of life, beliefs, spiritual & religious life 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
‘ V . 
6. Your completion of tasks and fulfilment of wishes 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
7. On the whole. Your quality of life on the above six aspects 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
8. Your problem-solving ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
9. Your adaptation ability 
The The The The 
best worst best worst 
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Self-Assessment . 2 
Spizter‘s QL Index (Patient‘s V e r s i o n ) .16 
AUTOSCALE-E SUBJECT 
17 18 19 r.i) 
PATIENT 
NURSE 
DATE 丨3 丨1 I I I I 
CONFIDENTIAL FORJI 22 23 24 25 26 27 
B/A 
- “ • 
28 
of the next five headings has three (Z) choices. Under each heading put a. 
circle around the letter that best descHhes your quality of lifs during the 
tact hieek, 
ACTIVITY - What ia your ’main ‘ activity? 
P. I work f u l l - t i m e ( o r n e a r l y so) i n my usua l occupa t i on or study f u l l - t i m e 
( o r n e a r l y so) o r manage my own household or take p a r t i n as much unpaid 
o r v o l u n t a r y a c t i v i t y as I v i s h , whether r e t i r e d o r n o t . 
J . I work o r s tudy i n my usua l occupat ion or manage my own household or 
p a r t i c i p a t e i n unpa id or v o l u n t a r y a c t i v i t i e s ; b u t I need a l o t of he lp 
t o do so or I work g r e a t l y reduced hours . 
b . 1 do no t work I n any capac i t y nor do I s tudy nor do I manage my own 
household. • 
• 29 
DAILY LIVING 一 Ability to look after yourself. 
p . 工 am ab le to e a t , wash, go to the t o i l e t and dress w i t h o u t ass is tance . 
I d r i v e a car o r use p u b l i c t r anspo r t w i t h o u t a s s i s t a n c e . 
i ‘ I can t r a v e l and p e r f o r m d a i l y a c t i v i t i e s on ly w i t h ass is tance (another 
person or s p e c i a l equipment:) bu t can pe r fo rm l i g h t t asks . 
b . 1 am c o n f i d e d to my home or an i n s t i t u t i o n and cannot manage persona l 
ca re nor l i g h t tasks a t a l l . 
30 
HEALTH 一 J/hat is your stage of health? 
P . I feel well most of the time. 
J • I l a c k energy o r on l y f e e l "up to pa r " some of the t i m e . 
b . I f e e l v e r y i l l or " l o u s y " most of the t ime. 
SUPPORT - What support do you .Teceive from others? 31 
p . I have good r e l a t i o n s h i p s w i t h o thers and rece ive" s t r o n g support 
f rom a t l e a s t one f a m i l y member and/or f r i e n d . .. 
j . The suppor t 工 r e c e i v e f rom f a m i l y and f r i e n d s i s l i m i t e d . 
b . The suppor t I r e c e i v e f rom f a m i l y and f r i e n d s occurs i n f r e q u e n t l y 1 1 
or only when absolutely nscessar/. “ 
OUTLOOK 一 How do you feel about your life? 
P. I am b a s i c a l l y a calm person. I gene ra l l y look f o r w a r d to th ings and 
am ab le to make my own dec is ions about my l i f e and surroundings. 
j . 1 am sometimes t r o u b l e d and there are t imes when I do not f e e l fully 
i n c o n t r o l of my persona l l i f e . I an anxious and depressed a t t i n e s . 
b . I f e e l f r i g h t e n e d and complete ly confused about t h i n g s i n renera l 
。 • 33 
rniAr. 
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( 一 ） M ^ - 你 的 主 要 活 動 是 什 麼 ？ （請只“V ” 一個） 
• i ) 我 參 與 全 職 （ 幾 乎 全 職 ） 的 工 作 ； 或 上 全 日 （ 近 乎 全 曰 ） 的 
課程；或主理家務；或不論是退休與否，參加義務工作。 
• i i ) 我 照 常 工 作 或 上 學 ； 或 主 理 家 務 ， 或 當 義 工 ， 但 我 需 要 很 多 
幫助才能做到，或要大大減少工作時間。 
• i i i ) 我 全 部 不 作 ， 不 上 學 ， 也 不 理 家 務 。 
( 二 ） 曰 常 生 活 - 自 顧 能 力 （請只“口 ” 一個） 
• i ) 我 不 需 協 助 ， 可 以 吃 喝 、 清 潔 、 如 廁 、 更 衣 、 駕 駛 、 或 乘 搭 
公共讫車。 
• i i ) 我 只 可 在 別 人 或 特 別 儀 器 協 助 下 ， 才 可 以 外 出 或 處 理 曰 常 生 
活，但我可以做輕可的工作。 
• i i i ) 我 受 家 庭 或 學 校 保 護 ， 又 不 能 自 顧 ， 更 不 能 做 輕 可 的 工 作 。 
( 三 ） 你 的 健 康 狀 況 怎 樣 ？ （請只“。” 一個） 
• i ) 我 大 多 數 時 間 烕 到 舒 服 。 
• i i ) 我 缺 乏 精 力 或 只 間 中 有 能 力 應 付 工 作 。 
• i i i ) 我 大 多 數 時 間 烕 到 很 不 舒 服 或 身 體 狀 況 極 惡 劣 。 
( 四 〉 你 從 別 人 得 到 怎 樣 的 支 持 ？ （ 請 只 N ” 一個） 
• i ) 我 有 好 的 人 際 關 係 ， 且 得 到 起 碼 一 個 家 人 或 朋 友 的 極 力 支 持 。 
• i i ) 我 從 家 人 及 朋 友 中 得 到 的 支 持 是 有 限 的 。 
• i i i ) 我 不 常 得 到 家 人 及 朋 友 的 支 持 ； 或 他 們 只 是 在 逼 不 得 已 時 才 
支持我。 
( 五 ） 你 怎 樣 看 你 的 生 活 ？ （請只“。” 一個） 
• i ) 我 基 本 上 是 個 鎮 定 的 人 ， 我 對 事 物 前 瞻 ， 及 可 以 為 自 己 及 四 
周的事情作出決定。 
• i i ) 我 有 時 會 有 困 摄 或 感 到 不 能 自 主 ， 我 有 時 會 感 到 憂 慮 及 情 緒 
低落• 
• i i i ) 我 感 到 驚 慌 及 很 多 時 覺 得 頭 腦 混 亂 。 
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QUAUTY OF UFE Append.x 3.13b 
‘Self - A s s e s s m e n t 
QL Index U n i s c a l e ( P a t i e n t ‘ s V e r s i o n ) 
UNISCALE-E. SUBJECT NUMBER 




d a t e \r \^ “ 
y r . mo. day I 丄 [ ___ [ ___ ] 
] 8 9 10 11 12 
B / A 
13 
机咖'雌k 论为饥 X — -—ate pUce uithin the har to irAicate kow you 
麵Id rate your own quality of life during the past mek. 
W s t quality, applies to someone completely dependent physically on others, 
seriously troubled mentally, unaware of surroundings and In a hopeless position. 
Highest quality applies to someone physically and mentally independent, 
conHnunicating well with others, able to do most of the things enjoyed, pulling 
own weight, with a hopeful yet realistic attitude. 
LOWEST “ ‘ 
quality ‘ HIGHEST 
‘ — QUALITY 
(Please mark one X w i t h i n the bar) 
15 
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生活條件 — 生活條件 
質素 （ 請 於 尺 內 劃 上 一 個 “ X ” 字 ） 質素 
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QUALITY OF LIFE Appendix 3 .13c 
INDEX 
QL INDEX-E 
QL I n d e x (Rater's V e r s i o n ) 5“ 
RN SUBJECT NUMBER 
55 56 57 58. 
NURSE 
59 
一 … ‘ 一 … … DATE. . 8. 1 
SCORING FORM 
60 61 62 63 Sk &5 
B/A 
Score each heading 2, 2 or 0 according to your most recent aeBeeBment of the patient. 
If than a week pteaaa etate the Iddt timd you eau this person, r^ 
ACTIVITY DuHng the laet weak, th« patient 6 7 68 
working or studying full-tlm«, or nearly so, In usual occupation； 
or managing own household; or participating In unpaid or voluntary activities, 
vheth*r retired or not • … 2 
ha，been working or studying in usual occupation or managing ovn household or 
participating In unpaid or voluntary activities; but requiring major 
assistance or a significant reduction In hours vorked or a sheltered 69 
situation or va* on sick leave 
ha» not been working or studying in any capacity and not managing ovn household .. 0 
DAILY -DuHng the last week, the patient 
LIVING has been self-reliant in eating, washing, tolletting and dressing; using 
public transport or driving own car 2 
ha，been requiring assistance (another person or special equipment) for daily 
activities and .transport but performing light tasks 1 
has not been managing personal care nor light tasks and/or not leaving own 70 
home or Inst i tut ion at a l l q 
HEALTH During the paet week, the patient 
has been appearing to feel veil or reporting feeling "great" most of the time 2 
has been lacking energy or not feeling entirely "up to par" more than just 
occasionally 1 
has been feeling very ill cr "lousy" seer.ir.g weak and vaahed cut cost of the , 
time or was unconscious q 71 
SUPPORT PuHn^ the past week . 
the patient has been having good relationships vith others and receiving strong 
support from at least one family member and/or friend 2 
，upport received or perceived has been limited from family and friends and/or 
ty the patient's condition 1 
•upport from fnmlly and friends occurred Infrequently or only uhen absolutely 72 
necessary or patient： was unconscious ^ 
OUTLOOK During the past week, the patient 
has usually been appearing calm and positive In outlook, accopclng and In 
control of personal circumstances, including surroundings 2 
\ t r o y b ^ e d because not fully In control of perso^l circumstances 
or has been having periods of obvious anxiety or depression ^ 1 
S^® teen seriously confused or very frightened or consistently anxious and 7 T 
depressed or unconscloua ‘^  0 
gL INDEX TOTAL ~ 
二: 二 二 “ the precca.n, .l.e.tons .s .cc... L U 
74 75 
Ah.olntely Very Quite Noc Very Very Kot “ .n —— 
confident Confld.nc Confident Confident DoubcLl c^ nfMe^ c 
I 7 
3 6 9 7s 
1 
Appendix 5.15c 编號： 
生活質素指示（親厲 /護理員許估） 
請於以下五題內，從三個選擇中“心” 一 個 最 能 適 當 地 指 出 他 / 她 最 
近七天的生活質素的答案。若你們一星期沒有見面，便請註明上次會 
面的日期： „ _ _ 年——月——曰 
(一） i S l . (請只 “v^  ” 一個） 
• i ) 最 近 七 日 來 ， 他 / 她 參 與 全 職 （ 段 乎 全 職 ） 的 5 作 ； & 惑 去 全 
曰（近乎全日）的課程；或主理家務；或不論是退休與否， 
參加義務工作。（得2分） ，^ 
• i i ) 照 常 工 作 或 上 學 ； 或 主 理 家 務 ， 或 當 義 工 ， 但 我 需 要 很 多 幫 
助才能做到，或要大大減少工作時間。（得1分） ‘ 
• i i i ) 全 部 不 作 ， 不 上 學 ， 也 不 理 家 務 。 （ 得 0 分 ） 
( 二 ） 曰 常 生 活 ( 請 只 ” 一個） 
• i ) 最 近 七 曰 來 ， 他 / 她 不 需 協 助 ， 可 以 吃 喝 、 清 潔 、 如 廁 、 更 
衣、駕験、或乘搭公共讫車。（得2分） 
• i i ) 只 可 在 別 人 或 特 別 儀 器 協 助 下 ， 才 可 以 外 出 或 處 理 曰 常 生 活 
,但我可以做輕可的工作。（得 1分） _ _ 从 ，一 
• i i i ) 受 家 庭 或 學 校 保 護 ， 又 不 能 自 顧 ， 更 不 能 做 輕 可 的 工 作 。 
(得0分） 
( 三 ） ( 請 只 ” 一個） 
• i ) 最 近 七 曰 來 ， 他 / 她 大 多 數 時 間 感 到 舒 服 。 （ 得 2 分 ） 
• i i )缺乏精力或只間中有能力應付工作。（得1分），，《^〃、、 
• i i i ) 大 多 數 時 間 感 到 很 不 舒 服 或 身 體 狀 況 極 惡 劣 。 （ 得 0 分 ） 
( 四 ） ^ ^ (請只“v^ ” 一個） 
• i ) 最 近 七 曰 來 ， 他 / 她 有 好 的 人 際 關 係 ， 且 得 到 起 碼 一 個 家 人 
或朋友的極力支持。（得2分） 
• i i ) 從 家 人 及 朋 友 中 得 到 的 支 捷 是 二 日 ( 2 � - 分 了 \ 日 + 古 
• i i i ) 不 常 得 到 家 人 及 朋 友 的 支 持 ； 或 他 們 只 是 在 退 不 得 已 時 才 支 
持我。（得0分） 
( 五 ） M i i ( 請 只 ” 一個） 
• i ) 最 近 七 日 來 ， 他 / 她 基 本 上 是 個 鎮 定 的 人 ， 我 對 事 物 前 瞻 ， 
及可以為自己及四周的事情作出決定。 一 
• i i ) 有 時 會 有 困 摄 或 烕 到 不 能 自 主 ， 我 有 時 會 感 到 憂 慮 及 情 结 低 
落。（得 1分） 找 
• i i i ) 感 到 驚 慌 及 很 多 時 覺 得 頭 腦 混 孰 。 （ 得 0 分 ） 
於評估他 /她的生活質素時，你相信你的準確性是： 
h 青圏上適合的一欄） ， 〔 ^ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
絕 對 肯 定 非 常 肯 定 相 當 肯 定 不 太 肯 定 非 常 不 肯 定 絕 不 肯 定 
3 7 0 
U U A L I T Y O F L I F E Appendix 3.13d 
U n i s c a l e - E f ^ " 
p没 I n d e x U n i s c a l e (Rater's V e r s i o n ) i 
SUBJECT NUMBER 




I 8 I 1 I 




P I 咖 rnark with an X the ,appropHate place within the bar to indicate your rating 
o/ thie person's quality of life during the past week. If more than a week please 
state last time you ecoj this person, • p 
14 15 
— e s t q u a l i t y a p p l i e s t o someone comple te ly dependent p h y s i c a l l y on o t h e r s , 
s e r i o u s l y impa i red m e n t a l l y , unaware o f sur roundings and i n a hopeless p o s i t i o n . 
, H i御S t q u a l i t y , a p p l i e s t o someone p h y s i c a l l y and men ta l l y independent, 
communicat ing w e l l w i t h o t h e r s , able to do most o f the th ings enjoyed, p u l l i n g 
own w e i g h t , w i t h a h o p e f u l ye t r e a l i s t i c a t t i t u d e . 
LOWEST ： ~ ‘ — — 
QUALITY • HIGHEST 
^ QUALITY 
CPlease mark one X w i t h i n the bar) 
• . 
.16 17 
二 a r e you t h a t your r a t i n g o f t h i s q u a l i t y o f l i f e i s accurate? 
Please c i r c l e the a p p r o p r i a t e ca tegory . 
A b s o l u t e l y Very Qui te Not Very Very Not a t a l l 
Conf ident: Con f iden t Conf ident C o n f i d ^ t DoubSu l Conf iden t 
工 i 3 4 5 6 
- , • 
18 
3 7 1 
Appendix 编號： —__ 
生活條件質素衡量尺（認識者） 
請 用 “ X ” 字 把 適 合 地 形 容 你 認 識 上星期的生活條件質 
素的程度填於下面的量尺上。若是冢冤一 I 爾，請填上最後見他 /她 








質素 （ 請 於 尺 內 劃 上 一 個 “ X ” 字 ） 質素 
於衡量此生活條件質素時，你相信你的準確性是……（請圏上適合的 
一欄） 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
mm 悲常 想當 2 太 非 2 g 不 








First List of Cancer Pain Descriptors (N=100) 
(I) Sensory (II) Affective (III) Intensity/Evaluative 
1 .針括 1 .周身唔自然 1. 一郁就痛 
2 .嗜住 2 .唔安樂 劇痛 
3•摄 3 . 驚 3 .犀利 
4 . 裂 4. m 4 .無力 
5 .杻痛 5 . 煩 5 .軟 
6 .隠隠作痛 6 .痛到喊 6 .入心入肺 
携 7 .辛苦 7 .好難忍受 
8•郁 8 .冇心機 8 .好痛 
9 . 痛 9 .唔開心 9 .可以忍受 
脹 1 0 .想死 1 0 .中等 
1 1 .斷 1 1 .疲倦 1 1 .唔做得銜 
1 2 .割傷痛 1 2 .散哂 1 2 .行路都痛 
13. D肉撺住 1 3 .好唔方便 1 3 .唔可以坐 
14. D骨入牲肉 1 4 .頂唔順 1 4 .極痛 
1 5 .怪 1 5 .痛到要休息 1 5 .碌碌吓 
16. ’撩撩’吓 1 6 .好煩 1 6 . 唔 想 落 床 
17. ’湖’痛 17.好驚 17.痛到屈埋個肚 
1 8 .梗 1 8 .痛到作醒 1 8 .痛到凍 
19. it i t痛痛 1 9 .要死 1 9 .痛到爆炸 
2 0 .剌痛 2 0 .好慘 2 0 .唔舒服 
2 1 .壓住 2 1 .好難頂 2 1 .做唔倒断 
2 2 .拉緊 唔好勝 2 2 .好厲害 
2 3 .扯 2 3 .好唔舒服 2 3 .極大傷害 
2 4 .頂住 2 4 .有 t l影塑 2 4 .痛到作醒 
2 5 .抽描 2 5 . 痛 到 低 2 5 .痛到要死 
2 6 .赤 2 6 .唔想郁 2 6 .叫阿爸 
27. bub b u b聲痛 2 7 .唔像好痛 2 7 .痛到「標尿」 
2 8 .乾 28. 唔著 2 8 .痛到想休息 
2 9 .熱 2 9 .痛到有幻覺 29. 唔著 
3 0 .跳吓跳吓 3 0 .難於集中精神 3 0 .唔算好痛 
3 1 .抽住 3 1 .標冷汗 3 1 .輕微 
32. fit f i t聲痛 32. flii心機 3 2 .唔想食断 
3 3 .火炎 3 3 .不能發力 3 3 .大力郁先致痛 
34. (acid) 3 4 .令人擔薆 3 4 .會休克 
3 5 .酸痛 3 5 .痛到牙較軟 3 5 .過一陣先郁得 
36. nuen n u e n吓痛 3 6 .坐立不安 3 6 .笑同埋郁就痛多 D 
37. —刀割開 3 7 .有胃口 3 7 .好緊要 
38. ’ mung’住痛 3 8 .呼吸困難 3 8 .微 
3 9 .擴散的 3 9 .出唔倒聲 3 9 .中上 
4 0 .移動的 4 0 .非常驚慌 4 0 .捵床捵席 
4 1 .鑽吓讚吓 4 1 .痛到彈起 4 1 .痛到局部失去知覺 
42. ’ un’住痛 4 2 .可以忍受 4 2 .普通 
4 3 .沉痛 4 3 .不能飲食 
4 4 .好似拉斷筋 
4 5 .斷裂 
4 6 .電蔡 -赤赤痛 
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Appendix 4-2 
The Preliminary List of Cantonese Descriptors 
I II III 
1.陳隠作痛 1.郁郁吓 1.針咱 
2.跳吓跳吓 2 .摄 2.有虫「捐」 
3. Bub B u b聲痛 3 .鑽吓讚昨 
4.電親 4 . 剌痛 
IV •‘ V VI 
1.割傷痛 1.歷住/，un’住/頂住 1 .扯住/拉緊/抽住 
2 .斬 /割開 2.抽搞 2 .杻 
3 .斷裂 
VII VIII IX 
1 . 熱 / 興 / 赤 1.淵痛/孿攀卩下痛/ 1.裂開 
2 .火辣 ’ it i t 痛 
2 .酸痛 
3 .沉痛 
X XI XII 
1 .疲倦 /無力/唔想郁 1.周身唔自然 1.驚驚地 




XIII XIV XV 
1 .好慘 1.不能集中精神/昂居居 1 .悶 /煩 
2 .想死 2 .有幻覺/迷迷得糟 有心機 
3.唔開心 
4.有開心 
XVI XVII XVIII 
1 .擴散 1 .梗 1.赤（冰凍） 
2.暗牲入肉 2. /麻木 
XIX XX 
1 .擔心 1 .脹 
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A p p e n d i x 4.3 S u b j e c t s for the P i l o t Study of the C a n t o n e s e 
Pain Q u e s t i o n n a i r e 
(Patient D i s t r i b u t i o n by Speciality) 
1 . O b s t e t r i c w a r d 20 
2 . M e d i c a l w a r d 40 
3 . O n c o l o g y ward 20 
4 . P s y c h i a t r i c w a r d 3 
5. O r t h o p a e d i c o u t p a t i e n t s 30 
5 . M e d i c a l o u t p a t i e n t s 17 
T O T A L 130 
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Appendix 4-4 





1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困摄 劇痛 痛到死 
例： 
1 2 3 4 5 
I I I 
坐車 晤 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困摄 劇痛 痛到死 
表示你認為“坐車”所暗示的楚劇烈程度是三分。 
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個人資料 P e r s o n a l Data 
^ A t t ^ Patient's Name ： ISP®貝 Administrator ： 
出生日期 Date of Birth ： 
訪問日期 Date of Interview ： 
年 餘 A g e : 
婚 i s狀況 M.^rital Status 
1. Unmarried 2. B J ® Married 3.胃ffi Others 
學歷 Education Level 
1 . 小 學 以 下 Below Primary 2 . 小 學 畢 業 Completed Primary 
3 . 中 學 Secondary not completed 4 . 中 學 畢 業 Completed Secondary 
5. ^ ^ ^ K k J l University or above 
職業 Occupation 
每月收入 Monthly Income 
1. HK$ 2,000 或下 Below HK$ 2,000 2. HK$ 2,001 - 5000 
3. HK$ 5,001 - 10,000 4. HK$ 10,001 - 15,000 
5. HK$ 15,001 - 20,000 6. HK$ 20,000 或以下 HK$ 20,001 or above 
家庭主要收入來源 M a j o r Earner of Family 
1 . 病 人 Family 2 . 其 他 Other f ami ly members 
病歷 Medical History 
1* 診 斷 Diagnosis : 
2 . 影 響 部 位 Affected areas ： 
3•病 徵 Symptoms ： 
1 . 痛 Pain 
2 . 其 他 Others 
4 . 手 術 Previous Surgery 
1 . 施 行 日 期 D a t e ： 
2 . 發 院 Hospital ： 
5.其他疾病 Previous major illness ： 
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第一組 
1 .陳睡作痛 1 2 3 4 5 
Flickening | 1 1 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .跳吓跳吓/戚戚吓 1 2 3 4 5 
Beating/Quivering 1 1 ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
3. Bub Bub 磬痛/Fig Fig 聲痛 1 2 3 4 5 
I I 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第二組 
1 .郁郁吓 1 2 3 4 5 
Moving 1 1 J 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .有晴「捐捐」吓 1 2 3 4 5 
Swarming ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
3 .摄攪吓 1 2 3 4 5 
Churning ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第三組 
1 .針暗 1 2 3 4 5 
Pricking | ‘ 1 ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .刀仔撩 1 2 3 4 5 
Boring ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
3.讚吓鑽Iff 1 2 3 4 5 
Drilling I 1 1 ' 
唔 妾 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
4 .剌痛 1 2 3 4 5 
Lancinating ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
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第四組 
1 .割 /斬 1 2 3 4 5 
Cutting/Chopping ‘ ‘ 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 剌痛 痛到死 
2 .刀仔撬 1 2 3 4 5 
Sharp I 1 1 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第五組 ’’ 
1. / 扭 1 2 3 4 5 
Tight/Wrenching 1 • ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第六組 
1 .扯住 /拉緊 /抽住 1 2 3 4 5 
Tugging/Pulling/Taut | ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .抽筋 1 2 3 4 5 
Cramping ^ ‘ -J 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第 t組 
1 . 熱 / 興 / 赤 1 2 3 4 5 
Hot/Scalding/Searing ‘ ^ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .火辣 1 2 3 4 5 
Buring ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第八組 
1.壓住/’un，住/頂住 1 2 3 4 5 
Pressing/Pinching ‘ ‘ ‘ 
晤 安 樂 好 藉 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
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第九組 
1 .淵痛 1 2 3 4 5 
Aching I 1 1 L 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .酸痛 1 2 3 4 5 
Dull I 1 1 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十組 … 
1 .裂開 1 2 3 4 5 
Lacerating 1 1 ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .斷開 1 2 3 4 5 
Splitting I i i 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十一組 
1 .疲倦 /無力 /唔想郁 1 2 3 4 5 
Tiring/Gruel ling ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .散晒 1 2 3 4 5 
Exhausting ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十二組 
1 .周身唔自然 1 2 3 4 5 
Being uncomfortable ^ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .好唔舒服 1 2 3 4 5 
Who 1 e body uncuratura 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
3 .標冷汗 ：^ 2 3 4 甲 
Rapid perspiration j ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
4 .痛到喊 1 2 3 4 5 
Screaming pain ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
5 .透唔到氣 1 2 3 4 5 
Suffocating ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
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第十三組 
1 .驚 /擔心 1 2 3 4 5 
Worrying 1 ‘ 1 — ~ — 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 . 好驚 /恐權 1 2 3 4 5 
Frightening 1 ‘ ‘ — 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十四組 
1 .有胃口 1 2 3 4 5 
No appetite ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .痛到作醒 1 2 3 4 5 
Sickening/Nauseating ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十五組 
1 .不能集中精神/昂居居 1 2 3 4 5 
Cannot concentrate ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .有幻覺/迷迷憎權 1 2 3 4 5 
With hallucination/ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
Dreaming and unaware 唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十六組 
1 . 悶 / 煩 / 有 心 機 / 唔 開 心 1 2 3 4 5 
Annoying/Troublesome/Miserable ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .好慘 1 2 3 4 5 
Dreadful | ‘ • ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
5 .想死 1 2 3 4 5 
Killing I ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔 安 樂 好 麻 煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
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第十七組 
1.擴散/越痛越大®: 1 2 3 4 5 
Spreading/Radiating ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2.越痛越深 1 2 3 4 5 
Penetrating ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十八組 
1•痺 1 2 3 4 5 
Numb I 1 i J 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2.電親 1 2 3 4 5 
Electric shocked | ‘ ‘ ‘― 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第十九組 
1.冰凍 1 2 3 4 5 
Cool/Freezing ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
第二十組 
1 . 脹 /谷 1 2 3 4 5 
Blowed I L 1 1 唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
2 .乾 1 2 3 4 5 
Dry I • 1 ‘ 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
3. (剌激性）/醃 1 2 3 4 5 a g g 1 n g " Ill •'" III I I I I • 1_ . .1 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
4.赤痛 1 2 3 4 5 
Reddening sharp —‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
5 .梗 1 2 3 4 5 
Stiff I ‘ ‘ ‘ 
唔安樂好麻煩 困擾 劇痛 痛到死 
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A p p e n d i x 4.5 Pain I n t e n s i t y R a t i n g - Raters‘ D i s t r i b u t i o n 
by P r o f e s s i o n 
1 . A c u t e pain p a t i e n t 20 
2 . O r t h o p a e d i c s u r g e o n s 4 
3 . R h e u m a t o l o g i s t 5 
4 . O n c o l o g i s t 5 
5 . P s y c h i a t r i s t 5 
6 . 4th year m e d i c a l s t u d e n t 19 
T O T A L 59 
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Appendix 4.6 Mean Values of Pain Descriptors of Orthopaedic 
Patients by Sex 
(N = 8) (N = 12) (N = 20) 
Descriptors Female Male X S.D. -> • 
Ql.l Flickening 1.88 1.67 1.75 0.91 
Q1.2 Beating 2.63 2.92 2.80 1.32 
Q1.3 Bub Bub/Fig Fig 3.63 3.50 3.55 1.23 
Q2.2 Moving 3.13 2.75 2.90 1.21 
Q2.1 Swarming 3.00 2.92 2.95 1.05 
Q2.3 Churning 3.13 3.25 3.20 1.11 
Q3.1 Pricking 3.63 3,25 3.40 1.05 
Q3.3 Boring 3.63 3.67 3.65 1.04 
Q3.4 Lancinating 4.00 3.75 3.85 0.67 
Q3.2 Drilling 4.63 3.83 4.15 1.23 
Q4.2 Sharp 4.50 4.33 4.40 0.60 
Q4.1 Cutting/Chopping 4.50 4.75 4.65 0.44 
Q5.1 Tight/Wrenching 3.25 3.42 3.35 1.09 
Q6.1 Tugging/Pulling/ 3.13 3.33 3.25 1.21 
Taut 
Q6.2 Cramping 3.25 3.67 3.50 1.15 
Q7.1 Hot/Scalding/ 2.50 2.25 2.35 1.09 
Searing 
Q7.2 Burning 3.25 3.42 3.35 1.23 
Q8.1 Pressing/P inching 3.25 2.92 3.05 1.05 
Q9.2 Aching 2.13 2.00 2.05 0.76 
Q9.1 Dull 2.13 2.25 2.20 0.83 
QlO.l Lacerating 4.63 3.92 4.20 0.62 
Q10.2 Splitting 4.75 4.58 4.65 0.75 
Qll.l Tiring/Gmelling 3.63 2.50 2.95 1.40 
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Q11.2 Exhausting 4.13 3.50 3.75 1.55 
Q12.2 Being uncomfortable 3.25 2.08 2.55 1.47 
Q12.1 Whole Body Unnatural 3.13 2.25 2.60 1.23 
Q12.3 Rapid perspiration 3.75 3.25 3.45 1.28 
Q12.4 Screaming pain 5.00 4.42 4.65 0.49 
Q12.5 Suffocating 4.75 4.67 4.70 0.41 
Q13.1 Worrying 3.75 2.83 3.20 1.01 
Q13.2 Frightening 4.00 3.58 3.75 0.85 
Q14.1 No appetite 3.75 2.92 3.25 1.37 
Q14.2 Sickening/Nauseating 4.38 3.00 3.55 1.43 
Q15.1 Cannot concentrate 3.63 3.12 3.36 1.39 
Q15.2 With hallucination/ 4.25 3.58 3.85 1.18 
Dreaming & unaware 
Q16.1 Annoying/Troublesome/ 3.50 2.67 3.00 0.97 
Miserable 
Q16.2 Dreadful 4.75 3.92 4.25 1.07 
Q16.3 Killing 4.75 4.67 4.70 0.66 
Q17.1 Spreading/Radiating 4.50 39.2 4.15 0.67 
Q17.2 Penetrating 4.75 4.08 4.35 0.81 
Q18.1 Numb 3.88 3.67 3.75 0.97 
Q18.2 Electric shocked 4.50 3.42 3.85 1.35 
Q19.1 Cool/Freezing 4.00 3.42 3.65 1.23 
Q20.3 Reddening Sharp 2.38 2.67 2.55 1.22 
Q20.2 Dry 2.25 3.17 2.80 1.32 
Q20.4 BI owed 3.25 2.58 2.85 0.99 
Q20.1 Nagging: 3.25 3.25 3.25 0.94 
Q20.5 Stiff 3.87 3.33 3.55 1.19 
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A p p e n d i x 4.7 Pain D e s c r i p t o r s’ Mean V a l u e s of P a t i e n t , 
P r o f e s s i o n a l s and M e d i c a l S t u d e n t s 
4th Kedical 
Patients Professionals Students ill 
(N = 20) (H = 16) (N = 19) {» = 55) 
Descriptors X S.D. \ S.D. I S.D. X S.D. 
Ql.l Flickening 1.15 0.91 2.31 0.75 1.84 0.83 1.97 0J7 
Q1.2 Beating/Qiiiyering 2.80 1.32 1.56 0.13 1.74 0.65 2.03 1.10 
Q1.3 Bub Bnb/Fig Fig 3.55 1.23 2.54 1.06 2J] 1.02 2.95 1.19 
Q2.2 Koving 2.90 1.21 1.63 0.81 1.58 0.69 2.07 1.12 
Q2.1 Svaning 2.95 1.05 1 .38 0.62 1.53 OJl 1.95 1.07 
Q2.3 Churning 3.20 1.11 1.81 0.98 1.89 0.5? 2.30 1.11 
Q3.1 Boring 3.40 1.05 2.38 1.20 2.89 0.16 2.89 1.08 
Q3.3 Boring 3.65 1.04 2.50 1.03 2.68 0.89 2.94 1.10 
Q3J Lancinating 3.85 0.67 3.06 0.85 3.44 0.10 3.45 0. 80 
03.2 Pricking 4.15 1.23 3.38 1.15 3.32 0.55 3.62 1.16 
Q U Cutting/Chopping UO 0.60 3.81 0.66 3.68 0.82 3.96 0.76 
Q4.1 Sharp 4.65 0.44 4.38 0.72 4.32 0.75 4.45 0.66 
Q5.1 Tight/lrenching 3.35 1.05 3.31 0.10 3.05 0.91 3.24 0.92 
Q6.1 Tugging/Pulling/ 3.25 1.21 2.88 0.89 3.16 0.83 3.10 0.99 
Taut 
Q6.2 Crasiping 3.50 1.15 3.38 0.62 3.47 0.?7 3. 45 0.88 
Q7.1 Hot/Scalding/ 2.35 1.09 2.06 0.77 2.42 0.69 2.28 0.81 
Searing 
QIJ Buring 3.35 1.23 3.25 0.77 3.11 0.74 3.24 0.94 
Q8.1 Pressing/Pinching 3.05 1.05 2.81 0.58 2.53 0.61 2.80 0.91 
Q9.2 Aching 2.05 O.U 2.25 0.86 2.26 0J7 2.19 0.82 
Q9.1 Dull 2.20 0.83 2.50 0.52 2.42 0.90 2.33 0.78 
QlO.l Lacerating 4.20 0.62 4.00 0.82 3.79 0.63 4.00 0.69 
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Q10.2 Splitting 4.65 0.75 4.31 0.60 4.21 (Ml 4.39 0.11 
Qll.l Tiring/Gruelling 2.95 1.40 1.69 0.81 1.84 0.83 2.16 1.21 
Q11.2 Exhausting 3.15 1.55 2.25 0.86 2.26 1.10 2.15 1.41 
012.2 Being uncoi- 2.55 1.41 1.54 0.17 2.47 0.84 2.32 1.11 
fortable 
Q12.1 Ihole body 2.60 1.23 1.56 0.73 1.68 0.82 1.95 1.06 
unnatural 
Q12.3 Rapid 3.45 1.28 2.94 1.24 2.19 1.03 3.06 1.20 
perspiration 
Q12.4 Screaiing pain 4.65 0.49 4.25 0.68 4.00 0.82 4.30 0.72 
Q12.5 Suffocating 4.10 0.41 ]M 0.85 4.U 0.83 4.27 0.80 
Q13.1 Worrying 3.20 1.01 1.94 0.85 2.21 1.03 2.45 1.10 
013.2 Frightening 3.15 0.85 2.38 0.12 2.84 1.1? 2.87 1.05 
Q14.1 No appetite 3.25 1.37 2.00 0.85 1.89 OJl 2.38 1.23 
014.2 Sickening/ 3.55 1.43 4.00 0.73 3.3? 0J3 3.64 1.08 
Sauseating 
Q15.1 Cannot 3.35 1.39 2.50 1.15 2,21 0.79 2.69 1.22 
concentrate 
Q15.2 m h 3 .85 1 .18 2.69 1.30 3.16 1.21 3.23 1.30 
hallucination/ 
Dreaming & unasare 
Q16.1 Imoml 3.00 0.97 2.00 0.89 1.84 0.90 2.28 1.05 
Troublesoie/ 
Kisearable 
Q16.2 Dreadful 4.25 1.07 3.38 1.09 3.32 1.11 3.65 1.16 
Q16.3 filling 4.70 0.6S 4.19 0.91 4.21 0.79 4.37 0.81 
017.1 Spreading/ 4.15 0.67 3.44 0.63 3.47 0.61 3.69 0.11 
Radiating 
011.2 Penetrating 4.35 O J l 3.94 0.51 3.94 0.42 4.08 0.65 
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Q18.1 Noib 3.75 0.97 2.H 0.?5 2.53 0.77 2.82 1.01 
Q18.2 Electric shocked 3.85 1.35 2.65 0.87 2.89 0.95 3.14 1.20 
Q19.1 C o o l / F r e e z i n g 3.65 1.23 2.38 0.56 2.42 0.84 2.82 1.18 
Q20.3 R e d d e n i n g S h a r p 2.55 1.22 2.31 0.19 2.39 0.78 2.42 0.91 
Q20.2 D r y 2.80 1 .32 1 .94 0.52 2.11 0.94 2.28 1.16 
Q20.4 B l o a e d 2.85 0.59 3.19 0.75 3.16 0.83 3.01 0.87 
p . l N a g g i n g 3.25 O .M 2.38 0.95 2.26 0.99 2.63 1.08 
020.5 S t i f f 3.55 1 .19 2.38 0.96 2.42 0.84 2.78 1.14 
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A p p e n d i x 4.8 個人資料 编號： 





年 齡 ： 性 別 ： 
所住醫院 /病房 /病床： 
婚姻狀況 居住情況 
1.未婚 1 .獨居 
2 .已婚 2.與家人同住 




3 .其 他 
教育程度 
1.小學以下 2.小學畢業 







1.發病前的職業 ： 出示培片 
每月收入 
1. HK$ 2,000 或下 2. HK$ 2,001 - 5000 
3. HK$ 5,001 - 10.000 4. HK$ 10,001 - 15,000 
5. HK$ 15,001 - 20,000 6. HK$ 20,000 或以下 
2.現在是否繼工作 

















4 .免疫治療 次數 





5 .作醒/惡心 6 .車咬 




























2 .份量 ： 
3 .上次服藥時間 ： 
病人智力評估： 
I ！ 1 I 1 










H ( T 









I II III 
1.隠隠作痛 1.有瞭「捐損」吓 1.針暗 
2.跳吓跳吓，戚戚ttr 2 .郁郁吓 2.鎮吓鑽吓 
3. Bub B u b聲痛 3.攪攪吓 3 .剌痛 
Fig F i g聲痛 4.刀仔撩 
IV V知 VI 
1 .刀仔撬 1. ^！/扭 1 .扯住 /拉緊 /抽住 
2 . 割 / 斬 2 .抽筋 
VII VIII IX 
1 . 熱 / 興 1. E住/’un’住/頂住 1.酸痛 
2 .火辣 2 .湖痛 
X XI XII 
1 .裂開 1 .疲倦 /無力 /唔想郁 1.好唔舒服 




XIII XIV XV 
1 .擔心 1.無胃口 1 .不能集中精神/ 
2 .恐懼 2.痛到作醒 昂居居 
2 .有幻覺/迷迷愕愕 
XVI XVII XVIII 
1 . 悶 / 煩 / 有 心 機 擴散/越痛越大 i 1 -痺 




1 .冰凍 1 .醜 
2 .乾 
3. 赤痛 
4 . 脹 / 谷 
r 5 .梗 
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Personal Data for CQLQ & p 谨 望 。 链 描 S t u d y and CPQ 
Please provide personal data for analysis. All the information 
will be kept strictly confidential. 
Patient's Name : Interviewer: 
Date of Birth: 
Date of Interview: 
Age : Sex: 
Hospital/Ward/Bed: 
Marital status Accommodation 
1. unmarried 
2. married 1. live alone 
N o . of years married 2. live with family 
N o . of children 3. Others (please 
specify〉 
N o . of Co-
resident children 




1. Below Primary 2. Completed primairy 
3. Secondary not completed 4. Secondary completed 
5. Post-secondary or above 
Religion 
1. Yes (Please specify) 
“ 2 . No 
Occupation 
1. Your job before illness (Show cards) 
Monthly income 
1. HK$ 2000 or below 2. HK$ 2001 - 5000 
3. HK$ 5000 - 10000 4. HK$ 10001 - 15000 
5. HK$ 15001 - 20000 6. HK$ 20001 or above 
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2. Are you still working? 
1. Yes 2. No 
Occupation Date you stop 
working 
Monthly income: 
〜 ( s h o w cards) 
3. Source of household income before illness. 




1. Cancer Type: 
Stage: 
2. Other 
2. Present treatment 
1. Chemotherapy: drugs 
dose 
frequency 
2. Radiotherapy: frequency 
3. Surgery area of treatment 
date of surgery 
4. Immunotherapy frequency 
Symptoms 
1. Do you have the following situation: 
1. headache 2. other pain 
“ 3. urination abnormality 4. irregular periods 
5. nausea 6. dizziness 
7 . constipation 8. vomiting 
9. diarrhea 
Medical History 
1. Date illness onset 
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2. Hospitalization 




3. Surgery taken in the past 













Chinese Pain Questionnaire adapted from 
Mc Gill Pain Assessment Questionnaire 
Patient,s name: Administrator: 
Age: Sex: 
Date: 
Name of Hospital: Ward/bed: 
Diagnosis: 




Patient‘s intelligence assessment 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 i • • 
IQ: 70 or 80-89 90-189 110-119 120 or 
below above 
This questionnaire is designed to help us understanding your 
p a i n . 
Please attempt to answer the following questions. 
Thank you for your cooperation 
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I. Ljocation of pain 
Where is your pain (please indicate with your finger) 
Is it external or internal? 
H i W 
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II. What Does Your Pain Feel Like? 
I will now read to you twenty groups of commonly used adjectives about pain. 
Tell me which words best describe your present pain. 
Use only a single word in each group that describes your present pain best. 
Leave out any word-group that is not suitable. 
1 2 3 
1. flickening 1. moving 1. pricking 
2. beating/quivering 2. swarming 2. drilling 
3. pulsing/throbbing 3. churning 3. lancinating 
4. boring 
4 5 6 
1. sharp 1. tight/wrenching 1. tugging/pulling/taut 
2. cutting/chopping 2. cramping 
7 8 9 
1. hot/scalding 1. pressing/pinching 1. dull 
2. burning 2. aching 
10 11 12 
1. lacerating 1. tiring/gruelling 1. whole body uncuratural 
2. splitting 2. exhausting 2. being uncomfortable 
3. rapid perspiration 
4. screaming pain 
5. suffocating 
13 14 15 
1. worrying 1. no appetite 1. cannot concentrate 
2. frightening 2. sickening/nauseating 2. with hallucination 
dreaming and unaware 
16 17 18 
1. annoying/troublesome/ 1. spreading/radiating 1. numb 




1. cool/freezing 1* nagging 
2. dry 




工工工. Pain Pattern 




2. W h a t can relief you pain? 
3. What will increase your pain? 
IV. Intensity of Pain 
The followings are five items describing intensity of pain 
1 2 3 4 5 
m i l d discom— dis- horrible Excruciating 
forting stressing 
1. Please choose the most suitable items for answering the 
following questions. 
1 . Your pain right now? 
2. Your pain at its most? 
3. Your pain at its least? 
4. The most toothache you ever had? 
5.‘ The most headache you ever had? 
6. The most stomach-ache you ever had? 
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A p p e n d i x 5.1 The Cancer Group by Diaqnosis 
Cancer Types Frequency Percent 
01 Lung 8 10.5 
02 Nasopharyngeal 14 13.4 
03 Liver 6 7.9 
04 Larynx 3 3.9 
05 -Bone 9 11.8 
06 Brain Tumour 1 1.3 
07 Adrenal gland 1 1.3 
08 Breast 15 19.7 
09 Rectum 5 6.6 
10 Cervix 2 2.6 
11 Colon 5 6.6 
12 Lymphoma 5 6.6 
13 Kidney 1 1-3 
14 testicular 1 1-3 
TOTAL 76 100.00 
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‘ r A C U L T Y OF M E D I C I N E 香 港 中 文 大 學 
^ ^ T H E C H I N E S E U N I V E R S I T Y OF HONG KONG 醫 學 院 
^ p t o i ^ ： ^ ^ T E L E G R A M • S I N O V E R S I T Y • T E L E X • 5 0 3 0 1 C U H K H X F A X • ( 8 5 2 ) 6 3 7 - 7 8 8 4 
E P A R T M E N T O F P S Y C H I A T R Y 车円 ^ ^ 
_CEOF WALES HOSPITAL /"f^X ^ T ^ i V / T ' 香 港 新 界 沙 田 
HAT 丨 N, N.T.. HONGKONG U J" )( 威 爾 斯 親 王 醫 院 
NC：^ N：^ i j i ] 
EL: 636-3640 ^ J 一 一 一 
電話：六二六•二六四〇 
'our Reference： Appendix 5.2 Letters sent to recruit sub.iects 
)ur Reference: “ 
March 18, 1991. 
Dr. W.Y. Shen, 
Dept of Orthopaedics & Traumatology, 
P.W.H. 
Dear Dr. w.Y. Shen, 
Re: Quality of Life and Pain Study 
I attempted to make a contact over the telephone but was unsuccessful. I 
therefore write to seek your help. I am at the final stage of my Ph.D. and need 
controls for my study. I have sought Professor Leung's permission to gather data 
i n the Orthopaedics wards he has agreed but suggested I contact you i n d i v i d u a l l y . 
I am looking for patients who have (i) experienced trauma or illness that will 
not totally recover to premorbid status, (ii) The'person would have experienced 
pain as Dart or ',^ hole of the presenting problem, (iii) Are of fair intelligence 
and 18 years old or above but no upper limit. (iv) Are willing to be assessed 
on pain and their quality of life. This involves an intake (： 30 minutes) and 
subsequent 3 weekly follow-up (15 minutes) which could be mailed to the patient 
if the patient does not stay for a whole month. Patients freshly admitted or 
after operation or transferred to rehabilitation wards are all possibilities. 
工 need approximately 15 males and 15 females to measure for change or quality 
-of life. If there are any query, please feel free to contact me. 




Lecturer in Psychiatry 
、 • 
c.c. Prof P.C. Leung 
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A p p e n d i x 5,3 The Patient Controls 
V a l u e Frequency Percent 
21 Chronic 2 5.9 
Rheumarthritis 
22 C a r d i o v a s c u l a r 1 2.9 
accident 
23 Systemic lupus 4 11,8 
erythematosus 
31 Lymphegitis 1 2.9 
32 H i p replacement 4 11.8 
33 Bengin v e r t e b r a l 1 2.9 
tumour 
34 Limb injury 10 29.4 
35 Low back pain 11 32.4 
TOTAL 34 100.00 










INFORMATION RELEASE CONSENT FORM 
I 
7 P a t i e n t N a m e了 ^Hospital Registration No.) 
do hereby consent to and authorise the Faculty of Medicine, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong to use all or any of my 
information in the interview and questionnaires answered by 
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